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Editor's Note

Editor’s Note
 

The Future of Work?
 
A great transformation of nineteenth-century industrial capitalism was the conceptual 
and spatial separation of “work” and “life.” In practice, however, this division between 
wage work and leisure has always existed alongside evolving forms of unfree, “informal,” 
and household labor. Nevertheless, in recent decades, with the digital revolution and 
the global rise of gig work, freelancing, and temp contracts—the so-called “precarious 
economy”—the labor regimes developed under industrialization appear increasingly 
anachronistic. Governments and publics anticipate a new era of work, reigniting debates 
over the ethics of technology, the organization of labor, and the nature of work itself.
 
The Covid-19 pandemic has lent new urgency to these debates. An uneven patchwork of 
government responses has reshaped global and local movements of goods, services, and 
people, with profound consequences for everyday life and work. Here at Georgetown 
University in Washington, D.C., we shifted to virtual learning on March 16, 2020, trig-
gering a chaotic rush to empty the campus and create an infrastructure online. Dispersed 
around the world, we experienced social relations mediated by images on a screen. Life 
felt arrhythmic in its homogeneity; school blended into work blended into leisure.
 
In reality, the pandemic created a bifurcation of workers and work, one which grew out 
of existing hierarchies of race, gender, class, and citizenship. As students and white-col-
lar workers sheltered at home, “essential workers,” gig workers, and domestic workers 
upheld the material infrastructure that sustained them. The cleavage between virtual 
and “in-person” work maps onto what appears to be an increasing polarization between 
intellectual and manual labor. And yet, shortages of masks, medical equipment, and 
vaccines returned good old-fashioned production to the forefront of attention. Are we 
really on the brink of a radical transformation of work?
 
This issue of the Georgetown Journal of Asian Affairs, produced entirely online, is animated 
by questions that arose from the editorial board’s own experiences of living/working/
studying during a global pandemic. In our Policy Forum, “The Future of  Work," we 
explore how technological innovation and demographic shifts will impact labor regimes 
in Asia. We ask how new technologies can generate opportunities for marginalized popu-
lations, but also how they can intensify labor discipline, surveillance, and exploitation. 
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We are also interested in mobility and migration, how government policies and socioeco-
nomic pressures create or reconfigure flows of workers in an increasingly interconnected 
world. In the following pages, our contributors offer fresh and insightful analyses of 
these urgent topics.  
 
In the first Policy Forum article, Yujia He and Hong Shen move beyond the dominant 
narrative of U.S.-China technological competition to emphasize how both superpow-
ers must confront the impact of artificial intelligence (AI) on labor relations. In doing 
so, He and Shen draw our attention to the materiality of the labor behind AI, which 
requires massive inputs of human labor for creating datasets and evaluating algorithms. 
Crowdworkers in China who perform these more menial tasks suffer from poor working 
conditions, low pay, and limited opportunities for career advancement. While enjoying 
higher pay and prestige, more elite tech workers have organized against the 9-9-6 culture 
of overwork. Finally, He and Shen highlight the ways in which AI technologies threaten 
workers’ rights to privacy by extending surveillance and discipline within and outside 
the workplace. They conclude by calling for international cooperation in studying and 
regulating AI’s effects on workers’ rights.
 
Surveillance capitalism also pervades Darren Byler’s article on the reeducation labor 
regime in Xinjiang. Byler describes how the Chinese state’s ethnic policies intersected 
with the interests of capital to create a system of unfree labor that draws many of its 
Uyghur and Kazakh workers from internment camps. In his case study of Dina Nurdybai, 
a Kazakh woman who had been detained in a reeducation camp and then transferred 
to work in a nearby industrial park, Byler shows that the camps and the factories are 
conceptually linked and homologous in spatial configuration and organizational structure. 
They are part of a singular carceral system that aims to transform Muslim populations 
into “a deeply-controlled unfree working class.”  
 
The next two articles turn our attention to the mobility of labor. Timothy Lim’s arti-
cle examines the tension between South Korea’s demand for foreign workers and its 
self-identity as a culturally and racially homogenous nation. In his concise overview of 
South Korea’s transition from a labor exporter to a labor importer, Lim discusses how 
the country attempted to reconcile that tension through the creation of a two-track 
immigration regime that favors ethnic Koreans from China and elsewhere. However, 
Lim argues that recent institutional developments and public opinion polls indicate 
increasing support for immigration, suggesting a nascent ethic of multiculturalism.
 
Shifting the analytical lens to the drivers of migration, Biao Xiang examines an apparent 
contradiction in unskilled labor out-migration trends in China: why has out-migration 
remained steady even as incomes rise at home? Based on original research conducted 
in Northeast China, Xiang argues that labor migration is driven by the time-sensitive 
requirements of social reproduction. He locates his analysis within post-Reform socio-
economic transformations, particularly the creation of markets in education, health 
care, and property. Out-migration is not determined by demand for labor, but by the 
ever-rising costs of marriage, education, housing, and medical treatment.
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Migration from rural areas sustains urban life in many parts of Asia. The Covid-19 
pandemic cruelly exposed the importance and the vulnerability of migrant workers. 
In India, the abrupt imposition of a nation-wide lockdown on March 25, 2020 left 
over forty million migrants unemployed and homeless, driving a mass exodus to the 
countryside. Our next authors Bharath Jairaj and Pamli Deka ask how India can create 
jobs and achieve sustainable rural development in the post-Covid world. They suggest 
that the answer lies in developing the renewable energy sector. Identifying the lack of 
skills and educational qualifications as rural India’s main barrier to accessing renewable 
energy jobs, Jairaj and Deka argue for greater investment in comprehensive and inclusive 
training programs.
 
In our last two Policy Forum articles, the authors examine how marginalized groups 
can share in the benefits of emerging digital economies. Ruchika Chaudhary draws our 
attention to gendered experiences of gig work in India. She notes that women find gig 
work especially attractive because it can be adjusted around their domestic obligations. 
However, Chaudhary argues that most female gig workers work in feminized (and 
therefore, low-wage) sectors, where they face unsafe working conditions, precarity, and 
lack of upward mobility. She calls on policymakers and platforms to develop training 
programs for women and emphasizes the urgency of reforming social safety nets to 
encompass new types of workers.
 
Finally, Giulia Ajmone Marsan examines how Southeast Asian countries can pursue 
equitable development in the digital economy. She identifies disparities in digital access 
between urban and rural areas, between large enterprises and small businesses, and 
between men and women as the main obstacles to growing the digital economy. Ajmone 
Marsan argues that ASEAN and its member countries can address these gaps through 
investment in skills training for marginalized groups, public-private partnerships, and 
increasing cooperation within and between governments.
 
In addition to the Policy Forum, this issue features an original, peer-reviewed student 
research paper by Rintaro Nishimura. In a brilliant analysis of Japanese domestic poli-
tics, Nishimura attributes Shinzo Abe’s failure to amend the pacifist Constitution to 
the conflicting interests of domestic actors. Nishimura demonstrates that explanations 
based on institutional constraints are insufficient without analyses of public opinion and 
the political calculations of diverse actors.
 
Finally, the issue closes with two timely interviews with Georgetown University’s inau-
gural postdoctoral fellows in Ethnicity, Religion, and Conflict Resolution in Southeast 
Asia. Veronika Kusumaryati spoke about the origins of the West Papuan independence 
struggle and the rise of Black consciousness among Indigenous Papuans, as expressed in 
the Papuan Lives Matter Movement. In our second interview, Jessica Soedirgo discussed 
her research on violence against the Ahmadiyah minority in Indonesia, offering insight 
into how marginal groups come to be viewed as threats to national identity. We hope 
you enjoy reading these interviews as much as we enjoyed conducting them.
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This issue was, as always, a collaborative project. I would like to express my sincere 
thanks to our authors and interviewees for trusting us with their words and ideas. We 
cherished the opportunity to engage in dialogue with you. I would also like to thank 
Dr. Michael Green, Dr. Diana Kim, Dr. James Millward, Dr. Ananya Chakravarti, and 
anonymous reviewers for their generous advice and support. And of course, this issue 
could not exist without our publisher, Stephanie Gage, who guided us through every step 
of the editorial process. Every page bears the imprint of her professionalism, dedication, 
and keen eye for detail.
 
I would like to end this note by expressing my heartfelt gratitude for the Volume Seven 
Editorial Board. An extraordinary team of editors rose splendidly to meet the challenges 
of this unconventional editorial process. As we were scattered across different time zones, 
editors woke up or stayed up to participate in weekly meetings. We worked together 
through weekends, midterms, and finals, bound by our shared commitment to asking 
bold questions and exploring nuances. This issue is the product of your curiosity, talent, 
and passion. I am proud and humbled to call you my colleagues and my friends.
 
Now, with great pleasure, we present Volume Seven of the Georgetown Journal of Asian 
Affairs, “The Future of Work in Asia.”
 
Editor-in-Chief
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Policy Forum

Beyond the Great Power Competition Narrative: Exploring Labor Politics 
and Resistance behind AI Innovation in China

Yujia He and Hong Shen

Introduction 

A specter is haunting the world—the specter of artificial intelligence (AI). In the eyes of 
many, the major powers of the world have entered into an arms race in AI development. 
Policymakers in countries such as the United States, China, Japan, and South Korea 
justify the clamor for grand strategy and funding for AI research and development 
(R&D) on the basis of not being left behind in the race to automation.1 Business leaders 
and political pundits likewise tout AI and the “Fourth Industrial Revolution” as crucial 
to cementing international competitiveness and the future global order.2 It is easy to 
assume that whoever gets the upper hand in AI development will be handed the key to 
future economic prosperity, political prestige, and by extension, national power. Such a 
narrative frames AI development as a competitive race and is especially popular in the 
context of U.S.-China relations, where the U.S. approach has shifted from engagement 

1  Exec. Order No. 13859, 84 Fed. Reg. 3967 (Feb 11, 2019), https://www.federalregister.gov/doc-
uments/2019/02/14/2019-02544/maintaining-american-leadership-in-artificial-intelligence; The 
President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, Recommendations on Strengthening 
American Leadership in Industries of the Future, June 2020, https://science.osti.gov/-/media/_/pdf/
about/pcast/202006/PCAST_June_2020_Report.pdf?la=en&hash=019A4F17C79FDEE5005C51D-
3D6CAC81FB31E3ABC; Ministry of Science and Technology, “Next Generation Artificial Intelli-
gence Development Plan Issued by State Council,” China Science and Technology Newsletter no. 17, 
September 15, 2017, http://fi.china-embassy.org/eng/kxjs/P020171025789108009001.pdf; Integrat-
ed Innovation Strategy Promotion Council Decision, “AI Strategy 2019 AI for Everyone: People, 
Industries, Regions and Governments,” Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, June 11, 2019, https://www.
kantei.go.jp/jp/singi/ai_senryaku/pdf/aistratagy2019en.pdf; “South Korea AI R&D Strategy,” OECD 
AI, https://www.oecd.ai/dashboards/policy-initiatives/2019-data-policyInitiatives-25016. 
2  Mohamed Kande and  Murat Sönmez, “Don’t Fear AI. It Will Lead to Long-Term Job Growth,” 
World Economic Forum, October 26, 2020, https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/10/dont-fear-
ai-it-will-lead-to-long-term-job-growth; John R. Allen and Amir Husain, “The Next Space Race Is 
Artificial Intelligence,” Foreign Policy, November 3, 2017, https://foreignpolicy.com/2017/11/03/the-
next-space-race-is-artificial-intelligence-and-america-is-losing-to-china.
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to “long-term strategic competition,” with maintaining technology dominance as a core 
concern.3

This AI competition narrative is flawed for several reasons.4 To begin with, knowledge 
creation and diffusion is no longer confined within one country. Literature has docu-
mented the international interdependency of science and technology,5 and the role of 
transnational capital, infrastructure, talents, and business alliances in innovation systems.6 
In AI-related research, for instance, international co-authorship accounts for on average 
35 percent of publications by the world’s top R&D investors across all industries.7 In 
addition, in much of the developing world, governments strategically collaborate with 
foreign companies for technology adoption and technology transfer.8 

More importantly, this narrative focused on competitiveness, with its singular concern for 
utilitarian gains, risks equating technological advances and economic growth with societal 
well-being. Such an approach conveniently assumes innovation as inherently beneficial 
for a nation. Yet the development of new technologies and their impact on society is 
directional.9 Innovation does not happen in a vacuum, but within a society with power 
asymmetries between stakeholders. Such power dynamics shape how innovations are 

3  Department of Defense, Summary of the 2018 National Defense Strategy of the United States, Jan-
uary 2018, https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/AD1045785.pdf; Satoru Mori, “US Technological Competi-
tion with China: the Military, Industrial and Digital Network Dimensions,” Asia-Pacific Review 26, 
no. 1 (2019): 77-120); Graham Allison and Eric Schmidt, “Is China Beating the U.S. to AI Suprem-
acy?,” Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs, August 2020, https://www.belfercenter.
org/publication/china-beating-us-ai-supremacy; Gregory Allen and Elsa B. Kania, “China Is Using 
America’s Own Plan to Dominate the Future of Artificial Intelligence,” Foreign Policy, September 8, 
2017, https://foreignpolicy.com/2017/09/08/china-is-using-americas-own-plan-to-dominate-the-fu-
ture-of-artificial-intelligence.
4  Stephen Cave and Seán S. ÓhÉigeartaigh, “An AI Race for Strategic Advantage: Rhetoric and 
Risks,” in Proceedings of the 2018 AAAI/ACM Conference on AI, Ethics, and Society, AIES ’18 
(New York, NY, USA: Association for Computing Machinery, 2018), 36–40; Remco Zwetsloot, 
Helen Toner, and Jeffrey Ding, “Beyond the AI Arms Race: America, China, and the Dangers of 
Zero-Sum Thinking,” Foreign Affairs, November 16, 2018, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/reviews/
review-essay/2018-11-16/beyond-ai-arms-race.
5  Michael Zitt and Elise Bassecoulard, “Internationalisation in Science in the Prism of Bibliometric 
Indicators,” in Handbook of Quantitative Science and Technology Research, eds. Henk F. Moed, 
Wolfgang Glänzel, Ulrich Schmoch, 407-436 (Dordrecht: Springer, 2004); Pari Patel and Modesto 
Vega, “Patterns of Internationalisation of Corporate Technology: Location vs. Home Country Ad-
vantages,” Research Policy 28, no. 2-3 (1999): 145-155.
6  Christian Binz and Bernhard Truffer, “Global Innovation Systems—A Conceptual Framework for 
Innovation Dynamics in Transnational Contexts,” Research Policy 46, no. 7 (2017): 1284-1298.
7  Helene Dernis, Petros Gkotsis, Nicola Grassano, Shohei Nakazato, Mariagrazia Squicciarini, Bri-
gitte van Beuzekom, and Antonio Vezzani, World Corporate Top R&D investors: Shaping the Future 
of Technologies and of AI, No. JRC117068 (Seville: Joint Research Centre, 2019).
8  Stephen Feinson, “National innovation systems overview and country cases,” in Knowledge flows 
and knowledge collectives: understanding the role of science and technology policies in develop-
ment, 23-25 (Center for Science, Policy and Outcomes, Columbia University, 2003), https://cspo.
org/legacy/library/110215F4ZY_lib_FeinsonInnovatio.pdf
9  Johan Schot and W. Edward Steinmueller, “Three Frames for Innovation Policy: R&D, Systems of 
Innovation and Transformative Change,” Research Policy 47, no. 9 (2018): 1554-1567.
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used, why they are used, and whether they lead to better or worse long-term outcomes 
for various stakeholders.10 Further, the great power competition narrative ignores the 
transnational interests and struggles of social groups and classes impacted by innovation 
development and diffusion. By placing innovation within the context of a zero-sum, 
short-term competition between nations, the narrative ignores the collective interests 
across borders of groups such as businesses, labor and trade unions, and the public, and 
their agency in shaping innovation towards benevolent or worse societal outcomes.

In this article, we argue that the lens of great power competition, though important, is 
insufficient and one-sided. China and the United States are actually facing the same set 
of challenges posed by the recent development and deployment of AI—its significant 
impact on human labor. Public imaginaries of AI’s impact mostly concern job displace-
ment, and scholars have documented the replacement of routine tasks by automation 
among both U.S. and Chinese manufacturers and the impact on workers’ power.11 The 
purpose of this paper, however, is to shed light on the less-explored areas. Using three 
cases from China, we explore novel forms of relations between labor and capital that 
have emerged behind contemporary AI developments:  how crowdworkers have been 
put into “farms” for data annotation and algorithm evaluation, how tech workers are 
exploited to fuel rapid AI innovation, and how new types of algorithmic technologies 
are used to intensify and reinvent workplace surveillance. We also discuss different tactics 
workers employ for resistance. We conclude with an alternative, dialectic approach to 
understanding AI’s impact on labor relations, calling for exchange and collaboration 
among stakeholders across countries including the United States and China to address 
the common challenges. Washington and Beijing must thus look beyond the oversim-
plifying great power competition narrative to deal with the granular human labor costs 
associated with AI development.

Hidden Labor Behind AI: Crowdworkers in China 

Past scholarship has pointed out that rather than being fully automated, contemporary AI 
systems have actually been supported by different types of invisible human labor—what 

10  Elisa Giuliani, “Regulating Global Capitalism amid Rampant Corporate Wrongdoing—Reply to 
“Three Frames for Innovation Policy,” Research Policy 47, no. 9 (2018): 1577-1582; Mark Anner, 
Nicolas Pons-Vignon, and Uma Rani, “For a Future of Work with Dignity: A Critique of the World 
Bank Development Report, The Changing Nature of Work,” Global Labour Journal 10, no. 1 (2019): 
2-18; Louis Hyman, “It’s Not Technology That’s Disrupting Our Jobs,” New York Times, August 18, 
2018, https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/18/opinion/technology/technology-gig-economy.html. 
11  David Autor, David Mindell, and Elisabeth Reynolds, The Work of the Future: Building Better 
Jobs in an Age of Intelligent Machines, MIT Work of the Future, 2020, https://workofthefuture.mit.
edu/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/2020-Final-Report4.pdf; CEES Research Team, “How are Chinese 
Manufacturing Firms Coping with Rising Labor Costs: A Report of China Employer-Employee Sur-
vey (2015-2016),” Journal of Macro-Quality Research 5, no. 2 (2017): 1-21; Yu Huang and Naubahar 
Sharif, “From ‘Labour Dividend’ to ‘Robot Dividend’: Technological Change and Workers’ Power in 
South China,” Agrarian South: Journal of Political Economy 6, no. 1 (2017): 53-78; Naubahar Sharif 
and Yu Huang, “Industrial Automation in China’s ‘Workshop of the World’,” The China Journal 81, 
no. 1 (2019): 1-22.
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Gray and Suri termed as “ghost work.”12 Crowdsourced workers have long been an 
important part of this “ghost work.” As scholars have discussed, many critical fields in 
contemporary AI (for example, Computer Vision13 and Natural Language Processing14) 
rely on large-scale human labor for data annotation and algorithm evaluation, which has 
been increasingly outsourced to a variety of crowdsourcing platforms. An example of 
a U.S.-based platform is Amazon Mechanical Turk (Mturk), operated under Amazon 
Web Services for businesses (known as requesters) to hire online crowdworkers to 
perform on-demand tasks.15

China is an important node in this globalized crowdsourcing landscape. By the end of 
2017, there were already 30 million crowdworkers in China serving more than 190,000 
enterprises and individuals on a global level. Chinese government policies, such as 
the “mass entrepreneurship and mass innovation program,” contributed to the boom. 
Moreover, in China, crowdworkers have also been put into “crowdfarms.”16 Instead of 
on-demand individuals working on decomposed tasks, crowdfarm workers in China 
are organized by companies like ZBJ and Epwk, which often take crowdsourced work 
en masse from requesters, and organize individual workers to complete them. Crowd-
farm workers usually work full time with salary and benefits, yet workers also reported 
exhaustion from overwork and frequent delays in compensation.17 Some crowdfarm 
workers have also reported substandard working conditions, such as cramped office 
spaces that lack air-conditioning. The growing power of crowdfarms in China has also 
generated increasing pressure for individual crowdworkers. For example, crowdfarms 

12  Mary L. Gray and Siddharth Suri, Ghost Work: How to Stop Silicon Valley from Building a New 
Global Underclass (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2019).
13  Computer Vision is a field of artificial intelligence that trains computers and systems to “derive 
meaningful information from digital images, videos and other visual inputs — and take actions or 
make recommendations based on that information” (“What is Computer Vision?,” IBM, https://
www.ibm.com/topics/computer-vision). An example of a problem in Computer Vision is facial 
recognition, to match a human face from digital images or videos against databases of faces to 
authenticate the identity of the person.
14  Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a field of artificial intelligence that “trains computers to 
understand, interpret and manipulate human language” (“What is Natural Language Processing?,” 
SAS, https://www.sas.com/en_us/insights/analytics/what-is-natural-language-processing-nlp.html). 
An example of NLP in applications is a virtual assistant like Alexa or Siri that interprets the voice 
command of users and responds accordingly.
15  Lilly Irani, “The Cultural Work of Microwork,” New Media and Society 17, no. 5 (2013): 1-21; Lilly 
C. Irani and M. Silberman, “Turkopticon: Interrupting Worker Invisibility in Amazon Mechani-
cal Turk,” in  Proceedings of the 2013 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems 
(2013): 611–20; Kate Crawford and Trevor Paglen, “Excavating AI: The Politics of Images in Ma-
chine Learning Training Sets,” 2019, https://www.excavating.ai/; Kate Crawford and Vladan Joler, 
“Anatomy of an AI System,” https://anatomyof.ai/. 
16  Yihong Wang et al., “Crowdsourcing in China: Exploring the Work Experiences of Solo Crowd-
workers and Crowdfarm Workers,” Proceedings of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human Factors in 
Computing Systems (2020): 1–13 .
17  Bailing Yi, “Rengong zhineng beihou de rengong: shuju biaozhu shixin suoshui yi ban, qianxin 
gaofa” 人工智能背后的‘工人’: 数据标注时薪缩水一半，欠薪高发 [The “Workers” behind 
Artificial Intelligence: Data Shows Hourly Salaries Have Shrunk by Half, High Incidence of Overdue 
Salaries], Diyi Caijing, November 25, 2020, https://www.yicai.com/news/100852901.html.
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often undercut their bids in order to secure more jobs, which has decreased the overall 
pricing of crowdsourcing tasks on the market. As crowdfarms increasingly dominate 
the crowdsourcing landscape in China, individual crowdworkers will face the pressure 
to lower their bids as well.18

As tech firms increasingly outsource labor-intensive tasks like sound recognition and 
video and image labeling to save costs, crowdworkers in China have become part of the 
global AI value chain.19 While this leads to job creation in number, and may benefit 
people seeking flexible work, it offers workers unstable pay and limited career advance-
ment. An International Labour Organization (ILO) study of Chinese crowdsourcing 
platforms cautioned that unpaid time spent searching for tasks, seeking clarifications 
from requesters and platforms, and contesting nonpayment and negative reviews led to 
long and fragmented working hours, and effectively lower earnings.20 Most microtasks for 
crowdworkers, such as data labeling or transcription, are simple and repetitive, therefore 
offering little opportunities for career growth. With future development of AI, these 
workers may also one day find their tasks becoming fully automated, and their training 
and work experience obsolete. 

Indeed, as Gray and Suri argue, the development of AI has partially contributed to the 
rise of a “new global underclass” with low and unstable wages, substandard working 
conditions, and few opportunities to apply their work experiences to new jobs.21 The 
experiences of Chinese crowdworkers offer an important case to illustrate the conditions 
of this new global class of workers.     

Tech Workers’ Resistance: The 996.ICU Movement 

Tech workers have been a major force behind contemporary AI development. However, 
rather than serving as the silent “secret source” or the massive “brain power” behind 
China’s surge in the global AI landscape, Chinese tech workers have mobilized to resist 
increasingly harsh labor exploitation. 

18  Wang et al., “Crowdsourcing in China: Exploring the Work Experiences of Solo Crowdworkers 
and Crowdfarm Workers,” 6-7.
19  Dmitry Matskevich, “Low-wage workers drive the global AI labor market,” VentureBeat, Decem-
ber 12, 2017, https://venturebeat.com/2017/12/12/low-wage-workers-drive-the-global-ai-labor-mar-
ket; Huizong Wu, “China Is Achieving AI Dominance by Relying on Young Blue-Collar Workers,” 
Vice, December 21, 2018, https://www.vice.com/en/article/7xyabb/china-ai-dominance-re-
lies-on-young-data-labelers; Miaomiao Yu, “The Humans Behind Artificial Intelligence,” Synced, 
April 30, 2017, https://medium.com/syncedreview/the-humans-behind-artificial-intelligence-3ff-
578cfcc60. 
20  Irene Zhou, “Digital Labour Platforms and Labour Protection in China,” International Labour 
Organization Working Paper 11, October 2020, https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/-
--ro-bangkok/---ilo-beijing/documents/publication/wcms_757923.pdf. 
21  Mary L. Gray and Siddharth Suri, Ghost Work: How to Stop Silicon Valley from Building a New 
Global Underclass (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2019).
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Indeed, China offers an important case to illustrate the exploitation of the tech labor 
force behind the rapid development of AI. A recent example is the 996.ICU movement. 
Despite being relatively well paid compared to traditional industries, tech employees 
in China have been asked to work an extended schedule known as the “996 schedule”: 
9AM to 9PM, 6 days a week.22 The economic downturn and the downsizing of the 
tech sector in particular since 2018 have cultivated growing discontent toward the 996 
overwork culture. This is because the past reciprocal employment relationship has been 
disrupted—workers still work the extended long hours, but report getting much less 
compensation in bonuses, with limited career advancement amidst waves of layoffs.23 
In March 2019, an anonymous user set up the 996.ICU project on GitHub, an online 
code sharing community owned by Microsoft, complaining that serious labor exploita-
tion would eventually destroy employees’ health and send them to the intensive care 
unit (ICU).24 

Unlike traditional labor movements in the manufacturing sector, during the 996.ICU 
movement Chinese tech workers employed “networked and disconnected” tactics to 
introduce public pressure to their employers to cause reputational damage.25 This included 
setting up a repository on GitHub for “blacklist companies” that have a similar over-
working schedule, such as Alibaba, Jingdong ( JD), and Huawei, and calling on fellow 
workers and netizens to mail China’s Labor Law, which specifically forbids such labor 
exploitation, to Jack Ma—the founder of Alibaba who commented that the 996 schedule 
could be a “huge blessing” for young workers and only backtracked following online 
backlash.26 Workers started to form a shared identity by recognizing themselves as 
“white-collar working-class developers,” and even framed the movement as a class strug-
gle between the working class and capitalists.27 A new basis of international solidarity 
also emerged. For example, a group of GitHub and Microsoft workers openly supported 
Chinese workers by calling on Microsoft to keep the 996.ICU project uncensored.28

22  Qiqing Lin and Raymong Zhong, “‘996’ Is China’s Version of Hustle Culture. Tech Workers Are 
Sick of It,” New York Times, April 29, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/29/technology/chi-
na-996-jack-ma.html.
23  Xiaonan Li, “The 996.ICU Movement in China: Changing Employment Relations and Labour 
Agency in the Tech Industry,” Made in China Journal 4, no. 2 (June 18, 2019), https://madeinchina-
journal.com/2019/06/18/the-996-icu-movement-in-china-changing-employment-relations-and-la-
bour-agency-in-the-tech-industry; Takashi Kawakami, “Wave of Layoffs Washes Over China’s Tech 
Giants,” Nikkei Asia, March 22, 2019, https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/China-tech/Wave-of-layoffs-
washes-over-China-s-tech-giants 
24  “996icu/996.ICU,” GitHub, https://github.com/996icu/996.ICU.
25  Kevin Lin, “Tech Worker Organizing in China: A New Model for Workers Battling a Repressive 
State,” New Labor Forum 29, no. 2 (May 1, 2020): 56-58.
26  The online call for “Mailing Labor Law to Jack Ma” and the netizens’ posts of the mailed Labor 
Law copies can be accessed at the GitHub at https://github.com/CPdogson/996action/blob/mas-
ter/54law/pic.md. 
27  Lichen Zhen, “Social Coding Platform as Digital Enclave: A Case Study of Protesting ‘996’ on 
GitHub,” International Journal of Communication 15 (2021): 19.
28  Caroline O’Donovan, “A Post about China’s ‘996’ Workweek Went Viral on GitHub: Now Micro-
soft Employees Want to Protect It from Censorship,” BuzzFeed News, April 22, 2019, https://www.
buzzfeednews.com/article/carolineodonovan/microsoft-petition-996-icu-workweek-china.
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Although the 996.ICU movement was criticized for failing to generate structural chang-
es,29 it has nevertheless demonstrated the agency of tech workers behind the curtain 
of China’s AI innovations and their resistance against inhumane working conditions. 
Similarly, in the United States, tech workers have also mobilized around issues like 
sexual harassment, gender inequities, and unethical research.30 Often seen as elitist and 
difficult to organize, tech workers in both countries are mobilized to resist what they 
perceive to be unethical and intolerable behaviors in their own industries. 

Watched by the Algorithmic Boss: The Intensification of Workplace Surveillance 

The ubiquity of AI-enabled services has given rise to “surveillance capitalism,” where 
behavioral data harvested by tech firms about consumers is used to enhance algorithms 
and provide predictions. 31 This, in turn, is sold to business consumers, essentially rendering 
users as “free commodities” under surveillance. Such automated predictive analytics have 
also aided the already pervasive surveillance of workers. Workplace surveillance is often 
deployed for enhancing productivity and security, but may also result in the erosion of 
workers’ privacy, and results-based management ignoring workers’ needs.32 As reported 
by BBC in 2019, over half of global companies with over USD 750 million revenues 
used nontraditional surveillance methods, including tracking keystrokes, monitoring 
emails and monitoring conversations at work.33 A 2012 report found that 37 percent of 
U.S. employers tracked the locations of workers on service calls via handheld devices or 
vehicles.34 Surveillance has also grown outside the workplace, including GPS tracking 
on employees’ phones, social media monitoring, and even exercise and sleep pattern 
tracking.35 Workforce analytics is predicted to become a USD 1.87 billion industry by 
2025.36 For instance, Amazon has developed AI-enabled tools like wristbands to track 

29  Kevin Lin, “Tech Worker Organizing in China,” 58.  
30  Kate Conger and Noam Scheiber, “Employee Activism Is Alive in Tech. It Stops Short of Orga-
nizing Unions,” New York Times, July 8, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/08/technology/
tech-companies-union-organizing.html. 
31  Shoshana Zuboff, “Surveillance Capitalism and the Challenge of Collective Action,” New Labor 
Forum 28, no. 1 (2019): 10–29. 
32  Kirstie Ball, “Workplace Surveillance: An Overview,” Labor History 51, no. 1 (2010): 93-100.
33  Padraig Belton, “How Does It Feel to Be Watched at Work All the Time?” BBC News, April 11, 
2019, https://www.bbc.com/news/business-47879798.
34  Spencer E. Ante and Lauren Weber, “Memo to Workers: The Boss is Watching: Tracking Technol-
ogy Shakes Up the Workplace,” Wall Street Journal, October 22, 2013, https://www.wsj.com/articles/
SB10001424052702303672404579151440488919138.
35  Lewis Maltby, “Employment Privacy: Is There Anything Left?” Human Rights 39, no.3 (2013).
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/crsj/publications/human_rights_magazine_home/2013_
vol_39/may_2013_n2_privacy/employment_privacy; Luke Tredinnick and Claire Laybats, “Work-
place Surveillance,” Business Information Review 36, no. 2 (2019): 50–52; Christopher Rowland, 
“With Fitness Trackers in the Workplace, Bosses Can Monitor Your Every Step — and Possibly 
More,” Washington Post, February 15, 2019, https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/econo-
my/with-fitness-trackers-in-the-workplace-bosses-can-monitor-your-every-step--and-possibly-
more/2019/02/15/75ee0848-2a45-11e9-b011-d8500644dc98_story.html. 
36  Belton, “How Does It Feel to Be Watched at Work All the Time?” 
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employees’ activities,37 and management systems that could fire employees without 
human supervisors’ involvement.38 The shift to working from home during the COVID-
19 pandemic has further normalized the deployment of algorithmic surveillance tools, 
such as software running in the background of employees’ personal computers to assess 
productivity.39

Like their counterparts in developed countries, Chinese workers also face an escalation 
of AI-enabled workplace surveillance, often without their consent and consultation. 
For instance, an electronics producer in Wuxi introduced an automated management 
system to monitor workers’ productivity as required by its U.S. headquarters, using data 
from surveillance cameras and employees’ punch cards. This resulted in dubious situ-
ations in salary calculation as reported by workers, such as an automatic deduction of 
RMB 50 for three seconds over time in the restroom. Another tech firm in Hangzhou 
mandated employees to use company-provided chair cushions, tracking personal data 
such as heart rate, breathing and posture to predict workers’ productivity without their 
consent. Such practices are not limited to subsidiaries of foreign firms or private firms. 
A state-owned electricity firm in Beijing used a management system that automatically 
adjusted workers’ bonuses based on their company card activity. When an employee 
had more than five instances in a month of physically leaving the workplace and using 
the card during working hours, even for legitimate reasons such as going to the super-
market to buy food, the system would automatically deduct a portion of the worker’s 
annual bonus. As the company deliberately withheld such surveillance practices from 
the employees, few employees were aware that their geolocational timeline and spending 
data were being surveilled.40

The prospect of resisting algorithmic workplace surveillance is uncertain. Workers in 
developed countries can turn surveillance into a “base for organizing,” as several unions 
in the United States have negotiated employment contracts that bar practices such as 
the use of GPS tracking for disciplinary action and email monitoring beyond reasonable 
cause.41 In other Global North countries such as France, workplace surveillance  with-

37  Ceylan Yeginsu, “If Workers Slack Off, the Wristband Will Know. (And Amazon Has a Patent for 
It.),” New York Times, February 1, 2018, https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/01/technology/ama-
zon-wristband-tracking-privacy.html.
38  Julie Bort, “Amazon’s Warehouse-Worker Tracking System Can Automatically Pick People to Fire 
Without a Human Supervisor’s Involvement,” Business Insider, April 25, 2019, https://www.busines-
sinsider.com/amazon-system-automatically-fires-warehouse-workers-time-off-task-2019-4. 
39  Will D. Heaven, “This Startup Is Using AI to Give Workers a “Productivity Score,” MIT Technolo-
gy Review, June 4, 2020, https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/06/04/1002671/startup-ai-work-
ers-productivity-score-bias-machine-learning-business-covid.
40  Liu Chang, “Bei suanfa jiankong de dagong ren: you ren qu xishoujian chaoshi 3 miao kou gongzi 
shangban mai fan bei kou wugong fei” 被算法监控的打工人：有人去洗手间超时3秒扣工资 上
班买饭被扣误工费 [The Workers Monitored by Algorithm: Salary Deduction for Spending Three 
Seconds too Long in the Bathroom, Tardiness Fee Charged for Buying Meal], Caijing, January 23, 
2021, https://www.sohu.com/a/444087044_120774106.
41  Dan Clawson and Mary Ann Clawson. “IT Is Watching: Workplace Surveillance and Worker 
Resistance,” New Labor Forum 26, no. 2 2017): 66-68.
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out consultation with the workers’ council is a criminal offense.42 In comparison, legal 
protection of an employee’s privacy rights has been relatively weak in China.43 While 
the draft Law on the Protection of Personal Information, circulated in 2020, offers the 
potential of requiring consent in data gathering, it remains to be seen how such laws 
will be finalized and implemented.44 Combined with the employer-employee power 
asymmetry, employers will likely still have significant room to obtain personal data for 
surveillance.     

Conclusion

In this article, we drew upon three cases from China to explore novel forms of labor-cap-
ital relationships that have emerged with the development and deployment of AI systems. 
Moving beyond the well-documented impact of AI on manufacturing labor, we shifted 
our attention to the often hidden and invisible crowdworkers sitting behind many 
contemporary AI systems, the “white-collar working-class developers” exploited by 
China’s tech industry, and the everyday workers that have been increasingly monitored 
and surveilled by algorithmic tools. We also noted new forms of resistance emerging 
from our cases, echoing many similar practices in the Global North. Indeed, in some 
cases, a new basis of international solidarity has also started to unfold, as we discussed 
in the case of the 996.ICU movement. 

We therefore echo the scholarship calling for a dialectical, nuanced approach to under-
standing the changing nature of work in China and in the Global South.45 We do not side 
with the technology-deterministic approach that emphasizes AI’s potential for produc-
tivity and economic growth, and an arms-race view of interstate relations as a zero-sum 
game of catching up in innovation development and adoption. Such an approach favors 
the benefits accrued to transnational capital and reduces labor to a factor of production 
to be upgraded, educated, and reskilled in the face of algorithms. It further ignores the 
agency of labor, and other societal actors, to shape how the adoption of AI will unravel 
in each society around the world. On the other hand, we also caution against an overly 
optimistic view that the power of labor in each society, and their collective power across 
the world, can effectively shape the policy discussions around AI and the course of AI 
adoption towards more humane outcomes. In developed economies such as the EU and 
United States, workers have resisted an unfair working environment with the help of 
relatively strong social protection, labor unionization, and labor policies. Calls against the 
monopolizing power of Big Tech are also growing among policymakers and scholars, and 
workers themselves have organized to bargain for their interests. In comparison, as this 

42  Ann C. Hodges, “Bargaining for Privacy in the Unionized Workplace,” International Journal of 
Comparative Labour Law and Industrial Relations 22, no. 2 (2006): 174.
43  Mimi Zou, “Rethinking Online Privacy in the Chinese Workplace: Employee Dismissals over 
Social Media Posts,” Made in China Journal, October 18, 2018, https://madeinchinajournal.
com/2018/10/18/rethinking-online-privacy-in-the-chinese-workplace. 
44  Anja Geller, “How Comprehensive Is Chinese Data Protection Law? A Systematisation of Chinese 
Data Protection Law from a European Perspective,” GRUR International 69, no. 12 (2020): 1193, 
1197, 1202. 
45  See Huang and Sharif, “From ‘Labour Dividend’ to ‘Robot Dividend.’”
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study of China shows, workers are being roped in the global capitalist networks under-
pinning AI-enabled innovations, while facing precarious working conditions with little 
guaranteed protection. Understanding of the working conditions currently relies more on 
personal accounts or news stories than rigorous data, and is further constrained by the 
workers’ limited awareness of their structural positions of being exploited. Government 
policies provide limited regulatory guidance or enforcement, and uncertain bargaining 
power for workers seeking fairer treatment. Similar dynamics have been observed in 
other Global South countries such as India,  Brazil, and the Philippines.46

With increasing diffusion of innovation and the expansion of Big Tech into the Global 
South, workers in those countries have increasingly become a crucial part of the global 
value chain of AI. Their working conditions and the issues arising from the labor conten-
tions in such countries will only become more salient. As AI gets increasingly adopted 
in all corners of life, there is growing scholarly and media attention on the plight of the 
workers. Whether this would provoke greater consciousness among the workers and 
the larger society to demand policy actions, however, is an open question. This presents 
an opportunity for international cooperation, in terms of exchanging information and 
data, searching for solutions, and formulating and implementing government regula-
tions and best practices.47 Greater awareness, communication, and cooperation among 
policymakers, practitioners, scholars, workers, NGOs, and other concerned actors is 
needed. Exchanges across national borders, including among the two largest economies, 
the United States and China, would be vital, to help ensure workers’ well-being, and 
the global transition towards a more economically and socially equitable machine age.

46  Munsif Vengattil and Paresh Dave, “Facebook ‘Labels’ Posts by Hand, Posing Privacy Questions,” 
Reuters, May 5, 2019, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-ai-focus/facebook-labels-posts-
by-hand-posing-privacy-questions-idUSKCN1SC01T; Mary L. Gray and Siddharth Suri, “The Hu-
mans Working behind the AI Curtain.” Harvard Business Review 9 (2017): 2-5; Felix Holtwell, “‘We 
Must Think about a Tech Workers’ Strike’: An Interview with the Infoproletários,” Notes from Below, 
October 1, 2018, https://notesfrombelow.org/article/we-must-think-about-a-tech-workers-strike; 
Adrian Chen, “The Laborers Who Keep Dick Pics and Beheadings Out of Your Facebook Feed,” 
Wired, October 23, 2014, https://www.wired.com/2014/10/content-moderation.
47  Yujia He, “Developing Resilient Economies in the Age of AI,” United Nations University Centre 
for Policy Research, December 7, 2018, https://cpr.unu.edu/ai-global-governance-developing-resil-
ient-economies-in-the-age-of-ai.html.
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The Reeducation Labor Regime in Northwest China

Darren Byler

Introduction

The goal of factories associated with internment camps in Northwest China is to turn 
Kazakhs and Uyghurs into a deeply-controlled unfree working class. By turning a 
population of people regarded as not deserving of legal protections into workers, state 
authorities and private industrialists hope that they will extend the market expansion 
of the Chinese textile and garment industry through an ethno-racialized dormitory 
work regime that squeezes a constant surplus value from “surplus workers.” As state 
documents described in more detail below demonstrate, this system of controlled labor 
is “carried” (zaiti) forward by a massive reeducation system—a surveillance and detention 
mechanism that ensures that interned laborers are coerced into signing work contracts 
and forbidden to leave the industrial park.  

While scholarship and press reports have focused on the political regime responsible for 
the internment camp system and framed it in relation to human rights discourses, less 
scholarship has focused on the economic logics of the system and their implications for 
Muslim societies. The work of Jennifer Pan and others demonstrates how nationwide 
poverty alleviation programs are related to surveillance and management of disfavored 
populations in China.1 This essay shows how the Xinjiang “reeducation labor regime” 
functions as a limit case of these broader “repressive assistance” programs. Drawing on 
interviews conducted in 2020 with formerly interned workers who fled across the border to 
Kazakhstan in 2019, as well as examining industry documents, Chinese media reports, state 
assessments, and plans, this brief article presents evidence to show that the lives of many 
Muslims in Xinjiang have been radically transformed by an unfree labor system designed 

1  See Jennifer Pan, Welfare for Autocrats: How Social Assistance in China Cares for Its Rulers (Lon-
don: Oxford University Press, 2020).
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to turn them into isolated industrial workers and, by extension, transform their societies.2 

Xinjiang’s Reeducation Labor Regime

Since 2017, factory owners from cities across eastern China have arrived in Xinjiang 
to take advantage of newly built industrial parks associated with a reeducation camp 
system and the cheap labor and subsidies that accompany them. Often, involvement in 
these “Xinjiang Aid” (jiang ai) projects is also accompanied by political pressure placed 
on the factory owners back in their home cities.3 Xinjiang Aid is a specific “poverty alle-
viation” (fupin) and surveillance program that pairs local governments, police agencies, 
and manufacturers of provinces and cities in eastern China with counties and cities in 
Xinjiang. This program has been in place since the early 2010s, but its manufacturing 
and security foci were dramatically intensified as the internment camp system was built. 
By relocating part of their manufacturing base to the frontier, manufacturers ensure that 
their businesses will be protected by local authorities at home in eastern China, all while 
utilizing state incentives such as rent-free manufacturing facilities and subsidies allowing 
them to expand their production—something that is often described as a “win-win” 
opportunity. By late 2018, the Xinjiang Reform and Development Commission (XRDC) 
issued a statement announcing that the camps, or “vocational skills education and training 
centers” (jiaoyu peixun zhongxin), had become a “carrier” of economic stability because 
they had attracted so many manufacturers.4 Like oil and natural gas, two of the primary 
drivers of the Xinjiang economy, Uyghur and Kazakh labor were now being described 
as a resource available for exploitation by the market economy. 

It is important to note that not all Uyghur and Kazakh labor that was directed toward 
these newly built factories came from former detainees. There was a broader process 

2  Since 2017, hundreds of thousands of Uyghurs, Kazakhs, and other Muslims from the Xinjiang 
have been “disappeared” into a widespread system of internment camps in Northwest China—a 
space known in Chinese by the name Xinjiang or “new frontier.” Nearly all Uyghurs and Kazakhs, 
a combined population of around 13.5 million people, have an immediate family member who is 
either interned in a camp or has been forced to work in one. This project affects every aspect of their 
lives. The phrase “everyone is gone” or “disappeared” (Uy: adem yoq) is something that is heard 
everywhere across Xinjiang. Across the entire Alaska-sized region, significant segments of the adult 
population—particularly men between the ages of 18 and 55—were deemed “extremists” and taken 
away, leaving behind children who are often sent to residential boarding schools where their native 
languages, Uyghur and Kazakh, are banned. In the same areas, an intensive family planning cam-
paign combined with endemic family separation produced through the labor and detention system 
has produced dramatic drops in birth rates. See Joanne Smith Finley, “Securitization, Insecurity and 
Conflict in Contemporary Xinjiang: Has PRC Counter-terrorism Evolved into State Terror?” Central 
Asian Survey 38, no.1 (2019): 1-26; Sean R. Roberts, The War on the Uyghurs: China’s Internal Cam-
paign against a Muslim Minority (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2020).
3  See Yuhui Li, China’s Assistance Program in Xinjiang: A Sociological Analysis (New
York: Lexington Books, 2018).
4  “Zizhiqu jingji jiegou wenzhongyouhuo fazhan lianghao” 自治区经济结构稳中有活 发展良好 
[The Economic Structure of the Autonomous Region Is Stable, Alive and Well Developed], Xinjiang 
Reform and Development Commission, December 5, 2018, web.archive.org/web/20190520143306/
http:/www.xjdrc.gov.cn/info/9923/23516.htm.
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of state-mandated proletarianization underway across the region. In order to meet 
centrally determined “poverty alleviation” goals centered on placing Uyghur and Kazakhs 
in Han-owned factory jobs, local officials and their “Xinjiang Aid” counterparts from 
eastern China were tasked with creating jobs. The workers would be taught to speak 
Mandarin and embrace state political ideology all while learning to work on an assembly 
line. Though some of the new workers—called “surplus laborers”—were simply farmers 
from nearby villages, many of them were the relatives of detainees. And all of them knew 
that overt refusal of these job assignments could result in their internment in the camps. 
As another document from the XRDC mandates, local authorities were to “establish a 
development mechanism linkage between the industrial management of rural collec-
tive economic organizations and the industry of education and training centers”—the 
euphemism used for reeducation camps and associated factories (my emphasis).5 As 
documents used by state security workers note, refusing “poverty alleviation” (fupin) 
schemes, a euphemism that in this context is often used for assigned factory work, was 
to be regarded as a sign of untrustworthiness and religious extremism.6 

In many cases, the everyday lives of these workers are confined within the boundaries 
of the industrial park. Like migrant workers in other parts of China, they are housed in 
the same space as the site of production. This is something that the labor scholars Pun 
Ngai and Chris Smith have described as a “dormitory labor regime.”7 In their work, 
they illustrate how this type of work arrangement allows factory owners to exploit their 
workers to a greater extent, demanding overtime and weekend work, garnishing wages 
to compensate for housing costs, and so on. In her more recent work, Pun shows that 
a system of subcontracting further insulates company owners from workers, making 
non-payment for work increasingly common.8 The same is true in the reeducation 
labor regime in Northwest China. However, unlike migrant workers in other parts of 
China, Uyghur and Kazakh workers are prevented from leaving by surveillance systems, 
material barriers, and the threat of internment. Rather than a system of subcontractors, 
factories in “Xinjiang Aid” industrial parks are often managed by a combination of 
low-level police and civil ministry personnel who also work in reeducation camps—a 
management scheme that blurs the line between private enterprise and state-sponsored 
internment camps.  

Throughout the region, local authorities had also established comprehensive “safe county” 
surveillance systems that used real ID checkpoints and camera systems to monitor the 

5  Yuan Weimin, “Dali jiaqiang nanjiang nongcun jiti jingji zuzhi jianshe” 大力加强南疆农村集体
经济组织建设 [Vigorously strengthen the construction of rural collective economic organizations 
in southern Xinjiang], Zizhiqu fazhan gaigewei jingjiyanjiuyuan自治区发展改革委经济研究院 
[Economic Research Institute of Autonomous Region Development and Reform Commission], July 
8, 2019, https://archive.fo/rb16r.
6  “Çin’in Yeni Planlarinin Yazili Emri İfşa Oldu” [Written Order of China’s New Plans Revealed], 
Turkistan Press, July 23, 2018, http://turkistanpress.com/page/cin-39-in-yeni-planlarinin-yazili-em-
ri-ifsa-oldu/247.
7  Chris Smith and Pun Ngai, “The Dormitory Labour Regime in China as a Site for Control and Re-
sistance,” The International Journal of Human Resource Management, 17, no. 8 (2006): 1456-1470.
8  Pun Ngai, Migrant Labor in China (Malden, MA: Polity, 2016).
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movements of registered citizens in the county. The factory spaces themselves typically 
featured “people’s convenience police stations” (bianmin jingwuzhan) or surveillance 
hubs where movements of detained workers were checked and monitored. Inside the 
factories, camera systems and minders—often the same guards and community workers 
who monitor detainees in the camps—watched the workers. In some cases, the factory 
floors themselves were divided into cubicles locked from the outside, which restricted 
the movement of the workers. In most cases, though, these forms of interior material 
confinement appear to have been deemed unnecessary. 

In the reeducation labor regime, Uyghur and Kazakh workers are not able to protest 
their wage garnishments or even stage minor protests such as assembly line slowdowns. 
Failure to work and perform a docile subjectivity can result not just in losing their jobs, 
but in detention in the camps. In addition, the surveillance equipment in the factories 
means that all aspects of their lives are monitored. Factory authorities decide if and when 
workers can go to the bathroom, what food they eat, if they are permitted to carry or use 
phones, what language they speak, when and how long they work and sleep, and even 
how they spend their free time. Since many of them are former detainees, the factory 
managers and civil servants often appear to treat them as criminals. Many had simply 
been deemed guilty of minor religion or ethnicity related offenses, such as praying too 
often, having a passport, possessing Uyghur or Kazakh language books, or offenses such 
as installing WhatsApp or VPNs. Through my interviews with former detainee-workers, 
I found that because the system has criminalized them, significant portions of their work 
is unpaid or underpaid. They are not permitted to freely choose or leave their jobs and, 
in many cases, are separated from their children and other family members. 

Case Study

During a research trip to Kazakhstan in early 2020, I interviewed a number of former 
workers who had recently fled across the border from China. Most of them had been 
able to leave, because they had lived in Kazakhstan in the past and had family there who 
had pressured the Kazakhstan government to intervene on their behalf. Before they left, 
the local authorities had pressured them not to speak about what they had experienced, 
often using the threat of punishing their family members who remained in China if 
they spoke publicly. For these reasons, many of my interviewees asked me not to use 
their real names. Dina Nurdybai, a twenty-eight-year-old mother of a toddler, was an 
exception. She felt she had nothing to lose by telling her story.9   

Nurdybai was first detained in Nilka County, near the border with Kazakhstan, in 
October 2017. She later learned that she had been deemed untrustworthy because she 
had downloaded WhatsApp to contact her relatives in Kazakhstan. She said, “At first 
I was held in a huge room with thirty other women. We just had to sit on the floor. It 

9  The faithfulness of Nurdybai’s account is corroborated by another interview conducted with her, 
independent of my own, by investigative journalist Megha Rajagopalan. See Megha Rajagopalan, 
“The Factories in the Camps,” Buzzfeed, last updated January 4, 2021, https://www.buzzfeednews.
com/article/alison_killing/xinjiang-camps-china-factories-forced-labor.
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was so cold and wet.” Then she was taken from the detention center, what is typically 
referred to as a county-level jail (kanshousuo), to a purpose-built camp, what is officially 
referred to as a “concentrated closed education and vocational training center” (jizhong 
fengbi jiaoyu zhiye peixun zhongxin), where they studied speeches given by Xi Jinping 
for many hours each day. In the detention center or jail, they were forced to use a bucket 
as a toilet due to overcrowding. In the camp, they were allowed to go to a bathroom, 
but both were directly in front of cameras. Soon, they learned to stop thinking about 
the way the most private aspects of their lives were being monitored and recorded. “We 
couldn’t speak with each other. I saw people faint. But we didn’t have the right to care 
about them. They just pulled them away.” 

In May 2018, Nurdybai was moved to another facility, an industrial park, that she says 
the workers were told to refer to as another vocational training center, just as her previ-
ous camp had been officially called. She and other workers thought of it as just another 
camp. The new facility, known officially as the Nilka-Wujin Small to Medium Enterprise 
Entrepreneurship Base (Nileike-Wujin zhong xiao qiye chuangye jidi), had been built 
through the partnership that Nurdybai’s home county of Nilka had established with 
Wujin, a medium-size city in Jiangsu Province in eastern China. Many of the factories 
that had been set up in the facility were Jiangsu-based companies. As part of the “Xinjiang 
Aid” scheme, Wujin had invested 70 million yuan (approximately USD 10.7 million) 
in building the factory, and offered the buildings rent-free to Jiangsu and Nilka-based 
companies for up to ten years in some cases (in others, the rent appeared to simply be 
subsidized).10 There were more than a dozen factory buildings when Nurdybai was trans-
ferred to the facility. In the years since, the number of factories has more than doubled. 

The factory complex and the camp were directly related. They shared the same organi-
zational structure, including some of the same staff. Nurdybai recalled that nearly all 
of the workers in the facility were ethnic minority people, most of them women. Nilka 
County itself is a rare, Kazakh-majority county. It has an adult ethnic minority popula-
tion of around 80,000. By 2019, 52,000 people in the county, most of whom were drawn 
from the adult ethnic minority population, had been assigned jobs in and outside of the 
county.11 Many women who were assigned work inside the county appeared to be in the 
factory complex where Nurdybai was transferred. Meanwhile, the brand-new camp and 
prison structure that had been built nearby remained fully operational. 

10  “Nileike xian zhongxiao qiye chuangyejidi ruyuan xiangmu yi da 7 jia” 尼勒克县中小企业创
业基地入园项目已达7家 [Nilka County SME Entrepreneurship Base has reached 7 projects], 
Xinjiang Nilka County People’s Government Office, June 23, 2016, https://archive.vn/Nm8wS; “Yili: 
renzhen xuexi guanche zong shu jizhong yao jiang hua jing shen rang gonggong weisheng fanghu 
wangshou huren minjian kang" 伊犁: 认真学习贯彻总书记重要讲话精神 让公共卫生防护网守
护人民健康” [Yili: Earnestly study and implement the spirit of the important speech of the Gener-
al Secretary, let the public health protection net protect people’s health], Yili Radio and TV Station, 
June 27, 2020, https://archive.fo/bNeQM.
11  “2019 nian nileike xian guomin jingji he shehui fazhan tongji gongbao” 2019年尼勒克县国民经
济和社会发展统计公报 [2019 Statistical Communiqué on the National Economic and Social De-
velopment of Nileke County], Xinjiang Nilka County People’s Government Office, March 25, 2019, 
http://www.xjnlk.gov.cn/info/1095/20896.htm.
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According to Nurdybai, there were many women in the factory complex, most of them 
former detainees from the “concentrated closed education and vocational training center.” 
She told me, “Everything in our lives was inside the complex. The factory, the kinder-
garten, the cafeteria, the store, everything is there. In this ‘camp,’ women who had 
children were allowed to stay together with them at night. Some also had husbands. 
It was better than the other camp, but still we were not free. We couldn’t have a real 
phone. We couldn’t take pictures. We couldn’t get any food from outside.” Although 
there was greater contact between family members, young children were still largely 
being raised outside of the Kazakh family structure and language environment in the 
state-run kindergarten. Older children were often only able to visit their mothers once 
or twice per month. Even phone calls were restricted. The workers were issued phones 
that had government-issued SIM cards. They were ordered to carry them everywhere 
they went. But, she said, “We were not allowed to use the phones to talk. They were just 
for the government to track us.” From Nurdybai’s perspective there was a great deal 
of overlap between the jail, the camp, and the factory. She thought of them as all part 
of the same institution, with just slightly different measures of freedom, ranging from 
toilet facilities to communication with family. The guards were the same in each space, 
and they often regarded the detainees-turned-workers as criminals. 

Inside the complex there were checkpoints between different sections and at entrances to 
the factories. The factory where she was assigned was partitioned with 20 to 30 workers 
inside each workroom. The rooms were often locked from the outside. These open-air 
corrals seemed to have more to do with security than with worker efficiency. Nurdybai 
heard from a staff member that the camp managers, the factory owners from Jiangsu, 
saw the workers as dangerous. There were cameras everywhere, even in the bathrooms. 
At night she and the other workers continued to study Chinese and political ideology. 
They were not supposed to speak any language other than Chinese. This, she understood, 
was part of her “reeducation.”

The factory system produced a type of “off-shoring” effect, or what critical economists 
refer to as “super exploitation.” This means that because their labor was devalued due 
to their criminalized status and ethnic identification, they were paid less than the legal 
minimum wage. After a period of time the staff realized that Nurdybai was an experi-
enced seamstress and clothing designer because she had her own clothing company. So, 
they assigned her to teach the other workers in her corral how to sew school uniforms. 
She was told that she would be paid more than the others since she was an instructor, 
but she later learned that like the others, much of her salary would be garnished due to 
the living costs that were covered by the factory. In the end she received only on average 
9 yuan (USD 1.50) per month—far below the minimum wage of around 1,800 yuan 
(USD 300) in the region. Another woman assigned to a nearby factory complex said 
in a county government interview that she earned “more than 80 yuan (USD 13) in a 
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day,” which would make her less of a burden on her family.12 The interview published 
by the county government states that the “precise poverty alleviation” scheme would 
allow workers to earn up to 1,500 to 2,500 yuan (USD 230-380) per month. However, 
it did not mention the wage garnishment process that numerous former workers like 
Nurdybai have reported. 

Eventually Nurdybai was released from confinement in the factory complex. She was 
told that she was now on a kind of probation that would last at least six months. During 
visits from government monitors, which happened every two days, she was told that she 
would be transferred to work in eastern China. But, after reuniting with her husband, she 
used a weapon that Uyghurs and Kazakhs across the region have deployed in the face of 
the reeducation regime: she appealed to the authority of the clinic. “I got pregnant so 
that I would have an excuse not to go.” On May 15, 2019, after much petitioning, she 
received permission to travel back to Kazakhstan when her father was hospitalized for 
an illness. She promised only to stay for a short time. But she plans never to go back.

Back at the factory complex, as recently as 2020, Kazakh and Uyghur women were 
still sewing government uniforms.13 Another factory in the complex began to produce 
disposable face masks, with a plan to produce 3.6 million masks by the end of 2020.14 
Other Uyghurs and Kazakhs in the county were transferred to Wujin to work in factories 
beginning in 2018.15 At the same time, the “poverty alleviation” program back in the 
complex where Nurdybai was held has continued to expand. In 2020, a new garment 
factory with over 1,200 employees, most of whom were women, was established. One 
ethnic minority worker told a Nilka County state employee: “I will work here for a long 
time to increase my income.”16 

12  “Nileke xian Subutai xiang fuzhuang jiagongchang daidong jiuye zhuli qunzhong tuopin” 尼勒克
县苏布台乡服装加工厂带动就业助力群众脱贫 [The garment processing factory in Subtai Town-
ship, Nilka County, drives employment and helps the people alleviate poverty], Xinjiang Nileke 
County People’s Government Office, February 9, 2017, https://archive.vn/dpUk7.
13  Wujin’s Xinjiang Aid, “Changzhou shi Xuejia zhen minying jingjixiehui fu ni kaocha, juanzizhux-
ue” 常州市薛家镇民营经济协会赴尼考察, 捐资助学 [The Private Economic Association of Xuejia 
Town, Changzhou City went to Nilka for inspection and to donate funds], Weixin, June 20, 2019, 
https://archive.fo/W866L; “Yili Hasake Nileike xian xinkuan fuzhuang pifa shichang pinzhi wenjian” 
伊犁哈萨克尼勒克县新款服装批发市场品质文件 [Quality document for the new clothing 
wholesale market in Yili Kazakh Nilka County], Yanggu Gushan Sign Garment Factory, March 31, 
2020,  https://archive.fo/hDvbF.
14  “Xinjiang Nileike xian: shoujia kouzhaochang jiancheng jinru shiyunxing jieduan” 新疆尼勒克
县：首家口罩厂建成 进入试运行阶段 [Nilka County, Xinjiang: The first mask factory is complet-
ed and enters the trial operation stage], People’s Daily, June 22, 2020, https://archive.vn/Wxjqc.
15  Wujin Official Weixin 微武进 [Wei Wujin], “Wuni hezuo zai jie shuoguo! Wujin-Nileike jiaoyu, 
jiuye deng jiaoliu hezuo jinyibu shenhua” 武尼合作再结硕果！武进尼勒克教育、就业等交流合
作进一步深化 [Wu-Ni cooperation bears fruit again! Wujin-Nilka further deepens exchanges and 
cooperation in education and employment], Weixin, December 3, 2018, https://archive.fo/PjYKD.
16  “Xinjiang boyuan fushi youxian gongsi zai nileke xian jiepai cheng li” 新疆博远服饰有限公司
在尼勒克县揭牌成立 [Xinjiang Boyuan Clothing Co., Ltd. was unveiled and established in Nilka 
County], Communist Party of Nilka County, July 22, 2020, https://archive.vn/a1Rfn.
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Implications of the Reeducation Labor Regime: Poverty Alleviation as Repressive 
Assistance

As Jennifer Pan has shown, since the early 2000s Chinese state authorities have embarked 
on a widespread plan to engage targeted populations, ranging from religious and ethnic 
minorities to former prisoners and petitioners, with what she terms “repressive assistance.” 
In numerous locations across the country, programs carried out by grassroots-level neigh-
borhood Civil Ministry employees have been transformed into a program of surveillance 
and control through a mechanism of authoritarian statecraft Pan refers to as institutional 
“seepage.” This process describes the way state power begins to shape the effects of seem-
ingly unrelated social programs. What began as a welfare campaign to address poverty 
among historically marginalized populations, instead becomes a kind of management 
system that prevents marginalized people from being disruptive. A paradigmatic exam-
ple of this approach for Pan is the way poverty alleviation programs—which often do 
offer real aid—simultaneously extract data and profits from targeted groups and foster 
state dependence, while pulling targeted populations into relationships of obligation.17 

Writing in a similar vein, Rune Steenberg and Alessandro Rippa show that a similar 
pattern has developed in Xinjiang—where “Xinjiang Aid” poverty alleviation programs 
have provided investment opportunities for paired assistance with other Chinese cities 
and provinces.18 In the garment factory where Nurdybai worked in Nilka County, Wujin 
City provided support for the same type of program. Steenberg and Rippa show that 
since 2014 and the beginning of the People’s War on Terror, a “reeducation” campaign 
has seeped into “Xinjiang Aid” programs. This means that Wujin factory owners are 
compelled to employ unfree Uyghur and Kazakh workers in the carceral space of the 
factory complex by political obligations in their home localities, and the mandates 
of the Xinjiang Public Security Bureaus who run the camps alongside Wujin Public 
Security Bureau personnel.19 This is not to say that the Wujin factory owners are good 
faith actors in this arrangement, as Nurdybai’s experience indicates they appear to be 
convinced that the women they employ are in fact dangerous criminals. It is also likely 
that in most cases the ten-year rent-free factory spaces and the ability to garnish wages 
from the employees make the shift to production to Xinjiang highly profitable. 

Conclusion and Recommendations

As state documents cited above and this case study show, there is a direct relationship 
between the factory spaces and the “concentrated closed education and training centers.” 
Workers such as Nurdybai saw them as interrelated camp spaces, which means that 

17  Pan, Welfare for Autocrats, Chapter 5.
18  Rune Steenberg and Alessandro Rippa, “Development for All? State Schemes, Security, and Mar-
ginalization in Kashgar, Xinjiang,” Critical Asian Studies 51, no. 2 (2019): 274-295
19  Changzhou Wisdom Salon, “Lüpo gonganbu duban da’an, zhe wei Changzhou wangjing xiaoge, 
zhandouli baopeng!” 屡破公安部督办大案，这位常州网警小哥，战斗力爆棚 [Repeatedly 
breaking big cases supervised by the Ministry of Public Security, this Changzhou Internet police 
officer is bursting with energy!], Weixin, November 6, 2020, https://archive.vn/xrj4W.
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factory managers also understand that they are what stand between the workers and 
their return or entrance into the camps. They likely have clear knowledge of conditions 
in the camps and the overreach of the system. Here, the addition of state power to the 
dormitory labor regime, which has already created unfair work conditions in eastern 
China, produces what labor scholars refer to as a form of “super exploitation.” That is, 
the differential legal and material environment of the colonial frontier produces a kind 
of “off-shoring” effect, where the labor value of colonized Muslim workers is dimin-
ished even more than migrant labor in other parts of the country. The surveillant and 
carceral system turns a dormitory labor regime into a reeducation labor regime producing 
unfree workers who have no choice but to work even while their wages are garnished. 
Not only does the system turn Muslim farmers into unfree factory workers, in many 
cases it also transforms their society by separating parents from each other and from 
their children, placing the children in state-run residential boarding schools. A study 
published by state-sponsored Chinese researchers in 2019 noted that a primary purpose 
of the labor programs was to diminish the importance of Islamic practice and accelerate 
“social modernization” (shehui xiandaihua) within Uyghur and Kazakh societies.20 By 
diminishing and replacing Uyghur and Kazakh cultural and social institutions—their 
language, their faith, even their family structure—the reeducation labor regime eats into 
their ability to reproduce themselves as a society. To conclude this brief assessment of this 
unfree labor system, I offer two recommendations for policy makers and future research. 

First, given the evidence of seepage between reeducation camps and job creation programs 
in Xinjiang, it is imperative that global brands reevaluate their supply chains. The region 
is the source of more than 80 percent of Chinese cotton and the state hopes to place 
nearly one in eleven garment manufacturing jobs in Xinjiang. As Nurdybai’s account 
makes clear, much of this production is geared toward state contracts for uniforms, 
but some is also intended for the domestic and international consumer market. Poli-
cymakers and proponents of fair and ethical manufacturing practices should examine 
supply chains for connections to “Xinjiang Aid” programs. They should also be cognizant 
that localities in eastern China, like Wujin, that have a “Xinjiang Aid” program, likely 
also employ Uyghurs and Kazakhs in unfree conditions where the employers are from. 
Tracking pairing assistance programs requires examining localities in both Xinjiang 
and eastern China. 

Second, in the absence of investigations of global supply chains by global companies 
and government agencies, researchers with a working knowledge of Chinese should 
examine localities in Xinjiang and eastern China for the presence of “Xinjiang Aid” 
programs. Because these aid programs are promoted by localities as a public good as a 
way of building public buy-in and obscuring their relationship to carceral systems, they 
are usually well-documented in public state records. Often, local government institutions 
will describe the programs in granular detail in public forums hosted on WeChat. By 

20  China Institute of Wealth and Economics, “Xinjiang hetian diqu weizu laodongli zhuanyi jiuye 
fupin gongzuo baogao” 新疆和田地区维族劳动力转移就业扶贫工作报告 [Work Report on 
Poverty Alleviation Work of Uyghur Labor Force Transfer in Hotan, Xinjiang], Nankai University, 
December 23, 2019, https://archive.is/PyluL.
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searching for localities and their jiang ai programs on Chinese search engines such as 
Sogou.com—a website that makes public WeChat forums searchable—researchers will 
discover thousands of documents related to these programs. In addition, small collec-
tions of related documents are already archived by the Xinjiang Documentation Project 
hosted by the University of British Columbia, but they have yet to be translated and 
analyzed.21 Examining such documents––again, a task that any researcher with a working 
knowledge of Chinese can undertake––will begin to further untangle the way Uyghur 
and Kazakh unfreedom is linked to global economic systems and Chinese state power.

Darren Byler is an incoming Assistant Professor of International Studies at Simon Fraser 
University in Vancouver, British Columbia and a post-doctoral research fellow in the China 
Made Project at the Center for Asian Studies at the University of Colorado, Boulder. He is 
the author of a forthcoming ethnography titled Terror Capitalism: Uyghur Dispossession and 
Masculinity in a Chinese City (Duke University Press 2021) and a narrative-driven book titled 
In the Camps: China's High-Tech Penal Colony (Columbia Global Reports 2021). His current 
research interests are focused on infrastructure development and global China in the context of 
Xinjiang and Malaysia. He received his Ph.D. in anthropology from the University of Washington.

 

21  See, for example, this collection of documents collected by researcher Timothy Grose, “Online 
Sources: State Surveillance, Propaganda Work, and Coerced Gratitude,” Xinjiang Documentation 
Project, https://xinjiang.sppga.ubc.ca/bloggingfanghuiju/
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South Korea’s Dilemma: Foreign Workers in a “Homogenous Society”

Timothy C. Lim1*

Overview: From Labor Exporter to Labor Importer

For about three decades now, South Korea has needed to “import” foreign workers, 
especially for low-wage, 3-D (dirty, dangerous, and difficult) jobs in the small- and medi-
um-sized business sector. This is a sharp contrast from the early-1960s to the mid-1980s, 
when the government facilitated the “export” of tens of thousands of South Korean 
workers in order to bring in desperately needed foreign exchange and alleviate domestic 
unemployment.2 The switch from labor exporting to labor importing, however, is far 
from unusual. Indeed, most capitalist economies that go through periods of high-speed 
industrialization—especially an industrialization process geared toward international 
markets—typically experience the same basic phenomenon, which scholars have dubbed 
the “migration transition.”3 At the same time, South Korea’s migration transition does 
have an unusual (although widely recognized) element. Namely, it unfolded in a country 
that has, since its founding in 1948, defined and prided itself on maintaining a “pure 
bloodline” that supposedly stretched back thousands of years. While this narrative has 
always been more myth than reality,4 it has had a profound impact on South Korean 

1 * I would like to acknowledge the generous financial support of the Laboratory Program for Korean
Studies through the Ministry of Education of the Republic of Korea and Korean Studies Promotion 
Service of the Academy of Korean Studies (AKS-2018-LAB-2250001). 
2  By the end of 1974, there were about 90,000 South Koreans working in 54 countries around the 
world and on 340 large foreign ships; a construction boom beginning in 1975 led to a rapid increase, 
especially in the Middle East, where the number of Korean construction workers increased to 
160,000 (by 1982) in that region alone . See Ui-Sup Shim, “South Korean Workers and the Middle 
East Construction Boom in the 1970s,” Journal of Contemporary Korean Studies 2, no. 1 (2015): 37-
56.
3  Stephen Castles and Mark J. Miller, The Age of Migration: International Population Movements in 
the Modern World (New York: Guilford Press, 2003).
4  Beginning in the mid-2000s, a number of scholars have thoroughly debunked the presumption of 
natural or organic homogeneity in Korea. Kim Choong Soon provides a particularly straightforward 
assessment. “The evidence from Korean ... history, and contemporary demographics,” she wrote, 
“suggests that the conventional view of Korea as a racially and culturally homogenous society may 
have no foundation at all.” See Kim Choong Soon, Voices of Foreign Brides: The Roots and Develop-
ment of Multiculturalism in Korea (Lanham: AltaMira Press, 2011), xiv. 
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society. The impact has been most apparent in South Korea’s immigration and nationality 
regimes, both of which were, for a long time, premised on maintaining, reinforcing, and 
reproducing the ideal and (socially constructed) reality of a “homogenous nation-state.” 

The long-term shift to labor importing for a society premised on a firm belief in the 
sanctity of ethnic and racial homogeneity creates a strong and potentially intractable 
tension within South Korea. It is important to understand how South Korea’s govern-
ment and society have addressed and are addressing this tension with respect not only to 
(non-professional) immigrant workers specifically, but also to other immigrant groups. It 
is equally important to address the deeper question: As South Korean society becomes 
more ethnically diverse, will the ethic of homogeneity continue to dominate or, conversely, 
will a new ethic of multiculturalism take hold? While I cannot provide a definitive 
answer, I argue that the ethic of homogeneity has already begun to erode and will likely 
erode much further. This erosion, however, is not only due to the migration transition; 
it is also due to a parallel rise in “marriage migration.” Of course, migration trends by 
themselves do not necessitate far-reaching social change. In South Korea, there have 
been multiple and intersecting factors at play—including the role of civil society, courts, 
and immigrant activism—most of which I can only touch on in this short article. My 
goal is to provide a basic sense of how South Korea has dealt with its emergence as a 
significant destination for immigrants from around the world and how immigration 
may be leading South Korea down the path to multiculturalism. 

The Dilemma: Foreign Workers in a “Homogenous Society”

The persistent need for large numbers of foreign workers raised a dilemma for South 
Korean policymakers and bureaucrats. Specifically, how can South Korea incorporate tens 
of thousands of immigrant workers into a society that was purpose-built (in a manner) 
to reject them? One “solution,” albeit only a weak stopgap, was to rely on co-ethnics—
ethnic Koreans living in other parts of the world. Fortuitously, South Korea’s rising need 
for foreign labor coincided with the breakdown of Cold War dynamics, which, until the 
end of the 1980s, were responsible for the construction of an almost impregnable wall 
between South Korea and a very large ethnic Korean population in China of around 1.9 
million,5 as well as a much smaller population in the Commonwealth of Independent 
States (CIS), especially Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan.6 Once the wall came down, it 
became possible to tap into a large pool of fairly easy-to-exploit, inexpensive co-ethnic 
workers, most of whom spoke Korean fluently. Still, the South Korean government was 
loath to officially or formally open its borders to “unskilled” labor, even if many of the 
workers shared “Korean blood.” As a result, until 1991, every single immigrant engaged in 
menial or manual labor was undocumented. Even more, once South Korea was identified 

5  Woogill Choi, “The Transformation of the Korean Chinese Community: The Case of the Age of 
Migration in China,” Journal of Contemporary Korean Studies 3, no. 1-2 (2016): 245-264.
6  There were also sizable populations of ethnic Koreans in the United States and in Japan (and small-
er communities spread throughout the world), but the prospect of working in extremely low-pay-
ing, manual labor jobs with limited protections was completely unappealing to virtually all ethnic 
Koreans from these more prosperous areas.
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as a country in need of immigrant labor, people from a range of poorer countries began 
to flow into South Korea in hopes of finding a job. The demand for workers willing to 
take up jobs in the 3-D sector was so intense and unremitting that most easily found 
positions. This was the unintended and unwanted start of South Korea’s transformation 

from an ostensibly homogenous society to a “multicultural society.”7

The Search for a Permanent Solution

Between 1991 and 2020, the South Korean state made a number of efforts to address 
the seemingly unfulfillable need for immigrant workers. Throughout the 1990s, the 
practice of allowing people to enter the country and begin working on an undocumented 
basis not only continued, but grew. In 1990, there were 18,402 undocumented immi-
grant workers, and by 1997 that figure had grown to 148,048.8 At the same time, the 
government developed a more formal program, the Industrial Trainee System (ITS).9 
The ITS was based on a lie—intended to justify substandard wages and the denial of 
benefit and labor protections—that full-fledged workers were not workers, but were 
instead “trainees.” Immigrant workers turned the lie against the government by using 
the ITS as a convenient vehicle for entering South Korea only to quickly abandon 
their “trainee” positions. At the same time, activists among foreign workers teamed 
up with civil society organizations in South Korea to put pressure on the government 
to reform the system. This led to the creation of an actual guest worker program, the 
Employment Permit System, or EPS, in 2003 (which took effect one year later). The 
EPS was a major step forward in that it created a more transparent recruitment system, 
mandated fairer wages, and provided immigrant workers with the full protection and 
benefits of the Labor Standards Act. To critics, however, the EPS was still a modern 
day “slave system” because it did not allow workers to freely change jobs even if they 
suffered from physical, verbal, or sexual abuse or were not paid. The EPS also placed a 
strict time limit of four years and ten months of continuous employment within South 
Korea, a restriction that was specifically designed to prevent (legal) long-term settlement 
(South Korea allows immigrants to apply for permanent resident status—which can 
lead to naturalization—after five continuous years of residency). 

Another major step was the creation of the “Visit and Employment” or H-2 visa program 
in 2007. The H-2 program was designed specifically for ethnic Koreans (those from 
China and the CIS) since they were not eligible for the EPS. Indeed, for a few years, it 

7  “Multicultural,” in this sentence, is used to refer to the “empirical fact of diversity” as opposed to 
“multiculturalism,” the latter of which is the normative response to that fact. For further discussion, 
see Patrick Loobuyck, “Liberal Multiculturalism,” Ethnicities 5, no. 1 (2005): 108-123.
8  Figures cited in Dong-Hoon Seol and John D. Skrentny, “South Korea: Importing Undocument-
ed Workers,” in Controlling Immigration: A Global Perspective, ed. Wayne A. Cornelius, Tsuda 
Takeyuki, Philip L. Martin, and James F. Hollifield (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2004), 481-
513. 
9  There was another similar program, the Industrial and Technical Training Program (ITTP), but 
this was originally meant for large Korean companies with overseas facilities or subsidiaries. It was 
only used to a very limited extent.
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was difficult for ethnic Koreans from China and the CIS to legally enter South Korea, 
especially to work. The H-2 program completely changed that by giving those ethnic 
Koreans privileged access to South Korea (relative to other immigrant workers but not 
compared to ethnic Koreans from the United States and other western countries). It 
had all the benefits of the EPS plus a number of “special benefits” including the freedom 
to change jobs or to not work at all (the “visit” part of the visa). A few years later, in 
2010, ethnic Koreans from China and the CIS were also provided an easy path to an 
F-4 visa—part of the Overseas Koreans Act10—which provided de facto citizenship to 
visa holders. Technically, ethnic Koreans from China and the CIS were already eligible 
for F-4 visas, but the government designed the visa program in a way that made it very 
difficult for them to qualify. Specifically, the F-4 did not allow immigrants to engage in 
non-professional work. In 2010, however, the government allowed anyone with an H-2 
visa to qualify for the F-4 visa as long as they have worked in their non-professional 
position for one year (later amended). The result was a huge upsurge of F-4 visas issued 
to ethnic Koreans from China from just 542 in 2009 to 10,113 in 2010 and to a high 
of 37,539 in 2018. 

In the search for a permanent solution, the South Korean government decided that the 
most viable path was one that afforded privileged treatment and status to immigrant 
workers with “shared blood.” This decision was neither automatic nor preordained, but 
once implemented, it established the basis for the current labor immigration regime.

South Korea’s Unequal Two-Track Labor Immigration System

In short, the South Korean government ended up institutionalizing a two-track system—
one track for co-ethnics from China and the CIS and one for all other immigrant workers. 
The system has proven to be relatively stable and effective. As a result, the South Korean 
government has seen little reason to significantly change it in the more than ten years 
since all of the key elements have been put in place. The EPS, in particular, has been 
singled out for praise as a “win-win-win” for immigrant workers, host states, and sending 
countries by the United Nations, the World Bank, and the International Labour Orga-
nization. At the same time, however, the EPS has been the object of intense criticism, 
especially by immigrant activists who argue that the protections it promises are largely 
empty. Instead, they assert that the EPS is rife with abuse and violations of human rights. 
At a 2018 rally, for example, Al Mamun (vice president of the Migrants Trade Union, or 
MTU) stated, “The Korean government made this slave system called the EPS that has 
only created unstable temporary work for foreigners,” turning them into “consumables” 

10  Passed in 1999, this groundbreaking legislation provided an easy path to permanent residency and 
certain rights typically reserved for citizens to ethnic Koreans who emigrated after the establishment 
of South Korea in 1948. As a result, all ethnic Koreans in China and the CIS were summarily exclud-
ed. Korean Chinese and their allies in South Korea, however, immediately challenged the law. For 
further discussion, see my co-authored article, Timothy C. Lim and Dong-Hoon Seol, “Explaining 
South Korea’s Diaspora Engagement Policies,” Development and Society 47, no. 4 (2018): 633-662.
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rather than human beings (emphasis added).11 One of the main issues has been the 
clause restricting the freedom to change jobs. While the government has steadfastly 
withheld that right from workers in the EPS, it has handed such freedom to co-ethnic 
immigrants from China and the CIS on a silver platter. The differential treatment of 
co-ethnic immigrants and all other immigrants is important to emphasize.12 It speaks 
to the construction of an immigration system based on a hierarchy of race or ethnicity. 

Of course, South Korea is in very good company. Almost every country in the world 
with significant immigration has, at some point in their not-too-distant history, done 
the same. Over time, however, most countries reduced or eliminated work-related immi-
gration restrictions strictly based on race or ethnicity. In Asia, however, this has been 
much less the case. In this view, it would be very easy to assume that for South Korea—a 
self-defined homogenous nation-state—the unequal two-track system will remain a 
permanent feature. Yet, this may not be the case.

The Fuzzy Future of Multiculturalism

South Korea has become a “multicultural society,” but this only means that its society has 
become more racially and ethnically diverse. It does not mean that “multiculturalism” as 
a normative principle—one premised on the equal treatment of culturally, ethnically, and 
racially diverse individuals and groups—has been embraced. Indeed, it seems evident 
that multiculturalism has not been accepted. After all, the very existence of the two-track 
immigration system that privileges immigrants with “shared blood” over all other immi-
grants indicates a seemingly clear-cut rejection of multiculturalism. Under the surface, 
however, the picture is fuzzier. This is partly because a segment of the foreign worker 
community, from the very beginning of large-scale immigration to this day, has waged 
a near-constant struggle for labor and human rights. For most of this period, they have 
had strong and indispensable support from influential groups within South Korea’s civil 
society. South Korean courts have also at times played a crucial role in protecting and 
promoting the rights of immigrant workers, including those who are undocumented. 
A good example of the latter is the 2015 Supreme Court ruling that undocumented 
workers had the right to unionize.13 In short, this struggle will continue to problematize 

11  Cited in He-rim Jo, “Migrant Workers Are Not Consumables, We Are Human,” Korea Herald, 
December 1, 2018, http://www.koreaherald.com/view.php?ud=20181217000719.
12  South Korea has also been criticized for creating a hierarchy based on nationality and class, 
wherein ethnic Koreans from China and the CIS were placed below ethnic Koreans from the United 
States and other western countries. See Nora H. Kim, “Hierarchical Ethnic Nationhood in the For-
mal Membership and Beyond: Joseonjok and Formal and Substantive Citizenship in Their Ethnic 
Homeland,” in Diasporic Returns to the Ethnic Homeland, ed. Tsuda Takeyuki and Changzoo Song 
(Cham: Palgrave Macmillan, 2019), 79-97; Piao You, “Hierarchical Citizenship in Perspective South 
Korea’s Korean Chinese,”  Development and Society 46, no. 3 (2017): 557-589; Erin Aeran Chung, 
“Creating Hierarchies of Noncitizens: Race, Gender, and Visa Categories in South Korea,” Journal of 
Ethnic and Migration Studies 46, no. 12 (2020): 2497-2514.
13  International Trade Union Confederation, “Korea: Supreme Court Affirms Rights to Unionise 
for Undocumented Migrants,” ITUC News, June 25, 2015 https://www.ituc-csi.org/korea-supreme-
court-affirms-right. 
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the underlying racism and ethnonationalism of South Korea’s immigration regime.

The fuzzy future of multiculturalism in South Korea, though, is also due to the rise 
of “marriage migration.” Between 1993 and 2018, there have been close to 600,000 
marriages between a foreign national and a South Korean, an average of 22,785 a year 
accounting for 7.1 percent of all marriages in South Korea during that period.14 From 
the 1990s to 2010, the majority of marriage migrants were ethnic Korean women from 
China. In the last decade, however, the largest number of marriage migrants came from 
Vietnam. There are also significant numbers of marriage migrants from the Philippines, 
Cambodia, Thailand, Japan, the United States, and Pakistan (in the latter case, it is 
exclusively Pakistani men marrying South Korean women). The rise and persistence of 
“multicultural marriages” (the government’s official term) has directly raised the issue 
of how to integrate hundreds of thousands of culturally distinct individuals into South 
Korean society. The process has been fraught and complicated. It also has been profoundly 
political, as many marriage migrants—while accepting and even embracing the necessity 
of assimilating into Korean society—have struggled to maintain a distinct ethnic iden-
tity both for themselves and for their children. This has been a difficult and uncertain 
struggle as they not only have to challenge Korea’s ethnonationalist foundations, but 
also an entrenched patriarchy.  

Concrete Steps Toward Multiculturalism 

It is not clear how far South Korea will move toward multiculturalism, but every step 
forward will likely undermine the justification for maintaining an immigration and 
naturalization regime based on racial or ethnonationalist distinctions. Importantly, there 
have been signs—albeit small ones—of institutional change. In 2017, for example, the 
Ministry of Justice announced a change that would allow a very limited number of EPS 
workers to convert their visa status from E-9 to E-7, the latter of which would provide a 
path to permanent residency and naturalization. Such a policy change would have been, 
it is fair to say, unthinkable ten or twenty years earlier. Another potentially important 
shift is reflected in a 2018 decision by the Cheongju District Court, which ruled that the 
government could not deport an eighteen-year-old undocumented teenager born and 
raised in South Korea to two undocumented foreign parents. In the decision, the judge 
wrote, “Deporting a person like the plaintiff … goes against the spirit of the constitution 
of a civilized country to protect human dignity and guarantee rights to live.”15 

It is also worth noting that South Koreans have become increasingly open to the idea 
of immigrants—regardless of race or ethnicity—becoming “real Koreans.” In a 2018 
Ipsos survey,16 30 percent of South Korean respondents answered “Yes” to the question 

14  Average based on author’s calculations; figures from KOSIS (Korean Statistical Information Ser-
vice), “Vital Statistics: Multicultural Marriages by Citizenship,” https://kosis.kr/eng/index/index.do.
15  Bo-gyung Kim, “Undocumented Children in South Korea Deprived of Basic Rights,” Korea Her-
ald, Februrary 10, 2018, http://www.koreaherald.com/view.php?ud=20190208000401.
16  Nicolas Boyon, The Inclusiveness of Nationalities: A Global Advisor Survey (Washington: Ipsos 
Public Affairs, 2018), 21. 
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“Is a legal immigrant who has lived in South Korean most of his/her life but has not 
become a citizen a real Korean?” Another 34 percent answered “Not sure,” while only 
30 percent said “No.” These results are not much lower than other countries with long 
histories of immigration, including Australia and the United States. This suggests a 
sea change in Korean attitudes toward immigrants and openness that simply did not 
exist a few decades earlier.17 Whether this translates into a new social reality for South 
Korea, one based on multiculturalism instead of ethnic homogeneity, is still very much 
an open question. There is little doubt, however, that the South Korea of today is already 
very different from the South Korea of the 1950s or 1960s or even the 1990s. The once 
highly exclusionary immigration and naturalization regimes—which are admittedly 
still biased toward individuals with Korean ethnicity—have become meaningfully less 
restrictive. Despite its limitations, the EPS is one example of this, as it created a legal 
means for hundreds of thousands of immigrants—those with “Korean blood”—to enter 
the country to work in non-professional jobs. A small number of EPS workers have 
even been given a path to permanent residency and naturalization through the creation 
of a new visa in 2017, the E-9.18 

Another significant change is the formal recognition of dual citizenship in 2010. To be 
sure, this change was originally intended for ethnic Koreans from the United States and 
other wealthy countries, but activists, including immigrant activists, have pressured the 
government to include all naturalized citizens regardless of race, ethnicity, or nationali-
ty.19 This change, in turn, has convinced more permanent residents to seek South Korean 
citizenship. Indeed, one of the biggest changes in the immigration and naturalization 
regimes is the sheer increase in the number of naturalizations: Between 1985 and 1995, 
the total number of naturalizations was 538; between 2009 and 2018, that number had 
jumped to 133,214.20 While a large chunk of this total are ethnic Koreans, particularly 
from China, an increasingly large percentage are immigrants without Korean blood. In 
2018, in fact, naturalizations of Vietnamese citizens outnumbered Chinese citizens for 
the first time. While there is still a long way to go in overturning the racial and ethnona-
tionalist foundation of the South Korean nation-state—and replacing it with one based 

17  Unfortunately, there are no previous Ipsos surveys asking the same question in South Korea. How-
ever, a survey by Shin and Chang in 2000 found that 66 percent of Korean respondents agreed with 
the statement, “‘Blood’ [is] the single most important criterion of national identity.” If the “Yes” and 
“Not sure” responses in the Ipsos survey are combined, it suggests that 64 percent of South Koreans 
no longer strongly believe that “blood” is essential to Korean national identity. See Gi-wook Shin 
and Paul Yunsik Chang, “The Politics of Nationalism in U.S.-Korean relations,” Asian Perspective 28, 
no. 4 (2004): 119-145. 
18  The E-9 visa, created in 2017, is for “Foreign Nationals of Special Ability.” It is specifically designed 
to allow a very select number of EPS workers (just a few hundred a year) to legally stay in South 
Korea on a permanent basis, if desired. 
19  See Erin Aeran Chung and Daisy Y. Kim, “Transnational Marriage: Citizenship and Marriage in a 
Globalizing World: Multicultural Families and Monocultural Nationality Laws in Korea and Japan,”  
Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies 19 (2012): 195-219.
20  Korean Immigration Service, Immigration and Foreign Policy Statistics Yearbook (Seoul: Immi-
gration Service, Ministry of Justice, 2018).
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on recognition of multiculturalism—much forward movement has already been made.21

Timothy C. Lim is a Professor of Political Science at California State University, Los Ange-
les. His most recent book is The Road to Multiculturalism in South Korea: Ideas, Discourse, 
and Institutional Change in a Homogenous Nation-State (Routledge, 2021). He is the author 
of Politics in East Asia: Explaining Change and Continuity and Doing Comparative Politics 
(both published by Rienner in 2015 and 2016, respectively). Dr. Lim’s research also appears in 
Asian Survey, Asian Ethnicity, Journal of Research in Gender Studies, Pacific Affairs, Journal of 
Ethnic and Migration Studies, Korean Studies, and numerous other journals. Born and raised 
in Berkeley, California, he received his doctorate from the University of Hawai’i at Manoa and 
an M.A. from Columbia University.

21  My discussion in this article is admittedly quite general and even superficial. However, I discuss all 
the issues raised here in much greater depth in my recently published book, The Road to Multicul-
turalism in South Korea: Ideas, Discourse, and Institutional Change in a Homogenous Nation-State 
(London and New York: Routledge, 2021).
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Reproduction-Driven Labor Migration from China

Biao Xiang

Unskilled labor out-migration from China has changed little since the late 1990s. Every 
year, about half a million workers leave for contract jobs overseas.1 Ninety percent of them 
migrate to countries in Africa and Asia to work so-called “3-D” jobs: dirty, difficult, and 
dead-end.2 Despite the significant increase in average monthly earnings in China—from 
USD 83 in June 2000 to USD 1,071 in December 2019—out-migration did not decrease 
in the same time period.3 Even more curiously, migrants were willing to pay up to USD 
5,000 in the 2010s for a two- or three-year contract job, which amounts to a migrant 
worker’s one-year salary. Compounding the cost, migrants often have to pay a USD 
3,000 “security bond” that is reclaimable after returning to China upon completion of 
their contracts, provided that they did not violate their contract terms.

Why do workers pay so much to leave China, a rising global economic center, for dead-
end jobs overseas? Labor out-migration from China, I suggest, has become “reproduc-
tion-driven.” Instead of being compelled by unemployment or poverty, people migrate 
to accumulate savings quickly to buy houses, get married, pay for their children’s educa-
tion, and arrange medical and social care. These activities sustain and enhance life on 
a daily and generational basis, and constitute part of what Marx and Engels termed 
“social reproduction.”4 These tasks are time-sensitive. While jobs in China can yield 
some savings, overseas work speeds up the process because working hours are longer, 
payment is more predictable, and daily personal consumption is minimized. It is of 
course nothing new that labor migrants remit earnings home to pay for education and 
medical costs, but what makes reproduction-driven migration distinct is that duties of 

1  The number for 2020 dropped to 0.3 million, most likely due to the COVID-19 pandemic. See 
“Statistical Communiqué of the People’s Republic of China on the 2020 National Economic and 
Social Development,” National Bureau of Statistics, February 28, 2021, http://www.stats.gov.cn/ztjc/
zthd/lhfw/2021/lh_hgjj/202103/t20210301_1814216.html.
2  Between 1995 and 2019, on average 65 percent of Chinese workers overseas worked in construc-
tion and manufacturing, and 15 percent in agriculture, forestry, and fishing. See China International 
Contractors Association, Annual Report on China’s International Labor Collaboration, 2004-2019. 
3  National Bureau of Statistics, “China Monthly Earnings,” 2021, cited in CEIC, accessed March 7, 
2021, https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/china/monthly-earnings. 
4  Friedrich Engels, Origin of the Family, Private Property, and the State, Marxists Internet Archive, 
accessed April 28, 2021, https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/download/pdf/origin_fam-
ily.pdf.
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social reproduction have become projects that one is expected to complete by a certain 
age, to a certain standard, and with significant financial inputs. In the past, additional 
income earned from migration would be spent on expanding the village house in one’s 
hometown. Now, migration income earned overseas has become the primary vehicle 
to maximize savings in order to buy urban property, which has become a necessary 
condition to secure a marriage in the countryside.

The emergence of reproduction-driven labor migration results from broad socioeconomic 
changes in China––critically, the monetization of reproduction activities. People’s repro-
duction needs, ranging from housing to medical care and education, before the 1990s, 
had been supplied through direct state and/or community welfare provisions that were 
attached to one’s employment or residence, without involving monetary transactions. 
But these provisions were withdrawn in the 1990s, and reproduction needs have become 
consumption items requiring the expenditure of large sums of money. Once reproduction 
became a matter of investment and consumption, costs kept rising, creating tremendous 
pressure, especially on the cash-poor population. These conditions have given rise to 
three characteristics that distinguish reproduction-driven migration from classical labor 
migration. First, reproduction-driven migrants are more individualized. Second, they 
are more willing to “invest” in migration. Third, they migrate in response to the pressure 
imposed by reproduction needs rather than the availability of job opportunities, which 
means once the need to reproduce arises, reproduction migrants are eager to go overseas 
as quickly as possible, independent of traditional considerations of job availability. 

In what follows, I first describe how migrants experience social expectations regarding 
reproduction as a temporal pressure, which makes overseas contract jobs a feasible 
choice for some. This is followed by a description of the distinct features of reproduc-
tion-driven labor migration. I then trace the rise of this type of migration to social and 
policy changes in China since the late 1990s, particularly how housing, care, education, 
and marriage arrangements are monetized. Finally, I propose policy recommendations 
to alleviate the pressure of reproduction-driven migration. My analysis is based on field 
research conducted in Liaoning and Jilin provinces in northeast China, in both urban 
and rural sites, between June 2004 and November 2017. 

Migration for Speedy Savings

Xiao Gang, a pedicab driver in a town in northeast China, told me that he was deter-
mined to go to South Korea within a year. “I will never save enough qu xifu qian (liter-
ally ‘the money for getting a bride’) here,” he explained, “At home we are careless with 
spending. We spend according to our mood. We go out to have meals with friends. 
One meal costs RMB 200 nowadays.” Overseas jobs do not pay higher salaries but 
can yield higher savings more quickly. In a foreign country, migrant workers have little 
time for socialization and consumption as they often live in a physically “encapsulated” 
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life under tight control.5 Furthermore, overseas jobs generate more savings because of 
much longer working hours. 

“In Japan [the employer] won’t allow you to sit idle. You always work. Working means 
you are earning!” said Hai Tao, an energetic man in his mid-thirties, and the manager 
of a recruitment company associated with a county labor bureau in Jilin. Hai Tao told 
me how he persuaded a construction worker to go to Japan:

I told him that he can make RMB 6000 a month in Japan. He said that he was 
already earning that amount in China. That is true. A top-level worker can make 
as much as RMB 300 a day here. Then I asked him, how many months can you 
work at home a year? Barely six months! [because of the long winter in northeast 
China and the precarious subcontracting system]. I said to him: You have to ask 
yourself how much cash you have in your hands at the end of each month, and 
how much you have in your bank account when you should be married. After 
talking about this and that, [the point is] he has no savings! 

When I started my field research in 2004, many migrants and would-be migrants 
planned to invest their future overseas earnings in small businesses, such as opening a 
shop, buying a car to rent out as a taxi, or purchasing equipment to organize a home 
refurbishment team. By 2010, however, far fewer were contemplating business plans. 
They were more concerned with matters such as finding a spouse, paying off debts, and 
buying apartments for themselves or for their children, even though some of them were 
still in primary school. 

Reproduction needs are time-sensitive. One cannot delay a child’s education or medical 
care. Furthermore, property prices, marriage costs, and medical expenses are ever-rising. 
The life-cycle time (e.g., the desirable marriage age) and the market time (e.g., price 
inflation) are related. A man above thirty years old in rural China has to pay a much 
higher bride price than a man in his twenties. Similar age-related cost hikes happen 
when paying for education, too. People emphasized to me that if they failed to send 
their children to good primary schools now, they would have to spend much more later 
for the kids to catch up with others in life opportunities. Time is money. Migrants pay 
the USD 8,000 migration cost not only for a job, but for the opportunity to start saving 
quickly. Recruitment agents who fail to place migrants within a few months lose clients. 

Migration used to be a means to earn additional income to improve reproduction condi-
tions. Now, the cost and necessity of reproduction directly drive migration. This change is 
illustrated in the relation between migration and the real estate market in Qing county, 
Liaoning province. When I arrived for the first time in 2004, there was consensus 

5  In Japan for instance, most migrant workers live in dormitories attached to factories, and some are 
not allowed to go shopping more than once a week. See Biao Xiang, “Transnational Encapsulation: 
Compulsory Return as a Labor Migration Control in East Asia,” in Return: Nationalizing Transna-
tional Mobility in Asia, ed. Biao Xiang, Brenda Yeoh, and Mika Toyota (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2013), 83-99.
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that migrants’ remittances had driven up the housing prices. Properties in the Qing 
county seat were more expensive than in neighboring counties because the county had 
a large number of migrants. By the 2010s, the dynamic reversed. Residents no longer 
complained that migrants drove up housing prices. Instead, people talked about why 
some of them had to go overseas to work and quickly save money in order to buy a flat 
in the county seat before it became unaffordable. As purchasing urban property becomes 
the norm, migration has become an extraordinary means to adhere to social conceptions 
of “acceptable” living conditions. 

New Migration Patterns

Compared to labor migration caused by poverty, reproduction-driven labor migrants 
come from more varied socioeconomic backgrounds. While classic labor migration 
often creates a mechanism of “cumulative causation” that turns migration into collective 
community action,reproduction-driven migration is individualized.6 While the general 
categories of reproduction duties are common across households—getting married, giving 
birth, purchasing a house, paying for their children’s education, and taking care of the 
ill and the elderly—everyone has different needs in terms of what the duties entail and 
when they arise. Who eventually decides to migrate, when, and where to, is shaped by 
individual circumstances.

Reproduction-driven migrants rarely identify themselves as laborers. They aim to earn 
enough money within a short period of time, which enables them to live a totally 
different lifestyle. They are less likely than traditional labor migrants to join unions or 
initiate collective bargaining with their employers. This does not mean that there are 
fewer conflicts in the workplace, however. Recruitment agents complained to me that 
the increasing diversity of migrant backgrounds—for instance, failed businesspeople 
who turn themselves into international labor migrants—made it harder to control them 
overseas. In fact, according to the agents, tensions in the workplace have increased in the 
major destination countries—Japan, Singapore, South Korea, and Macau. Still, conflicts 
often burst out as individualized and sporadic clashes, rather than organized contestation. 

The final difference between previous migration patterns and reproduction-driven migra-
tion is that social pressure and rising costs drive some of these new kinds of migrants 
to remain away from home for an extended period of time. In classical circular labor 
migration, migrants who seek to earn supplemental income for reproduction needs 
go home once their contract expires or the agricultural busy season starts, regardless 
of how much money they make. Some reproduction-driven migrants have difficulty 
returning, however, because they feel socially displaced when failing to meet repro-
duction expectations. There has been a noticeable increase of repeated migration from 
northeast China over the last fifteen years. People who have just completed one contract 
now pay to migrate again, something I had never encountered before 2010. There are 
also migrants who are perpetually “suspended” between China and their destination 

6  Douglas S. Massey, “Social Structure, Household Strategies, and the Cumulative Causation of 
Migration,” Population Index 56, no. 1 (1990): 3-26.
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countries because they can never save enough to meet the ever-rising cost of living in 
China.7 Migrants keep moving to satisfy family reproduction needs, as well as to avoid 
the humiliation resulting from the failure to fulfill the reproduction duties expected of 
them. These new migration patterns are not a function of changes in the demand for 
labor at the destination, or of fluctuations in employment opportunities at home. They 
are instead caused by significant changes in social reproduction, namely how people 
maintain their individual and family life. These changes are institutionally induced, 
which I shall disentangle below.   

The Four Mountains: Marriage, House, Education, Medical Care

When explaining why they choose to work overseas, migrants often refer to “three heavy 
mountains” (sanzuo dashan).8 These “mountains” are housing, education, and medical care. 
For male labor migrants, marriage is an additional fourth mountain that is no lighter 
than the others. Around 70 percent of labor migrants are men according to statistics 
from Liaoning province in the late 2000s.9 The stigma attached to unmarried men in 
China (guanggun, the “bare sticks”) is well known. This stigma is ingrained in migrant 
workers themselves, especially those in Japan, who see the low Japanese marriage rate as a 
sign of moral perversion, and sometimes attribute to this the inhumane experiences that 
they suffered as migrant workers. The social expectation for universal marriage creates 
widespread anxiety when coupled with the acute awareness of China’s sex imbalance: 
115 males to every 100 females aged 20 to 24 years old (2019).10 

To increase their competitiveness in the marriage market, male migrants have to offer 
more. To secure a marriage in a county town in the late 2010s, the groom must provide 
housing and pay a bride price of RMB 100,000. Other research conducted in a city in 
northeastern China finds that the bride price increased from an average of RMB 600 
in 1977 to the standard of RMB 288,888 in 2016 (the number 8 is supposed to bring 

7  Jamie Coates describes that Chinese migrants in Japan feel perpetually unsettled, even though 
they have succeeded in their migration projects, partly because the expectations on their contribu-
tions to family life continue rising. See Jamie Coates, “The Cruel Optimism of Mobility: Aspiration, 
Belonging, and the ‘Good Life’ among Transnational Chinese Migrants in Tokyo,” Positions 3, no. 27 
(2019): 469–497. 
Miriam Driessen points out that those who migrate to fulfill their reproduction duties paradoxically 
miss critical time to perform their family roles. This puts them in a “double bind,” and makes it hard 
to stop migrating. See Miriam Driessen, “Chinese Workers in Ethiopia Caught Between Remaining 
and Returning,” Pacific Affairs (2021), forthcoming.
8  The “Three Heavy Mountains” originally referred to foreign imperialism, feudalism, and bureau-
cratic capitalism, which were toppled once-for-all by the socialist revolution. See Mao Zedong, 
“Speech at a Conference of Cadres in the Shansii-Suiyuan Liberated Area,” Marxists Internet Ar-
chive, accessed March 7, 2021,
https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/mao/selected-works/volume-4/mswv4_35.htm. 
9  No national data about the migrants’ gender composition is available. See “Labor Outmigration 
Statistics, Liaoning,” 2006, 2007 and 2008, Liaoning Provincial Labor Bureau.   
10  “National Data, Sex Ratio,” Chinese National Bureau of Statistics, accessed April 14, 2021, https://
data.stats.gov.cn/search.htm?s=%E6%80%A7%E5%88%AB%E6%AF%94. 
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good luck), though what counts as a bride price varies from region to region.11 Addi-
tional research in a northeastern village documented bride prices rising from RMB 200 
in the 1950s to RMB 28,500 in the 1990s.12 Grooms are also expected to contribute 
funds for a car, furniture, jewelry, and wedding banquet––costs that total about RMB 
300,000 according to my field data. 

“No girl will marry you unless you have a flat in [the] county seat nowadays,” the father 
of a would-be migrant in a village told me, “Girls with good ‘conditions’ (tiaojian, or 
looks, age, and socioeconomic background) will also ask about the exact location, how 
big [the flat] is, and even the condition of the amenities in the condo.” China reformed 
its welfare-oriented urban housing system in 1998, partly to develop its real estate 
market to stabilize the economy after the 1997 Asian financial crisis. Between 1999 
and 2018, the average price per square meter of newly built flats in China jumped from 
RMB 1,758 to RMB 8,539. 13 In Liaoning, the price doubled in ten years: from less 
than RMB 3,000 in 2007 to RMB 7,000 in 2018.14 

Unmarried young men migrate to save enough money to afford properties in the city. 
Married men—and women—migrate to pay mortgages. The balance of personal home 
loans increased by a factor of 16.1 between 2004 and 2018. 15 The ratio of mortgage to 
household disposable income rose from 16.2 percent to 47.6 percent during the same 
period.16 Migrants go overseas to “work for banks”; they have to work hard and save 
because they are “slaves to their house [mortgage]” (fangnu).17

Education 

Lin Wei, a thirty-three-year-old woman working in a garment factory in Japan, wanted 
to send her seven-year-old daughter to a primary school in the county seat––this was 
why she had decided to become a migrant worker. But her husband insisted that the 
village school was good enough. This was unacceptable for Lin Wei: “Only buxingde 
(incapable or problematic) families send children to the village school now. Uncar-
ing parents, or [those] who really have no money. Now my husband is one of them!” 

11  Ziyi Yin, “From Intergenerational Deprivation to Capital Display: Observation and Reconstruc-
tion of the Changes in Urban Bride Price” (M.A. thesis, Northeast China Normal University, 2017).
12  Yunxiang Yan, Private Life under Socialism: Love, Intimacy, and Family Change in a Chinese 
Village, 1949–1999 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2004).
13  National Bureau of Statistics, “China CN: Commodity Bldg Selling Price: YTD Average: Resi-
dential,” CEIC, accessed March 7, 2021, https://www.ceicdata.com/en/china/nbs-property-price/
cn-commodity-bldg-selling-price-ytd-average-residential. 
14  National Bureau of Statistics, “China’s Property Price: YTD Avg: Existing House: Liaoning,” CEIC, 
accessed March 7, 2021, https://www.ceicdata.com/en/china/nbs-property-price-monthly/proper-
ty-price-ytd-avg-existing-house-liaoning.
15  Hengda Research Institute, “China Fertility Report 2020,” The Paper, accessed March 7, 2021, 
https://www.thepaper.cn/newsDetail_forward_9539003.
16  Hengda Research Institute, “China Fertility Report 2020.” 
17  Miriam Driessen, “Migrating for the Bank: Housing and Chinese Labor Migration to Ethiopia,” 
The China Quarterly 221 (2015): 143-160.
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Under the stress of constant quarrels with her husband on WeChat, she snapped and 
got involved in a fight with her employer. She ran away from the factory and came to 
a shelter set up by a labor non-governmental organization, where we met. Lin Wei 
told me her plan: once she settled her back pay with her former employer, she would 
go home, rent an apartment in the county seat, and bring her daughter there. Indeed, 
rural-to-urban relocation for the promise of a better education constitutes much of the 
reproduction-driven migration inside China.

While urban schools supposedly offer a better education than rural schools, they are 
much more expensive. It is now common practice for preschool children in rural China 
to attend kindergartens in nearby towns. The vast majority of kindergartens in the 
countryside are privately owned and require monthly tuition.18 From 2012 to 2021, 
private kindergarten tuition increased from less than RMB 650 to over RMB 1000.19 
Some private kindergartens, including those in Jilin province, already charged nearly 
RMB 1000 per pupil every month in 2017. Kindergarten is of course only a starting 
point. According to a survey by Sina Education in 2017, average households spent 26 
percent of their annual income on education during a child’s preschool years, 21 percent 
of their yearly income from kindergarten to high school, and 29 percent of their income 
for each year of college.20

Healthcare 

Those who are most willing to pay high fees to go overseas quickly often have family 
members in need of major medical treatment. Lu Gang, a thirty-two-year-old man 
who looked much older, said that he would go overseas at any cost because his father 
had late-stage cancer. By the time we met, the treatment had lasted for more than a 
year and had exhausted all of his family’s savings. Lu was willing to pay RMB 70,000 
to go to Australia, where he was told wages were higher than the usual destinations. 
He wanted to work as a truck driver despite his very minimal English: “I drove trucks 
before. Driving trucks you can pick up odd jobs. I can earn more.”

The burden of medical care is vividly captured by a riddle that circulated widely on 
Chinese social media in the late 2010s: “Looking from a distance it is like heaven, look-
ing up close it is like a bank [making money], inside it is like a jail [capturing visitors]. 
What is it?—A hospital!” China’s per capita healthcare expenditure increased from RMB 

18  The proportion of public kindergarten pupils nationwide dropped from 95 percent to 44 percent 
from 1997 to 2019. See Hengda Research Institute, “China Fertility Report 2020,” accessed March 7, 
2021, https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/CVejh_jt23RcMZGsiJYfNg. See also Ministry of Education, “2019 
National Educational Development Statistical Bulletin,” accessed March 7, 2021, http://www.moe.
gov.cn/jyb_sjzl/sjzl_fztjgb/202005/t20200520_456751.html. 
19  CEIC, “China’s CN: Service Charges: 36 City Avg: Nursery Fee: Private Kindergarten,” accessed 
March 7, 2021, https://www.ceicdata.com/en/china/price-monitoring-center-ndrc-36-city-monthly-
avg-service-charges/cn-service-charges-36-city-avg-nursey-fee-private-kindergarten. 
20  Sina Education, “2017 White Paper on Chinese Family Consumption on Education” 
[2017中国家庭教育消费白皮书], accessed March 7, 2021, 3, https://max.book118.com/
html/2018/1106/8105131011001132.shtm.
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173.2 in 2000 to RMB 1,902.3 in 2019.21 There are two unusual features behind this 
rise. First, medical expenses increased steadily by more than 20 percent per year in the 
2000s, unrelated to general inflation.22 Second, medical costs rose at the same time as 
the government increased investments in public health. According to the World Health 
Organization, the share of out-of-pocket expenditure to total health expenditure by 
individual patients decreased from 60 percent to 36 percent between 2000 and 2018.23 
At the same time, the absolute amounts increased from USD 77 to more than USD 
334 in purchasing power parity (PPP) terms.24 In fact, government investments made 
medical care more costly. A classic case of regulatory capture, hospitals, pharmaceutical 
companies, and drug distributors turned public investments into a source of profit. They 
purchased expensive equipment and medicine, and then over-prescribed them to patients. 

Li Chen, a returnee from Japan, took care of her mother with lung cancer in 2017. “The 
doctors said that [my mother] should do this-and-that test. My mother always said, 
‘Forget it.’ But how can we say no to the doctor?” The medicine cost RMB 14,000, and 
tests cost another RMB 6,000 every month. These figures were kept secret from Li’s 
mother as this expense would be as devastating as the cancer itself. After Li had several 
major altercations with her employer in Japan and her recruitment agent in China, 
she decided to never work overseas again. This put the family in an especially difficult 
situation. They agonized over how to repay their ever-growing debt. After our meetings 
ended, I occasionally received messages from Li that she was selling household goods 
as part of an e-commerce enterprise. But she seemed reluctant to tell me how she was 
doing and where she was. 

The four heavy mountains—marriage, housing, education, and healthcare—are basic 
human needs. However, they have become mountain-like burdens because of their 
monetization. The free provision of goods and services that are essential for sustaining 
life is no longer available. Goods and services have become commodities whose prices 
are constantly rising. Those without enough money to purchase such commodities, for 
instance housing or education in the city, are socially displaced. This places tremendous 
pressure on the vast majority of the population, but especially on low-income families. 
Peasants with very little liquid cash have suffered even more. As one labor recruiting 
agent put it, “peasants don’t see cash coming in, but they see cash going out all the time.” 
Working overseas is a way to earn cash in a concentrated manner. The monetization of 
reproduction spurred a shift in migration patterns out of China. Under social pressure 
to fulfill monetized reproduction duties on time, migrants pay high fees for low-end 

21  National Bureau of Statistics, “China’s Consumption Expenditure per Capita,” CEIC, accessed 
March 7, 2021, https://www.ceicdata.com/en/china/expenditure-per-capita/consumption-expendi-
ture-per-capita-health-care-and-medical-services.
22  Xueguo Wen, Blue Book of Medical Reform: Report on China’s Medical and Health System Re-
form (2014-2015) (Beijing: Social Science Literature Press, 2015).
23  “Out-of-Pocket Expenditure (percent of current health expenditure) – China,” World Health 
Organization Global Health Expenditure Database, accessed March 7, 2021, https://data.worldbank.
org/indicator/SH.XPD.OOPC.CH.ZS?locations=CN.
24  “Out-of-Pocket Expenditure (percent of current health expenditure) – China,” World Health 
Organization Global Health Expenditure Database.
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jobs overseas in order to accumulate savings as quickly as possible. 

Conclusions and Policy Implications 

This article began with a puzzle, that over the past two decades, low-skilled labor out-mi-
gration from China continues even as wages in China increased and earnings from 
overseas remained stagnant. I argue that the answer to this puzzle lies in the fact that 
labor out-migration from China after 2000 is increasingly driven by migrants’ needs 
to satisfy the duties of social reproduction: forming families, purchasing property, and 
providing education and healthcare. These reproduction activities—sustaining individual 
and family life—require substantial financial resources. Work overseas does not neces-
sarily pay better than work in China, but it provides more opportunity to quickly and 
predictably accumulate savings to meet time-sensitive needs.  

The root cause of reproduction-driven migration is the monetization of critical precondi-
tions of social reproduction, such as marriage, housing, and education. The monetization 
of reproduction means much more than simply the rising cost of consumption goods. 
Rather, it indicates a fundamental shift in how critical resources are distributed and how 
people’s lives are organized. Monetization turns the basic needs of life into commodities 
that one must pay for. Life in turn becomes a competition for material goods and social 
status: one feels compelled to purchase high-end housing, education, and medical care 
for the sake of maintaining one’s social standing, even though the expensive items are 
beyond one’s means and genuine need. Monetization creates a self-perpetuating cycle: 
the cost of reproduction rises, service providers turn public subsidies and investments 
into a source of profit, and consumers are forced to pay for high-cost services. This 
ironically results in welfare provision contributing to the rising cost of care which, in 
turn, makes the costs of reproduction rise further. Ultimately, this leads people to pay 
intermediaries high fees to secure positions as migrant workers so they can save money 
to pay for expenses. Migration driven by reproduction-related pressures has contributed 
little to migrants’ skills acquisition or capital formation. Such migration helps to improve 
migrants’ material living conditions, yet its costs are high in terms of financial expenses, 
mental pressure, and health implications.

The rise of reproduction-driven out-migration from China shows clearly that labor 
migration is not simply a function of job market supply and demand, or of income dispar-
ities. We must take into consideration family planning and reproduction-related financial 
considerations of migrants and the prevalent social norms of what constitutes a “good 
life.” As I have demonstrated, these are not purely cultural matters, but are profoundly 
shaped by institutional arrangements underlying the commodification of reproduction. 
Conventional development-oriented strategies, such as generating employment oppor-
tunities and increasing income levels, will not reduce reproduction-driven migration. 
Nor will increasing welfare investments be sufficient, as welfare provisions will increase 
purchasing power and  in turn, increase costs. The monetization of reproduction itself 
must be reversed. To accomplish this, first, the Chinese government must regulate the 
property market more tightly, for instance by capping transaction prices and freezing 
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rents, thereby reining in skyrocketing housing prices. Second, the government should 
increase direct subsidies to public schools—especially those in the countryside—to close 
the gap in performance between public and private schools. And third, the government 
should reform the drug distribution system to lessen out-of-pocket medical expenses 
and prevent hospitals from making profits through over-prescription. These three steps 
can help dampen and reverse the monetization of social goods and provide relief for 
workers relying on out-migration to stay competitive in the reproduction race. 

Biao Xiang 项飙 is a Professor of Social Anthropology at the University of Oxford, and Director 
of the Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology in Germany. Xiang’s research addresses 
various types of migration in China, India, and other parts of Asia. Xiang is the winner of the 
2008 Anthony Leeds Prize for his book Global Bodyshopping and the 2012 William L. Holland 
Prize for his article “Predatory Princes.” His 2000 Chinese book 跨越边界的社区 (published 
in English as Transcending Boundaries, 2005) was reprinted in 2018 as a contemporary classic, 
and 自己作为方法 (Self as Method, co-authored with Wu Qi) was named the Most Impactful 
Book of 2020. His work has been translated into Japanese, French, Korean, Spanish, German, 
and Italian.
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Creating Jobs with Renewable Energy in Rural India

Bharath Jairaj and Pamli Deka

The COVID-19 pandemic has accentuated the challenges faced by India’s rural popu-
lations due to a lack of access to reliable electrical connections. In 2019, 39,286 health 
sub-centers and 795 Primary Health Centers (PHCs) were operating without electric-
ity.1 Schools are unable to ensure access to digital education mandated by the National 
Education Policy (NEP) because of the lack of reliable electricity connections in many 
parts of the country.2 Additionally, food processing units, dairy and poultry farms, and 
irrigation facilities have all suffered from poor electricity access. 

Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, the lack of access to health and education services 
and livelihood opportunities in rural areas triggered migration to cities and towns, giving 
rise to urban India’s informal job sector. During the COVID-19 pandemic, around forty 
million informal workers returned to their homes in rural India, having lost their jobs 
and livelihoods during the lockdowns. 3  

There is an urgent need to prioritize and rebuild the rural economy while ensuring 
access to reliable health and education services. The post-COVID situation provides 
an opportunity to embark on a more sustainable path by using cleaner energy sources, 
while also spurring socioeconomic development. Cleaner energy sources can meet the 
electricity demand from the health and education sectors and support income-generating 
activities. Such demand, combined with a rapid uptake of sustainable clean energy, can 
stimulate employment in the renewable energy (RE) sector for rural India.  

1  Government of India Ministry of Health and Family Welfare Statistics Division, Rural Health 
Statistics 2018-29 (New Delhi: Government of India Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, 
2019), https://www.thehinducentre.com/resources/article31067514.ece/binary/Final%20RHS%20
2018-19_0-compressed.pdf. 
2  Government of India Ministry of Human Resource Development, National Education Policy 2020 
(New Delhi: Government of India Ministry of Human Resource Development, 2020), https://www.
education.gov.in/sites/upload_files/mhrd/files/NEP_Final_English_0.pdf. 
3  Champa Patel, “COVID-19: The Hidden Majority in India’s Migration Crisis,” Chatham House 
Expert Comment, July 13, 2020, https://www.chathamhouse.org/2020/07/covid-19-hidden-majori-
ty-indias-migration-crisis. 
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Potential for Renewable Energy Jobs 

RE supply options are designed and developed based on the energy demand, including 
the type of demand and the time of day when electricity is required. Where supply from 
the grid is unreliable or not available, the systems may have to operate independent of the 
grid, or “off-grid.” The size of the system will vary depending on the number of loads and 
type of demand. For example, an individual household can rely on a 100-watt stand-alone 
Solar Home System (SHS) to power lights, fans, mobile chargers, and other essential 
appliances. An institution like a hospital or a high school will have more appliances and 
equipment that are drawing power, often on a more consistent basis throughout the day, 
than an individual household. These institutions require different configurations and 
battery backup options to ensure power availability even during extreme weather events 
or when the sun or wind are not available for solar and wind energy, respectively. In 
villages where there are multiple residential, commercial, and social loads, a micro-grid 
or a mini-grid powered by RE can provide electricity. In all cases, the source of RE will 
depend on the available resources in the village—solar, hydro, biomass, or a hybrid of 
these sources. Designing, implementing, and ensuring the continued operations of these 
systems requires human resources, thus creating jobs (Figure 1). Many of these jobs will 
be in rural areas with high RE demand, giving rise to an untapped and unexplored job 
market in rural India.

Figure 1: Project lifecycle of off-grid systems and micro-grids. Adapted from IRENA, 20124

In Bangladesh, which has 5.8 million SHS—and the market is growing—the SHS 
workforce has created 137,400 jobs. In India, the off-grid RE sector employed around 
ninety-five thousand people across project life cycles.5 This is not surprising since the 
RE dependence of Indian households is relatively low. As of September 2020, only three 
hundred thousand homes used off-grid SHSs to access a reliable source of electricity.6 A 

4  International Renewable Energy Agency, Renewable Energy Jobs & Access (Abu Dhabi: Interna-
tional Renewable Energy Agency, 2012), https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Pub-
lication/2012/Renewable_Energy_Jobs_and_Access.pdf . 
5  International Reviewable Energy Agency, Renewable Energy and Jobs – Annual Review 2020 (Abu 
Dhabi: International Renewable Energy Agency, 2020), https://www.irena.org/publications/2020/
Sep/Renewable-Energy-and-Jobs-Annual-Review-2020. 
6  Rahul Nair, “Nearly 300,000 Households Electrified Through Off-Grid Solar Solutions: RK Singh,” 
Mercom India, September 22, 2020, https://mercomindia.com/households-electrified-off-grid-so-
lar/. 
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survey conducted by Smart Power India and the National Institution for Transforming 
India Aayog (NITI) found that there is a high percentage of agricultural consumers (48 
percent) and institutional consumers (22 percent) who rely on non-grid sources of elec-
tricity.7 Of these, only 3 percent of  agricultural consumers and 8 percent of institutional 
consumers rely on solar panels for electricity. The majority of consumers continue to rely 
on more expensive and polluting diesel generators as the primary source of electricity. 
This shows the urgent need to explore sustainable, reliable, and clean energy sources to 
fill existing gaps in the electricity sector. 

But, as the India Energy Outlook 2021 highlights, India’s policies have created a condu-
cive environment for the uptake of solar pumps, SHS, mini-grids, and other off-grid 
and decentralized RE solutions.8 With such a strong push for more RE, the sector 
will expand, and the number of potential RE jobs will increase at the grid and off-grid 
levels. But while the opportunity exists, India’s rural communities are not yet equipped 
with the necessary skill sets to access such jobs. 

Rural India Faces Barriers in Accessing Renewable Energy Jobs

The skill sets required to work in the RE sector vary by type of job, location, and employ-
ment duration. Unskilled laborers perform tasks like laying foundation and brick work 
for the physical infrastructure for RE systems, tasks that do not require formal technical 
training and offer minimum wages. Semi-skilled laborers acquire their skill sets on the 
job and perform their role under the guidance of skilled laborers. This kind of labor is 
expected to be equipped with certification of completion of Grade 10 or Grade “10+2” 
and training in specific areas like plumbing or electrician courses. The skilled laborers 
often have the experience of working as apprentices or have completed formal training 
for employment in the sector. They are paid well and have skill sets that can help them 
develop their careers in the industry.9 

The Indian government has been supporting the Industrial Training Institutes (ITI), 
National Institute of Solar Energy (NISE), and Skill Council for Green Jobs (SCGJ) 
to develop a curriculum and train youth for RE jobs. Similarly, private and social enter-
prises have been running skilling programs to prepare youth for semi-skilled and skilled 
jobs in the RE sector; but access to this training is not easy. An essential requirement to 
enroll in many of these courses is a graduation certificate from high school, equivalent 

7  “NITI Aayog, Rockefeller Foundation & SmartPower India Launch Electricity Access & Utility 
Benchmarking Report,” Government of India Press Information Bureau, October 28, 2020, https://
pib.gov.in/PressReleseDetailm.aspx?PRID=1668185; National Institution for Transforming India, 
Electricity Access in India and Benchmarking Distribution Utilities (New Delhi: National Institution 
for Transforming India (NITI Aayog); New York: The Rockefeller Foundation; New Delhi: Smart-
Power India, 2020), https://smartpowerindia.org/media/WEB_SPI_Electrification_16.pdf.
8  International Energy Agency, “India Energy Outlook 2021” (Paris: International Energy Agency, 
2021) https://www.iea.org/reports/india-energy-outlook-2021.
9  Bharath Jairaj, Pamli Deka, Sarah Martin, and Seema Kumar, Can Renewable Energy Jobs Help 
Reduce Poverty in India? (Mumbai: World Resources Institute, 2017), https://www.wri.org/publica-
tion/can-renewable-energy-jobs-help-reduce-poverty-india. 
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to completion of Grade “10+2.” In some cases, training programs require even higher 
thresholds of educational qualifications, like a diploma from an ITI.10 As a result, many 
unemployed individuals cannot access or apply for such courses. These requirements act 
as entry-level barriers for the vast majority of India’s rural population. 

Yet the challenges they face are not limited to educational qualifications. Many also 
lack the necessary soft skills, like client negotiations and communications, to deal 
with customers and bankers. Training institutes find it challenging to run longer-term 
programs covering more skills due to limited funds. Another challenge is that training 
centers, like ITIs, are predominantly located in bigger towns and cities, making  programs 
inaccessible or unaffordable for those who do not live there.11 Research suggests that this 
factor is slowing down the inclusion of women in the training programs.12 For example, 
reports indicate that some women find it difficult to leave their villages and households 
to attend the government’s flagship program Suryamitra, which is conducted over three 
months in a residential training center.13 The Barefoot College model and SEWA’s (Self 
Employed Women’s Association) Hariyali program are some examples of successful 
training programs for women from very remote areas.14 But these remain exceptions, and 
the vast majority of training options remain inaccessible to rural Indians. 

Even after completing a training program, it is not easy to access RE jobs. Social 
dynamics like reliance on word of mouth and lack of knowledge about job platforms 
create challenges in applying for semi-skilled and skilled roles. There is a reliance on 
local subcontractors who recruit and manage the part-time contractual hires for the 
unskilled labor force. RE enterprises have also expressed concerns about the quality of 
training provided by training institutes and the need for necessary technical and soft 
skills required to perform the jobs they have on offer. 15 

Due to the persistence of these challenges, jobs accessible to rural communities are 
primarily for unskilled labor, and these are temporary roles. There is no investment 
in improving their skill sets, thus limiting their ability to find good jobs with reliable 
income, healthcare and safety benefits, and in-job training opportunities.16 It is essential 
to address these challenges when building the RE job market to fuel socioeconomic 
development in rural India while employing rural communities. 

10  Jairaj et al., Can Renewable Energy Jobs Help Reduce Poverty in India?
11 Jairaj et al., Can Renewable Energy Jobs Help Reduce Poverty in India?
12  International Renewable Energy Agency, Renewable Energy: A Gender Perspective (Abu Dhabi: 
International Renewable Energy Agency, 2019), https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agen-
cy/Publication/2019/Jan/IRENA_Gender_perspective_2019.pdf . 
13  “About Suryamitra,” Suryamitra Skill Development Program, May 3, 2021, https://suryamitra.nise.
res.in/info/About-Suryamitra.html 
14  “It Starts with the Sun,” Barefoot College International, May 3, 2021, https://www.barefootcol-
lege.org/solution/solar/; Millennium Alliance and Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation, Energy 
Access and Women’s Livelihoods (SEWA Bharat, 2016), https://sewabharat.org/wp-content/up-
loads/2017/08/Final-Energy-Access-and-Womens-Livelihood.pdf.
15  Jairaj et al., Can Renewable Energy Jobs Help Reduce Poverty in India?
16  Jairaj et al., Can Renewable Energy Jobs Help Reduce Poverty in India?
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Conclusion: Creating a Conducive Environment for Youth Employment in the 
Renewable Energy Sector 

Training rural youth to empower them to access good jobs requires changes to training 
institutes’ curricula and their approach to admissions. Training institutes must develop 
courses while keeping the previously discussed challenges in mind. Some have begun to 
make a difference by focusing, for example, on the candidates’ willingness to work and 
learn, and not their educational qualifications for admitting them to training courses. A 
few others specifically seek to include candidates without the Grade “10+2” certification. 
Training institutes run by the government can consider developing such programs for 
semi-skilled labor.17

Training programs can also be designed in a manner to engage more women. The training 
facilities, including accommodation conditions, sanitation facilities, and safety aspects, 
must be considered while designing such programs. The Barefoot College’s training 
program for women provides simple, yet significant lessons. The program targets women 
between thirty-five and fifty years from tribal areas to assemble, install, operate, and 
maintain SHS and small solar systems for community centers.18 Over the years, Barefoot 
College has trained more than eighteen thousand women from India and other devel-
oping countries who have brought light to more than thirteen hundred villages globally. 

To provide support to the training institutes that require investments to educate school 
and college dropouts and combine the technical skilling programs with soft skills train-
ing—corporate India can contribute through their Corporate Social Responsibility 
arms. Banking institutions can also support by providing loans at low-interest rates to 
students. For example, in Jharkhand, the Pan IIT Alumni Reach for India Foundation 
(PARFI) has teamed up with the National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Develop-
ment (NABARD) to provide financial assistance to school dropouts from marginalized 
communities and has trained more than eighteen thousand youth since 2014.19 Innova-
tions in the funding model for the trainees and the training institutions that can reduce 
the costs for under-educated youth, and can help attract more people to such courses. 

To improve the training programs’ efficiency, RE enterprises can cooperate with training 
institutes to design programs and customize them. Where relevant, access to online job 
portals and tools to apply to jobs can be improved through partnerships between RE 
enterprises and the corporate sector.20 Only when features such as providing access to 
under-educated youth, ensuring women’s inclusion, and connecting trainees to financing 
and job platforms are embedded in training programs, can rural communities access 

17  Jairaj et al., Can Renewable Energy Jobs Help Reduce Poverty in India?
18  Smita Singh, “Solar Sahelis powering up women confidence: Barefoot College,” CSR Box, Jan-
uary 30, 2020, https://csrbox.org/Impact-stories_full_Solar-Sahelis-powering-up-women-confi-
dence--Barefoot-College_190. 
19  PanIIT Alumni Reach for India Foundation, accessed May 30, 2021, https://paniitalumnifounda-
tion.org/.
20  Jairaj et al., Can Renewable Energy Jobs Help Reduce Poverty in India?
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these jobs. As previously mentioned, these jobs can be semi-skilled or skilled but must 
come with health benefits, safety nets, and growth opportunities. 

With the job market expanding in tandem with the RE sector in rural India, the 
decentralized RE sector can potentially pave the path for creating such jobs that can 
provide stability and growth to the rural youth. With the RE enterprises’ efforts, think 
tanks, and government skilling programs, such jobs will help in the long-term suste-
nance of RE interventions across the healthcare, education, and livelihood sectors. With 
improved access to healthcare and educational services, and income-generating liveli-
hood opportunities, India can reduce migration to its cities and towns and strengthen 
its rural economy. Supporting the rural economy can go a long way in meeting India’s 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) goals around poverty, health and wellbeing, 
education, gender equality, clean water and sanitation, affordable clean energy, decent 
work and economic growth, and climate action. 
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India’s Emerging Gig Economy: Shaping the Future of Work for Women

Ruchika Chaudhary

Introduction

India’s booming gig economy is attracting millennials (including women) by offering 
alternative employment opportunities. However, literature on the gendered experience 
of gig work is scant. The gig economy assumes special significance for women workers, 
primarily because digital platforms have been regarded as a prospective avenue for 
enhancing women’s participation in the labor market. India has been battling the chal-
lenge of low and declining women’s labor force participation—it has one of the lowest 
rates in South Asia. In this context, India’s rapidly expanding gig economy may serve 
to extenuate some of the barriers women face by affording them flexibility in meeting 
care obligations while participating in the workforce. Although women are increasingly 
participating in the new opportunities offered by the gig economy, most jobs remain 
restricted to traditionally female-dominated and low-wage sectors such as domestic 
work, care work, beauty, and wellness. Gig work is fraught with numerous challenges, 
ranging from lack of access to the digital economy to security and safety issues, which 
prevent women’s full participation in this sector. 

The Grim Reality of Women’s Work in India

In 2018-19, the women’s labor force participation rate (LFPR) in India was an abysmally 
low 24.5 percent,1 compared to 75.5 percent of men2. Such a significant gender gap in 
the LFPR is one of India’s most pressing challenges, and the coronavirus pandemic has 
made it worse. Women have been dropping out of the labor force continuously since 

1  The labor force participation rate is the percentage of the population that is either working or ac-
tively looking for work. In other words, LFPR is defined as the number of persons in the labor force 
(which includes both the employed and unemployed) per 100 persons. This rate is for women aged 
15 years and above. Based on Periodic Labour Force Survey Estimates, 2018-19. The gender gap in 
participation is particularly large and has been widening, in both rural and urban areas. 
2  “Periodic Labour Force Survey (PLFS) – Annual Report [July, 2018 – June, 2019],” Ministry of 
Statistics and Programme Implementation, June 4, 2020, https://pib.gov.in/PressReleaseIframePage.
aspx?PRID=1629366.
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the mid-2000s, which has drawn much social and academic attention.3 This downward 
trend in women’s LFPR is puzzling, as it was concurrent with high economic growth 
rates, declining fertility rates, and the rise in girls’ and women’s educational attainment.4 
The low rate of women’s participation does not mean that they are working less. Instead, 
it suggests that women perform a disproportionate amount of unpaid care work, and 
spend more time on it than men.5 Women’s responsibility for domestic reproductive 
work limits their participation in the labor market.  Once in the labor market, women 
still face limited opportunities—they tend to perform low-skilled and precarious jobs, 
are overrepresented in the informal economy (estimated at 92 percent), face structural 
and societal barriers, and have few learning and career advancement opportunities.6   

New Forms of Work: Gig and Platform Work

The technology-driven gig economy is booming in India. Its rapid growth can be 
attributed to the emergence and expansion of numerous “on-demand” digital platforms 
and other e-commerce and online retailing platforms. As a result, the concept of work 
is changing. The redefinition of labor relations is leading to severe commodification of 
work, impacting working conditions, the organization of work itself, and workplaces. In 
other words, this new arrangement is disrupting well-defined structures and changing the 
future of work and production. The gig economy grew massively during the COVID-19 
shutdowns due to significant growth in online retail business. As a result, India has the 
largest number of gig workers or flexible staff, globally.7 

Gig work falls outside the boundaries of traditional, standard, or conventional forms 
of employment relations. The traditional workforce usually has a long-term employ-
er-employee relationship, where the worker earns a salary or a wage payment, receives 
certain benefits, and is covered under minimum wage and anti-discriminatory laws. The 
gig workforce, on the other hand, is comprised of workers who are hired to complete a 
particular task or work for a certain length of time, in which work tends to be project/
assignment-based or temporary.8 As opposed to being “employees” of the platform 
company, these workers are commonly referred to as “independent contractors,” “free-
lancers,” or “self-employed,” and working conditions are primarily regulated by each 

3  Women’s participation rates declined from 34.1 per cent in 1999-00 to 27.2 percent in 2011-12.
4  Sher Verick and Ruchika Chaudhary, “Women’s Labour Force Participation in India: Why Is It 
So Low?” International Labour Organization, 2014, https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---
asia/---ro-bangkok/---sro-new_delhi/documents/genericdocument/wcms_342357.pdf 
5  Care work falls outside the traditional economic boundary of production, and therefore, women 
are not regarded as “economically active” for the purpose of the labor supply statistics. 
6  Govindan Raveendran and Joann Vanek, “Informal Workers in India: A Statistical Profile,” Wom-
en in Informal Employment: Globalizing and Organizing, https://www.wiego.org/sites/default/files/
publications/file/WIEGO_Statistical_Brief_N24_India.pdf.
7  Ministry of Finance, “Social Infrastructure, Employment and Human Development,” in Economic 
Survey 2020-2021 Volume II, Government of India, 2020, 325-368, https://www.indiabudget.gov.in/
economicsurvey/doc/vol2chapter/echap10_vol2.pdf . 
8  Such work arrangements are often called alternative or non-standard work arrangements, and 
include temp agency work, freelancing, self-employment, and subcontracted work.
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platform’s terms of service agreements. There are two main types of platform work, 
namely “crowdwork,” for which tasks are performed online and remotely, and “work-on-
demand via app,” location-based platforms, for which jobs are executed locally. Available 
literature notes profound differences in these work forms.9 

Various studies also suggest that workers are exposed to several challenges whilst engag-
ing in platform work, including a lack of access to decent labor and social protections. 
They fail to maintain a steady income and are generally faced with a poor working 
environment. Besides, gig workers cannot unionize and have low bargaining power, 
which adds to their vulnerabilities in the long run.10 In a recent report, the Interna-
tional Labour Organization (ILO) notes that gig workers’ working hours are long and 
unpredictable. They earn relatively low wages, and a significant gender pay gap exists 
on some platforms. The lack of access to social protection, freedom of association, and 
collective bargaining rights are long-standing challenges for gig workers, and COVID-
19 has exacerbated many of these issues.11 

Women’s Place in India’s Gig Economy

India’s gig economy is mainly expanding and flourishing, beginning in major cities 
and spreading into towns. Uber, Ola, Amazon, Flipkart, Urban Company, Swiggy, and 
Zomato are the gig workforce’s most significant employers. Digital labor platforms are 
creating opportunities that did not exist before. Women are also increasingly participat-
ing in the gig economy due to the flexi-work arrangement and good earning potential. 
However, these newly available employment opportunities are incredibly gendered in 

9  Amazon Mechanical Turk, Clickworker and Crowdflower are examples of “crowdwork.” which 
connect individuals and organizations from all over the world through the internet. In contrast, 
activities like transportation, food delivery, other moving and delivery services, cleaning, beauty and 
other personal services, and household maintenance services are channeled through apps which are 
managed by platform companies like Uber, Lyft, Grab, Ola, Taskrabbit, Urban company, Zomato, 
etc., where activities are executed in the real world. These work forms are different in terms of how 
tasks are decided, completed and paid, the type of the assignments/tasks, and the ways in which fees 
and compensations are billed vary from platform to platform.
10  Jamie Woodcock and Mark Graham, The Gig Economy: A Critical Introduction (Cambridge: Pol-
ity Press, 2019); Jamie Woodcock and Mark Graham, “Towards a Fairer Platform Economy: Intro-
ducing the Fairwork Foundation,” Alternate Routes: A Journal of Critical Social Research 29, no. 1 
(2018): 242-253; International Labour Organization, “Job Quality in the Platform Economy,” in Issue 
Brief #5, prepared for 2nd Meeting of the Global Commission on the Future of Work, International 
Labour Organization, February 15, 2017, https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/-
--cabinet/documents/publication/wcms_618167.pdf; Valerio De Stefano, “The Rise of the ‘Just-in-
Time Workforce’: On-Demand Work, Crowd Work and Labor Protection in the ‘Gig-Economy’,” 
Comparative Labor Law & Policy Journal (October 28, 2015); Bocconi Legal Studies Research Paper 
No. 2682602, http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2682602.
11  International Labour Organization, “The Role of Digital Labour Platforms in Transforming the 
World of Work,” in World Employment and Social Outlook 2021, International Labour Orga-
nization, February 23, 2021, https://www.ilo.org/global/research/global-reports/weso/2021/
WCMS_771749/lang--en/index.htm. 
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nature.12 Women often end up working in traditional sectors such as domestic work, care 
work, beauty, and wellness.13 Women are finding employment as beauty and wellness 
service providers with big, multi-service aggregator platforms, such as Urban Company, 
Housejoy, and small-scale platforms, such as DoorTask, Unplan, and HeyDeedee. Though 
informal in nature, these jobs provide more flexibility than regular and salaried salon-
based jobs, and women are better able to balance the realms of production and reproduc-
tion and cater to the needs of work and family. They may also prefer these jobs because 
of prevalent gender norms  as well as safety and mobility issues. 

No formal statistics are available on the number of gig jobs created so far or the number 
of gig workers working through several platforms in India. According to BetterPlace, a 
leading blue-collar recruitment and onboarding firm, the gig economy accounts for more 
than 1.4 million jobs in India, which include rideshare drivers, delivery workers, beauty 
and wellness workers, maintenance workers, and the like.14 According to the Oxford 
Internet Institute’s Fairwork Project, as of February 2020, three million gig workers 
were registered on eleven leading platforms in India.15 According to another estimate 
by staffing firm TeamLease, the gig economy is projected to employ half of the urban 
workforce by 2025 and eighty percent by 2030.16 Additionally, the total number of women 
in platform-based jobs increased by over seventy percent during 2018-19 (from 40,000 
in 2018 to 67,900 in 2019).17 It is largely believed that the majority of these women 
work in beauty and wellness or care work, and they are underrepresented in delivery and 
ride-hailing sub-sectors of the gig economy.18 According to one study on beauty-work 
platforms, demand for platform workers is driven by the rise of an upwardly-mobile 
professional class in the country. This professional class employs informal workers as a 

12  Ruchika Chaudhary, “India’s Emerging Gig Economy: The Future of Work for Women Workers,” 
Initiative for What Works to Advance Women and Girls in the Economy, June 2020, https://iwwage.
org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/IWWAGE-Gig-Economy-Report.pdf. 
13  A report by Pricewaterhouse Coopers clearly shows that the low-paid, less skilled work dominates 
India’s gig-economy, indicating a transition of the workforce into these newly altered informal labor 
practices, where aggregator companies play a big role in informalizing the processes. 
See “Workforce of the Future: The Competing Force Shaping 2030,” Pricewaterhouse Coopers, April 
2017, https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/services/people-organisation/workforce-of-the-future/work-
force-of-the-future-the-competing-forces-shaping-2030-pwc.pdf 
14  “Report on Blue Collar Jobs 2019,” Better Place, 2019. 
15  These platforms are Urban Company, Swiggy, Ola, Uber, Zomato, Flipkart, Grofers, Dunzo, Ama-
zon, Bigbasket, and Housejoy. See “Rating Fairness in the Indian Platform Economy: 2020 Fairwork 
Scores,” Oxford Internet Institute Blog, December 15, 2020, https://www.oii.ox.ac.uk/blog/rating-
fairness-in-the-indian-platform-economy-2020-fairwork-scores/. 
16  “Employment Outlook Report 2019,” TeamLease Services, 2019, https://www.teamleasegroup.
com/employment-outlook-report-0. 
17 Sanghamitra Kar, “Women Bag Frontline Roles in Gig Economy, but Lag behind in Wag-
es,” The Economic Times, July 30, 2020, https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/jobs/wom-
en-bag-frontline-roles-in-gig-economy-but-lag-behind-in-wages/articleshow/70442660.
cms?from=mdr+http%3A%2F%2Fwww.indianstaffingfederation.org%2Fwp-content%2Fup-
loads%2F2018%2F10%2FTeamLease-Employment-Outlook-Report-H1-FY18-19.pdf. 
18  Shreya Raman and Rizvi Saif, “Gig Jobs Give Women Higher Incomes but Little Security,” Indi-
aspend, January 10, 2021, https://www.indiaspend.com/women-2/gig-jobs-give-women-higher-in-
comes-but-little-security-711758. 
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parallel underclass to perform lateral services such as cleaning, security, beauty services, 
et cetera. The authors concluded that these platforms enable the “professionalization” 
and subsequent “commodification” of labor.19 Besides, there is also a significant gender 
pay gap between gig workers, with a bias against women. TeamLease estimated a gap 
of 8 to 10 percent in earnings between men and women digital platform workers in 
2019.20 Moreover, women’s participation in the gig economy boom is constrained by 
limited access to digital services such as smartphones and mobile internet. As per the 
Mobile Gender Gap Report of 2020, women in India are 20 percent less likely than 
men to own mobile phones due to social and cultural reasons, and a mere 21 percent of 
women use mobile internet.21

Barriers and Issues Faced by Women in the Gig Space

From our survey of experiences of women gig workers in the beauty segment of Urban 
Company, a leading platform company, we concluded that women have benefited and 
can reap the advantages of the flexible work arrangement, gain financial independence, 
and enjoy enhanced autonomy.22 Most women found this arrangement suitable as it 
took care of their household and other unpaid care responsibilities. However, this flexi-
bility comes with the risk of not having a regular and stable monthly income. About 85 
percent of the surveyed women joined gig work as it allows them flexibility in working 
hours. Women in urban areas bear a disproportionate burden of unpaid care work and 
domestic responsibilities due to nuclear family structures, so flexibility is an inviting 
factor for these women. On the other hand, respondents also shared their concern 
regarding unpredictable hours. Women who had no childcare support or other family 
members to look after their young children had to forgo service calls that demanded 
working at irregular hours.

Survey respondents worked for 37 hours per week on average and reported an average 
income of 1,552 Indian Rupees (INR) per day, contingent on the number of tasks 
performed (they could earn between INR 35,000-40,000 monthly). This was found to 
be significantly higher than a typical salon job, for which the average monthly income 
typically ranges between INR 8,000-10,000, with a relatively long working day of more 
than ten hours. Nearly sixty percent of our respondents were primary income-earners for 
their families. Surveyed women shared that they could earn more in this job because of 

19  Noopur Raval and Joyojeet Pal, “Making a “Pro”: ‘Professionalism’ after Platforms in Beau-
ty-work,” Proceedings of the Association of Computing Machinery on Human-Computer Interac-
tion (November 2019), https://doi.org/10.1145/3359277.
20  TeamLease Services, “Employment Outlook Report 2019.”
21  “The Mobile Gender Gap Report 2020,” GSM Association, March 2020, https://www.gsma.
com/mobilefordevelopment/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/GSMA-The-Mobile-Gender-Gap-Re-
port-2020.pdf.
22  We conducted a primary study of eighty-eight women gig workers/service providers in Delhi and 
Mumbai. For more details see Ruchika Chaudhary, “India’s Emerging Gig Economy: The Future of 
Work for Women Workers,” Initiative for What Works to Advance Women and Girls in the Econo-
my, June 2020, https://iwwage.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/IWWAGE-Gig-Economy-Report.
pdf. 
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a flexi-work arrangement, which allowed them to combine their family responsibilities 
with paid work and contribute to their families’ economic welfare.  

Still, these women also encountered multiple challenges while engaging in platform 
work. Workers faced critical issues relating to inadequate access to non-wage benefits, 
safety, labor and income security, upward mobility, increasing competition, inadequate 
bargaining power, and freedom of association. Besides, there is a near absence of safety 
nets for gig workers by and large. Survey findings noted that 92 percent of service 
providers were not entitled to any other benefits except health insurance. 81 percent of 
respondents were most dissatisfied with the unavailability of maternity benefits and 63 
percent were most dissatisfied with the incentive and increment system.

Respondents also shared they were penalized for declining jobs, sometimes even when the 
customer made the cancellation. This issue affected over half of respondents, or 53 percent. 
Insights from focus group discussions (FGDs) reveal that “workers suffer penalties if 
they cancel or refuse to take the job. But, they are not penalized if they reschedule the 
service call.” FGD participants also shared concerns about automated ratings and review 
mechanisms, reporting that “[m]ore than ninety percent of the platform customers do 
not cite a reason for assigning low ratings.” They also reported not having an adequate 
mechanism for dispute settlements vis-à-vis customers.

In most cases, respondents reported discontentment with the treatment meted out by 
both the aggregator company and customers. Women workers are also confronted with 
significant safety issues as they provide services at private homes. FGD participants 
shared that “while working, we always have to be alert to ensure our safety; help can never 
reach [us] immediately.” Lastly, there is minimal opportunity for collective bargaining 
and freedom of association. In most cases, the gig workers do not know their peers on 
the platform and work in different localities to cater to diverse customers. In a nutshell, 
women gig workers have precarious labor arrangements with limited opportunities for 
long-term career development. 

Additionally, COVID-19 further exposed gig workers’ vulnerabilities, and they were 
among the hardest hit by the pandemic; many workers lost jobs with the platforms, 
and others experienced massive income shocks.23 Women workers were disproportion-
ately impacted as various services such as beauty and wellness services, care work, and 
domestic work were suspended entirely due to COVID-19 lockdowns, or they had to 
stay at home to tackle their care responsibilities. Fairwork studied thirteen platforms 
in India to assess the platforms’ policies for COVID-19 and reported that only three 
platforms (Amazon, Flipkart and Grofers) compensated workers for lost pay, and only 
two platforms (Ola and Uber) provided deferral of loan and rental costs. The report 

23  Similarly, other epidemics, natural calamities, and other disasters could have extremely adverse 
impacts on these workers. No insurance products are covering such disasters, and these workers 
have very few protections like guaranteed wages, sick pay, and health care—benefits that are critical 
in a crisis.
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also revealed the lack of labor and income security among platform workers of India.24

The Way Forward

Gig work is seen as relatively favorable to women, who are widely participating in India’s 
thriving gig economy as it affords them the choice of work and flexible timings. However, 
they also face intractable problems, such as irregular income, limited upward mobility, lack 
of effective bargaining power, occupational segregation, and pervasive automated ratings 
in the gig economy. Besides, the lack of social protection is a growing concern. Despite 
these difficulties, women are the major beneficiaries of the gig ecosystem. Looking to 
the future, the gig economy will continue to expand beyond urban areas. Since more 
and more women will be joining the gig sector, the best way forward would be to bring 
policymakers and platforms together to discuss the pressing issues related to platform 
work and ensuring access to decent work for these workers in the gig space. 

First and foremost, creating skills training systems is vital in making a suitable and 
enabling ecosystem for women, so they may achieve mobility into better employment 
avenues within the gig space. Platforms and policymakers should focus on strengthening 
skills-based programs to support future-readiness and economic mobility by develop-
ing a wide range of cognitive and non-cognitive skills, by shaping digital skill sets and 
other hard skills, and by increasing availability of timely and impactful skills training 
by customized training supports. Skills development must adopt a lifelong learning 
approach, which is essential for maximizing employment opportunities and self-sus-
tainability of workers. Training programs should also include discussions on labor rights 
and the platform’s anti-harassment policy, and training should be made obligatory for 
all platform workers.25 There should be a move towards written contract agreements 
between the gig workers and the platform instead of verbal contracts. 

Moreover, bridging the sizable gender divide in digital services and improving digital 
literacy will be crucial for enhancing women’s participation in the gig economy. The 
effects of COVID-19 have renewed discussion on the importance of medical insurance, 
sick pay, and other non-wage benefits, and underscored the need to extend social safety 
nets for gig workers. Hence, there is a need to adapt social protection systems to the 
emerging forms of work and to design inclusive social protection that covers the social 
security needs of all workers.

24  “The Gig Economy and Covid-19: Looking Ahead,” The Fairwork Project, September 2020, 
https://fair.work/wp-content/uploads/sites/97/2020/09/COVID-19-Report-September-2020.pdf 
25  There are no particular instances of collectivization among urban company’s gig workers. They do 
have regular meetings with the management to raise their grievances and other job-related issues. 
However, workers’ trade unions are non-existent.
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Introduction

Southeast Asia has become a growing digital hub, home to a burgeoning sector of 
tech startups and smartphone super apps dedicated to e-commerce, messaging, digital 
payments, ridesharing, and food delivery. The COVID-19 pandemic has only accelerated 
the trend of digitization in the region. Governments in the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations (ASEAN) region have emphasized the importance of developing and 
using digital technologies, including artificial intelligence. The ASEAN region, however, 
is very diverse and has seen uneven and unequal development of digital access. Three 
key gaps hinder further development of the digital economy and economic growth 
post-pandemic. These include gaps in digital use and connectivity between urban and 
rural communities, between large and small businesses and enterprises, and between 
men and women. To close these gaps, ASEAN and its members should ramp up efforts 
to upskill disadvantaged groups and areas, increase government investment, and deepen 
coordination among public, private, and nonprofit sectors.

Southeast Asia, One of the Fastest Growing Digital Economies in the World

Southeast Asia is one of the fastest growing digital economies in the world. The number of 
digital consumers in Southeast Asia nearly tripled between 2015 and 2018, growing from 90 
million in 2015 to 250 million in 2018 to more than 300 million by the end of 2020.1 The 
COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated this trend. According to recent estimates, the accel-
eration in digital consumer growth supposed to occur between 2020 and 2025 took place in 

1  Google, Temasek, and Bain & Company, “E-Conomy SEA 2020 Report,” Google, accessed May 
6, 2021, https://storage.googleapis.com/gweb-economy-sea.appspot.com/assets/pdf/e-Conomy_
SEA_2020_Report.pdf.
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only one year, as individuals, consumers, and companies continue to move activities online.2 

The ASEAN region contains a wide variety of levels of economic development, cultures, 
languages, and religions.3 Every ASEAN country, however, has felt the effects of the digi-
tal economy. Some countries, like Singapore, are global innovation leaders and consider-
ably more tech-advanced than others in the region. Yet even less tech-advanced ASEAN 
member states are witnessing the emergence of their own tech hot spots driven by a 
growing number of tech-savvy young and well-educated entrepreneurs. The process of 
economic integration across the ten ASEAN member states and their dialogue partners 
in East Asia—Japan, China, and Korea—and the Pacific—including Australia and New 
Zealand—can benefit this cohort of young and dynamic tech entrepreneurs.4

Increased adoption and usage of digital technologies in the region is developing hand-in-
hand with the emergence of regional digital champions and so-called “super apps.” Brands 
such as regional ridesharing and food delivery super apps Grab and Go-Jek, regional 
e-commerce giants Tokopedia and Lazada, online travel booking agent Traveloka, and 
Indonesian e-commerce platform Bukalapak—which services small and medium enter-
prises—are as widespread and well-known in Southeast Asia as their peers in China 
or the West. These companies are making extensive usage of artificial intelligence (AI) 
and related techniques to innovate and improve their services for growing generations 
of ASEAN millennials and Generation Z consumers. 

ASEAN Governments Strategies and Policies around AI

Many ASEAN governments are becoming increasingly aware of the importance of 
developing AI strategies and initiatives to promote benefits, mitigate risks, and narrow 
the emerging divides associated with new technologies. Recent policy initiatives and 
strategies emphasize upskilling and reskilling as key pillars for a transition towards 
inclusive digital economies. 

In November 2019, Singapore launched its National Artificial Intelligence Strategy, with 
the vision of becoming a leading global AI player by 2030. This strategy is cross-cutting, 
with key pillars related to ecosystem and skills development. The largest country in the 
region, Indonesia, released its national AI strategy in mid-2020. The strategy emphasizes 
the benefits of AI for health services, transportation, urban development and smart 
cities, the public sector, education, and food security. Digital connectivity is especially 
key for Indonesia, a country spread out over thousands of islands with uneven access to 

2  Facebook and Bain & Company, “Digital Consumers of Tomorrow, Here Today: A Sync Southeast 
Asia Report,” Bain & Company, August 6, 2020, https://www.bain.com/globalassets/noindex/2020/
facebook_and_bain_and_company_report_digital_consumers_of_tomorrow_here_today.pdf.
3  The Association of Southeast Asian Nations is a regional block with a common agenda for socio-
economic development comprising ten countries in South East Asia: Brunei Darussalam, Cambo-
dia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam.
4  These fifteen countries have signed in November 2020 the mega multilateral trade agreement 
known as the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP).
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digital technology. The Indonesian strategy emphasizes the importance of ethics, skills, 
infrastructure, and data analytics as key components of a well-functioning AI ecosystem. 
For the development and implementation of any AI-related policy, the strategy also 
highlights the importance of multi-stakeholder involvement from the government, the 
business sector, educational institutions, and local communities.

In addition to Indonesia and Singapore, countries such as Malaysia and Thailand 
see AI and digital technologies as an opportunity to modernize traditional sectors to 
make them more innovative and productive. For example, new technologies can power 
drones and sensors to assist farmers with monitoring fields and crops in rural areas, 
deliver telemedicine to smaller islands and remote locations, provide digital banking for 
unbanked populations, or monitor and protect the rich biodiversity of the region and its 
cultural heritage. In Malaysia, the Ministry of International Trade and Industry and the 
Center of Artificial Intelligence for Future Industry are working together to promote 
the development of an AI ecosystem, targeting the banking, manufacturing, education, 
and healthcare sectors. Local universities and research institutes are investing in AI-re-
lated research and training. In Thailand, interesting AI developments are emerging in 
the healthcare sector, like Vaja, a Thai language speech recognition technology used in 
more than seventy Thai hospitals.

At the regional level, several ASEAN-wide master plans and strategic initiatives have 
been established with the aim of further developing and integrating the digital economy 
of the region. These strategies emphasize digital connectivity and infrastructure, skills 
development, the realization of smart cities, the transition towards Industry 4.0, and 
generally how digital technologies, including AI, can be effectively leveraged to “build 
back better” during the post-pandemic recovery. 

Emerging “Digital Divides” and Skills Development

Although ASEAN governments have taken steps to foster the digital economy, key gaps 
still exist that hinder innovation and expose social inequities. One of the consequences 
of the fast technology and economic developments in the region is the emergence of 
three digital “divides”: between rural and urban areas, firms of different sizes, and men 
and women. These divides are slowing down innovation and delaying adoption of digital 
technologies, including AI, evenly across communities. The way different groups of indi-
viduals and firms will be able to acquire the skills necessary to use digital technologies 
in general—and AI in particular—will be critical in mitigating and addressing these 
emerging divides. 

The first divide is the geographic divide between urban places with high digital connec-
tivity and less connected rural areas. Southeast Asia combines hyper-connected mega 
cities with remote rural areas where internet connection is barely present. For example, 
in Indonesia, the largest country in the region, there is a yawning gap in access to a 
reliable and stable internet connection between the most populous island Java, where 
the capital city Jakarta is located, and the myriad of smaller islands in the eastern part 
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of the country towards the Pacific. 

The second divide is between large firms and domestic micro-, small and medium-sized 
enterprises (MSMEs). While usage of AI or machine learning tools is on the rise, it 
is not yet ubiquitous across most ASEAN companies and organizations, including 
MSMEs. For example, recent estimates by leading consultancy firms show potential 
for significant economic gains from increased investments in AI. The awareness of the 
potential of AI technology is growing rapidly in the business sector. According to a 
recent McKinsey report, in 2011, only 6 percent of large firms mentioned terms such as 
big data, AI, machine learning, Internet of Things, or advanced analytics in their annual 
reports, compared to more than 30 percent in 2016.5 While large local digital champions 
have successfully embraced emerging technology, however, the vast majority of ASEAN 
MSMEs—which represent between 97 and 99 percent of firms and between 60 and 80 
percent of total employment across ASEAN—still use very basic digital technologies 
and tools, if any.6 ASEAN MSMEs often lack the skills and the tools necessary to adopt 
AI and digital technologies in their business models and daily activities. 

The third digital divide is the gender divide. Southeast Asia compares relatively favorably 
in terms of basic equal access to digital technologies between women and men. When 
looking at more sophisticated forms of access, such as the share of women in tech 
companies as entrepreneurs, founders of startups, and business leaders, or in computer 
science and engineering education careers, however, there is considerable room for 
improvement.7 For example, women represent less than half—between twenty and 
forty percent—of the workforce in telecommunications and other information and 
communications technology (ICT) activities in all ASEAN countries where data is 
available. Moreover, across ASEAN, women entrepreneurs tend to own and manage 
small businesses, which are less reliant on digital technologies, as mentioned above. 

In a region where the digital economy has grown very rapidly and where the pandemic 
has already disproportionately affected women, it is particularly important to narrow 
the gender digital divide to promote diversity, inclusive economic development, and 

5  Sachin Chitturu, Diaan-Yi Lin, Kevin Sneader, Oliver Tonby, and Jonathan Woetzel, “Artificial 
Intelligence and Southeast Asia’s Future,” McKinsey & Company, September 2017, https://www.mck-
insey.com/~/media/mckinsey/featured%20insights/artificial%20intelligence/ai%20and%20se%20
asia%20future/artificial-intelligence-and-southeast-asias-future.ashx.
6  Cassey Lee, Dionisius Narjoko, and Sothea Oum, eds., SMEs and Economic Integration in South-
east Asia (Singapore: ISEAS Yusof Ishak Institute; Jakarta: Economic Research Institute for ASEAN 
and East Asia, 2019); Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia, “Study on MSMEs 
Participation in the Digital Economy in ASEAN: Nurturing ASEAN MSMEs to Embrace Digital 
Adoption,” Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and East Asia, April 11, 2019, https://www.eria.
org/uploads/media/Books/2019-October-ERIA-ASEAN-Study-On-MSMEs-Participation.pdf.
7  Giulia Ajmone Marsan and Araba Sey, “Women’s Participation in the Digital Economy: Im-
proving Access to Skills, Entrepreneurship, and Leadership Across ASEAN,” Economic Research 
Institute for ASEAN and East Asia, February 8, 2021, https://www.eria.org/publications/wom-
ens-participation-in-the-digital-economy-improving-access-to-skills-entrepreneurship-and-leader-
ship-across-asean/.
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innovation. For all these reasons, increased participation of women and girls in the 
post-pandemic digital economy has been identified by regional policy makers as a key 
pillar of the recovery as mentioned in the ASEAN Comprehensive Recovery Framework.8 

Increasing Digital Risks

In addition to addressing the three digital “divides,” ASEAN policymakers need to seri-
ously consider the many risks associated with AI, big data analytics, and other emerging 
digital technologies. Many countries in the region are not yet equipped to tackle serious 
cybersecurity threats against individuals, consumers, and institutions. Privacy consid-
erations regarding the collection and usage of data need careful debate and analysis of 
benefits and risks associated with different models and options both domestically and 
with respect to cross-border data flows. There is also very little knowledge on the way 
data used to train AI and machine learning algorithms may result in potential biases and 
discrimination affecting groups under-represented in the digital landscape, such as rural 
communities, women, and ethnic minorities. Investments in research and development 
(R&D) around AI and related technologies remain considerably low in most countries 
in the region, raising another barrier to solving these challenges.

Skills Development to Address Digital Divides and Risks

Skills development is crucial to give ASEAN economies the footing to succeed in the 
fast-growing digital economy. To address the rural, MSME, and gender digital gaps, 
ASEAN governments should invest in upskilling people affected most by these ineq-
uities. In rural areas, investments in digital infrastructure combined with training and 
skills development of the population will be key in the post-pandemic phase to make 
economic recovery less uneven. At the same time, targeted investments to train MSME 
leaders and increase female representation will sharpen ASEAN’s competitive edge.

In addition to skills development, digital education and literacy is also key to addressing 
AI and cyber risks. Better digital skills are not only important for economic recovery, 
entrepreneurship, and innovation, but are also crucial to address the emerging risks asso-
ciated with AI and digital technologies more broadly. Investments in training for digital 
data literacy, increased awareness among the wider population of digital environments, 
and even basic understanding of how data is harvested and how AI algorithms work are 
key elements of any digital education seeking to empower people to effectively harness 
new technology. These are also issues that policy makers should consider to combat the 
misuse and popular skepticism of technology. Policy initiatives should include dedicated 
programs to raise awareness and tackle threats as diverse as fraudulent transactions in 
e-commerce, breaches in privacy and misuse of personal data, discrimination arising 
from biases contained in big data sets and AI, and identification of fake news coming 
from unreliable sources in the digital sphere.

8  ASEAN, “ASEAN Comprehensive Recovery Framework and Its Implementation Plan,” ASEAN, 
November 12, 2020, https://asean.org/asean-comprehensive-recovery-framework-implementa-
tion-plan/.
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Further Steps: Increased ASEAN Public-Private Coordination 

ASEAN governments can also build on existing policies to increase cooperation and 
integration in three key areas. The first step is increasing interagency collaboration among 
different ministries and policy departments. Ministries in charge of skills development 
and training should work in concert with government departments dealing with inno-
vation, infrastructure development, social, and economic issues. Second, governments 
should also make efforts to engage higher education and the private sector. The level of 
public and higher education in many ASEAN countries still lag behind more advanced 
economies. To address this, some ASEAN countries have begun experimenting with 
international agreements to connect national higher education systems with foreign 
entities with the aim of increasing the quality of education and training, with a focus 
on digital upskilling and reskilling. This is an important mechanism and should be 
expanded further. ASEAN policymakers should also consider policies that attract and 
retain highly skilled digital professionals. The newly established Singaporean Tech.
Pass, a work visa scheme aiming to attract up to five hundred foreign tech experts to 
the city state, has just been implemented and can provide a useful policy example to 
other countries in the region.

Finally, together with educational institutions, the private sector has an important role to 
play when it comes to skills development for more inclusive digital economies. Partly to 
tackle the lack of cutting-edge higher education and training to provide digital-related 
skills in the population, interesting public-private partnerships are emerging across 
ASEAN. These have been catalyzed by the pandemic. While many countries were 
implementing social-distancing measures and recommending citizens to “stay home,” 
several domestic and foreign tech champions have proactively developed initiatives with 
the support of national governments, local universities or regional entities, such as the 
ASEAN Secretariat, to train individuals to go online and support previously disconnected 
MSMEs in marketing and selling products online through e-commerce platforms and 
social networks. Some of these initiatives specifically target groups of individuals that 
are traditionally less connected, lack digital-related skills, and are more affected by the 
emergence of the above-mentioned “divides,” such as people in rural areas and women 
entrepreneurs.

Conclusion 

The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the already rapid growth of the Southeast 
Asian digital economy. This acceleration is bringing many opportunities to citizens, firms 
and societies at large while also favoring certain groups more than others. Policymakers 
need to monitor and address the emerging digital divides—between urban and rural, 
larger firms and MSMEs, men and women—to promote inclusive post-pandemic digital 
economies. One of the most effective ways to promote inclusion is to equip vulnerable 
groups in the population with adequate skills to be able to compete and thrive in the 
post-pandemic future. 
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Investments in connectivity and infrastructure alone are not enough. They should be 
combined with skills development programs to make sure that MSME workers and 
people living in less connected rural areas not only have access to technology, but also 
have the knowledge to use technology in a meaningful way. Investments in skills devel-
opment programs should also benefit women and girls to ensure greater representation 
in science and engineering careers and leadership positions. Finally, individuals need to 
be empowered by increased education to be equipped with the knowledge to understand 
the risks and reject biases associated with digital technologies including AI. 

These different steps must include integrated and collaborative approaches across differ-
ent ministries and policy departments and across different actors of the digital ecosys-
tem. Government institutions together with the business sector, education and training 
organizations, and civil society collectively have an important role to play in shaping 
the digital development of the region and to foster inclusion in the digital economy.
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Chasing the Conservative Dream:                                                                               
Why Shinzo Abe Failed to Revise the Constitution of Japan

Rintaro Nishimura

This paper examines the role of domestic actors in shaping Japan’s constitutional debate 
during Shinzo Abe’s time as prime minister. Based on a holistic analysis of the prevailing 
literature and the role of the public, leadership, and other political actors, this study finds 
that Abe was unable to garner enough support from the public or fellow lawmakers to 
push his version of proposed revisions to the Constitution of Japan. The paper identifies 
the wide spectrum of views that exist on the issue and how revising the constitution 
is viewed as a challenge against prevailing norms. Public opinion remains opposed to 
revision and the inability of lawmakers to build consensus on what to amend stymies 
the process further. Abe seems to have had a grasp on the political climate, opting to 
pursue constitutional revision largely for electoral purposes.

Introduction

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe announced his decision to step down in August 2020.1 
Japan’s longest-serving prime minister left behind a mixed legacy defined by electoral 
and foreign policy achievements, as well as a period of economic stagnation and string 
of political scandals.2 But what best defines Abe’s political career will undoubtedly be 
his desire, and ultimate failure, to revise the seventy-four-year-old Constitution of Japan 
(COJ). Although Abe’s failure to amend the COJ is often attributed to institutional 
hurdles, this paper argues that varying interests among domestic actors—from public 
resistance to militarism, to the prime minister’s agenda, and lawmakers’ scattered inter-
ests regarding what exactly to amend—ultimately determined the fate of his political 

1  Eric Johnston and Satoshi Sugiyama, “Abe to resign over health, ending era of political stability,” 
Japan Times, August 28, 2020, https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/08/28/national/politics-di-
plomacy/shinzo-abe-resign/. 
2  Rintaro Nishimura, “Saying Goodbye to Prime Minister Shinzo Abe,” Northeastern University 
Political Review, August 31, 2020, https://www.nupoliticalreview.com/2020/08/31/saying-goodbye-
to-prime-minister-shinzo-abe/. 
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maneuvers.  

This paper attempts to understand why attempts to revise the COJ failed under Abe. 
Scholars point to the roles of norms and institutions in shaping Japan’s national security 
policy, but little has been said about domestic actors. Some argue that norms have contin-
ued to restrain leaders from shifting policy and rewriting Article Nine, the provision that 
renounces war and prohibits maintaining war potential.3 Sheila Smith writes that “while 
changing public attitudes toward Japan’s military have accompanied a rising interest 
in the constitutional debate, these two trends do not yet add up to a public majority 
wishing to rid the Japanese constitution of Article Nine.”4 Tom Berger adds that realist 
and liberalist theories fail to account for the unique constraints Japan has faced, stating 
that anti-militarism remains strong among citizens.5 Others disagree, claiming that 
anti-militaristic norms would have forced leaders to adopt a neutral-state status free of 
military commitments. Those like Richard Samuels believe pacifist ideals have been left 
behind, but that Japan’s post-war leaders have voluntarily remained committed to them.6 
This implies that conservative leaders have been constrained by institutional norms but 
can overturn policy if deemed necessary. 

Now that Abe has stepped down, it is worth reassessing how effective these constraints 
continue to be. To some, Abe was a conservative ideologue willing to break with his 
predecessors by freeing the limits imposed by the constitution.7 Christopher Hughes 
asserts that the 2014 Cabinet decision and subsequent legislation to reinterpret the 
COJ indicates a trajectory away from tradition.8 While common practice, Abe’s ability 
to undermine the Supreme Court––which refuses to rule on political issues––and the 
Cabinet Legislation Bureau––traditionally in charge of constitutional interpretation––
was seen as wading in uncharted territory.9 Yet to others, Abe was a pragmatic realist 
who strengthened Japan’s status and presence in the world.10 He is seen as a politician 

3  See, for example, Adam P. Liff, “Japan’s Defense Policy: Abe the Evolutionary,” The Washington 
Quarterly 38, no. 2 (2015): 79-99; and Kenneth B. Pyle, “Japan’s Return to Great Power Politics: Abe’s 
Restoration,” Asia Policy 13, no. 2 (April 2018): 69-90. 
4  Sheila Smith, Japan Rearmed: The Politics of Military Power (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 2019), 165. 
5  Tom U. Berger, “Norms, identity, and national security in Germany and Japan,” in The Culture 
of National Security: Norms and Identities in World Politics, ed. Peter J. Katzenstein (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1996), 317-356. 
6  Richard J. Samuels, “Securing Japan: The Current Discourse,” The Journal of Japanese Studies 33, 
no. 1 (Winter, 2007): 152. 
7  Sheila Smith, “The Abe Factor,” Georgetown Journal of International Affairs 16, no. 1 (2015): 66. 
8  Christopher W. Hughes, “Japan’s Remilitarization and Constitutional Revision,” in Demilitarization 
in the Contemporary World, ed. Peter N. Stearns (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2013), 
150.   
9  See, for example, Christopher W. Hughes, “Japan’s Strategic Trajectory and Collective Self-Defense: 
Essential Continuity or Radical Shift?” The Journal of Japanese Studies 43, no. 1 (Winter 2017): 123; 
and Adam P. Liff, “Policy by Other Means: Collective Self-Defense and the Politics of Japan’s Postwar 
Constitutional Reinterpretations,” Asia Policy 24, no. 1 (July 2017): 152-154. 
10  Hiroshi Nakanishi, “Reorienting Japan? Security Transformation Under the Second Abe Cabinet,” 
Asian Perspective 39 (2015): 417. 
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striking a balance between conservative ideals and pragmatic statecraft.11 These scholars 
have focused on Abe’s adaptability to work within the prescribed constraints, while 
identifying the gap between conservative rhetoric and restrained actions taken by his 
cabinet.12 

This paper has three main findings. First, institutional and procedural hurdles exist, 
but are not the decisive factor. While certainly cumbersome, comparative data shows 
the COJ is not especially difficult to amend, and that few other nations have proposed 
fundamental changes to their constitutions. The relatively short COJ also allows leaders 
to utilize legislation to pass significant changes under fewer conditions.13 At first glance, 
these are sweeping changes to Japan’s security policy, but a thorough examination reveals 
that other proposals more radical than these have been blocked. Second, much like past 
studies find, norms continue to play a sufficient role as a bulwark against fundamental 
changes to security policy. Public opinion data during the Abe years suggest that net 
support for constitutional revision was highest when Abe returned to power in late 2012 
but has been on a general decline ever since. Abe’s ideological side may have put off the 
average voter and made constitutional revision look more like political ambition than 
strategic necessity. Politicians remain divided on the idea as well. Although support for 
revision remains more consistent across political parties than citizens, the inability to 
come to consensus on what to revise has similarly constrained leaders. Third, domestic 
actors and their electoral calculations matter. An analysis of surveys conducted before 
the 2017 and 2019 Diet elections indicates that Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) poli-
ticians and their corresponding factions were not as enthusiastic about revising Article 
Nine as Abe and his faction were. 

The diverse priorities of elected representatives lend credence to the idea that Abe was 
unable to consolidate support for constitutional revision. Instead, Abe understood these 
diverse interests and adapted accordingly, attempting to package Article Nine with other 
amendments such as educational and electoral reform. The overwhelming evidence points 
to the fact that Abe was a pragmatic realist who persisted with constitutional revision 
not because he had a winning strategy, but to appease interest groups for their vote in 
future elections.14 The paper also examines the role of the Komeito Party, the LDP’s 
junior coalition partner whose ideology is often at odds with Abe’s party.15 An analysis 
of electoral data from national elections since the coalition began finds that the LDP 

11  Tobias Harris, The Iconoclast: Shinzo Abe and the New Japan (London: Hurst Publishers, 2020), 
49-50. 
12  See, for instance, Liff, “Japan’s Defense Policy: Abe the Evolutionary,” 81; and Nakanishi, “Reori-
enting Japan?,” 407. 
13  Hughes, “Japan’s Remilitarization and Constitutional Revision,” 138. 
14  See, for example, Kenneth M. McElwain and Christian G. Winkler, “What’s Unique about the 
Japanese Constitution?: A Comparative and Historical Analysis,” The Journal of Japanese Studies 41, 
no. 2 (Summer 2015): 251; and Nakakita Koji 中北浩爾, Jimintō – Ikkyō no Jitsuzō 自民党―「
一強」の実像 [The Liberal Democratic Party – Reality Behind the Dominance] (Tokyo: Chukō 
Shinsho, 2017), 283-286.  
15  Michael I. Magcamit, “The Fault in Japan’s Stars: Shinzo Abe, North Korea, and the Quest for a 
New Japanese Constitution,” International Politics 57 (2020): 624. 
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partnered with the Komeito mostly for electoral purposes. With both bases declining, 
the coalition has devised a win-win election strategy by compromising on key issues, 
most notably Article Nine. 

The Truth about Procedural Hurdles to Revise the COJ

The oft-cited argument for failure to amend the COJ points to procedural barriers.16 
Article Ninety-six of the COJ stipulates that an amendment is ratified once passed by 
an absolute supermajority in both Houses and a majority of votes cast in a national 
referendum.17 Abe claimed that the supermajority condition made the constitution 
“rigid,” proposing to lower the requirement to a simple majority.18 One could surmise 
that this formidable barrier forced prior governments to reinterpret rather than revise 
aspects of the COJ. Adam Liff writes that “constitutional revision was not politically 
feasible … In contrast, from the perspective of LDP leaders, effective reinterpretation 
by elites, though suboptimal on strategic and nationalist grounds, was possible.”19 While 
reinterpretation helped leaders expand the scope of Japan’s defense posture, much of it 
was incremental.  

Japan instead took steps to expand its defense capabilities without amending the COJ. 
The most significant, of course, was the 2014 Cabinet decision and ensuing bundle 
of legislation that revised Japan’s long-standing ban on collective self-defense (CSD) 
to allow overseas military missions in cooperation with other countries.20 While this 
reinterpretation may have reduced the need for full-scale revision, so long as the LDP 
remains in power, the party is likely to continue its pursuit of amending the COJ on a 
dual track, arguing that the deteriorating security environment and accusations about 
the Self-Defense Forces’ (SDF) unconstitutionality warrant such an approach. 

Constitutional revision remains the sole option to achieve normal state status. But even 
that process requires time, given the COJ’s uniqueness. Data from the Comparative 

16  See, for example, Eric Johnston, “Abe’s Push to Amend Japan’s Constitution Faces Uncer-
tain Future after Upper House Vote,” Japan Times, July 22, 2019, https://www.japantimes.co.jp/
news/2019/07/22/national/politics-diplomacy/abes-push-amend-japans-constitution-faces-uncer-
tain-future-upper-house-vote/; Leika Kihara and Linda Sieg, “Abe to Push Reform of Japan’s Pacifist 
Constitution after Election Win,” Reuters, October 22, 2017, https://www.reuters.com/article/
us-japan-election-idUSKBN1CQ0UW; and “Abe’s Next Act; Japan’s Constitution,” Economist 425, 
no. 9064 (October 2017): 16. https://link.gale.com/apps/doc/A511506276/AONE?u=mlin_b_north-
est&sid=AONE&xid=fdf62d22.     
17  Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, “The Constitution of Japan,” accessed November 6, 2020, https://
japan.kantei.go.jp/constitution_and_government_of_japan/constitution_e.html.  
18  Tadashi Hitora, “Behind Moves to Revise Article 96,” Nippon.com, July 11, 2013, https://www.
nippon.com/en/column/l00042/. 
19  Liff, “Policy by Other Means,” 146. 
20  Cabinet Office 内閣府, “Kuni no Sonritsu wo Mattoushi, Kokumin wo Mamoru Tame no Kireme 
no Nai Anzen Hoshō Hōsei no Seibi ni Tsuite” 国の存立を全うし、国民を守るための切れ目の
ない安全保障法制の整備について [About the Development of Seamless Security Legislation to 
Ensure Japan’s Survival and Protect its People],  July 1, 2014, https://www.cas.go.jp/jp/gaiyou/jimu/
pdf/anpohosei.pdf. 
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Constitutions Project (CCP), a project which aims to provide systematic data on consti-
tutions to comparative legal scholars, finds that the COJ is one of the shortest consti-
tutions and covers very little of what is included in other constitutions.21 Besides basic 
individual freedoms and core principles like Article Nine, the COJ leaves most other 
issues to be legislated by the Diet. This has resulted in leaders utilizing reinterpretation, 
which is significantly easier than revision. Conversely, the lack of guidance provided 
by the COJ must be offset by greater deliberation and crafting of the law. Although 
revision has been intermittently discussed since the 1950s, the National Referendum 
Law governing how to conduct the citizen vote was only enforced in 2010, making it a 
rather recent piece of legislation.22 

This procedural explanation has two glaring flaws. In 2016, Abe and fellow pro-amend-
ment parties held a two-thirds supermajority in the Diet.23 Despite meeting the condition 
he had criticized prior, Abe failed to proceed with constitutional revision. This points 
to the fact that the procedure itself was not what prevented him from succeeding. In a 
comparative study using data on 558 constitutions compiled by the CCP, McElwain 
and Winkler conclude that the COJ’s amendment process ranks “average” in procedural 
difficulty.24 More than 78 percent of studied constitutions fell into the same category, with 
35 percent requiring a referendum as an additional condition.25 Germany’s Basic Law, 
often compared to the COJ, requires an absolute two-thirds majority of the Bundestag 
alongside a simple two-thirds in the Bundesrat; despite this, it has been amended more 
than fifty times.26 

The Indian constitution is one of the most amended constitutions, having been revised 
over a hundred times. Most amendments to it require a special majority—fifty-one 
percent of two-thirds of parliamentary members present and voting—for an amend-
ment to pass.27 The lower hurdle explains why India’s constitution has been amended 
more frequently. South Korea has a similar amendment procedure to Japan, requiring a 
two-thirds majority in the National Assembly and support from a majority of at least half 

21  Zachary Elkins, Tom Ginsburg, and James Melton, “Constitution Rankings,” Comparative 
Constitutions Project, accessed on October 11, 2020, https://comparativeconstitutionsproject.org/
ccp-rankings/#. 
22  Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communication of Japan 総務省, “Kokumin Tōhyō Seido” 国
民投票制度 [National Referendum System], accessed on November 22, 2020, https://www.soumu.
go.jp/senkyo/kokumin_touhyou/.
23  Justin McCurry, “Japan Could Change Pacifist Constitution after Shinzo Abe Victory,” Guardian, 
July 11, 2016, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jul/11/japan-could-change-pacifist-consti-
tution-after-shinzo-abe-victory. 
24  McElwain and Winkler, “What’s Unique about the Japanese Constitution?,” 263. 
25  Kenneth M. McElwain, “Why Did Abe Fail to Change the Japanese Constitution?” (speech, online, 
October 15, 2020).  
26  McElwain and Winkler, “What’s Unique about the Japanese Constitution?,” 263.
27  “Constitution Amendment Procedure,” Constitute Project, accessed November 11, 2020, https://
www.constituteproject.org/search?lang=en&key=amend&status=in_force&status=is_draft. 
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the eligible voter population in a referendum.28 Although employing similar processes, 
the South Korean constitution has been amended nine times. This suggests that easier 
processes help, but cannot explain variation among similar constitutions. 

Another flaw is that Japan’s amendments are significantly different compared to those 
of other countries. In other words, the process may matter less than the actual content. 
The LDP proposals would fundamentally transform the COJ’s identity as a pacifist 
constitution. It would, in effect, fundamentally transform Japan’s post-war identity. 
Considering the Japanese public’s disdain for the wartime militarist regime and citizens’ 
ready embrace of the COJ, resistance to such changes is likely to be high.29 Furthermore, 
nations such as the United States and Germany tend to amend their constitutions to 
curtail executive power, or for electoral reform, much less consequential than changes 
in Japan.30 Focusing on the number of amendments diverts attention from the content 
being revised. A study of content confirms that the COJ is inherently more difficult to 
revise due to the nature of the provisions in question. 

“Domestic Brakes”

This section takes a theoretical approach to understand how prevailing ideas, opinions, 
and interests on constitutional revision have acted as an intended or unintended brake 
on the ambitions of conservative leaders. It will examine three actors––the public, the 
leader, and other political players––and the complicated process of forming consensus 
among these groups.    

Public Opinion

Tom Berger best captured public opinion through his discussion of the “political-military 
culture,” or the cultural beliefs and values that shape a given society’s orientations toward 
politics.31 He argues that the incremental nature of military development in Japan owed 
to the reluctance of society to accept force. A similar conclusion is made by Adam Liff, 
who wrote that “widespread public discomfort with Abe’s ambitious security reform 
agenda … was the most conspicuous restraint.”32 The interesting contradiction has been 
the Japanese public’s strong support for the LDP despite its nationalist and militarist 

28  Cheryl Saunders, “Symposium: South Korean Constitutional Change in Comparative Perspec-
tive,” The International Association of Constitutional Law, July 9, 2018, https://blog-iacl-aidc.org/
blog/2018/7/9/south-korean-constitutional-change-in-comparative-perspective. 
29  For a recent example, see Matsushita Hideo 松下秀雄, “‘#KokuminTōhyōKaiseianniKōgiShimasu’ 
Kakusan wo Kini Kaiken Tetzuzuki wo Tokoton Kangaeta” 「#国民投票法改正案に抗議します」
拡散を機に改憲手続きをとことん考えた [I Scrutinized the Constitutional Amendment Process 
After ‘#IProtesttheRevisedNationalReferendumLaw’ Went Viral], Asahi Ronza, May 25, 2020, 
https://webronza.asahi.com/politics/articles/2020052400008.html?page=1. 
30  Itoh Makoto 伊藤真, “Kenpō Kaisei no Jōken wa Dōshite Kibishiinoka” 憲法改正の条件はどう
して厳しいのか [Why is Constitutional Revision so Difficult?], Imidas/Shūeisha, August 2, 2013, 
https://imidas.jp/jijikaitai/f-40-089-13-08-g208/2. 
31  Berger, “Norms, Identity, and National Security,” 325-326. 
32  Liff, “Policy by Other Means,” 163. 
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tendencies. Most scholars believe support for the conservative party has little to do with 
constitutional revision, and more to do with a weak opposition, stable economy, and 
general favorability among all age groups.33 Political party approval ratings prove this, 
as the majority of voters seem to begrudgingly support the LDP, frequently saying they 
have “no other option.”34  
 
 
Figure 1. Net Change in Public Opinion Polls Asking: “Should the Constitution Be 
Amended?”

33  Ethan Scheiner, “Democracy Without Competition: Opposition Failure in One-Party Dominant 
Japan,” Stanford University, accessed on November 21, 2020, https://www.rieti.go.jp/en/events/
bbl/03101501.pdf; Mitsuru Obe, “What Keeps Aso Awake at Night: Abe,” Wall Street Journal, April 
21, 2013, https://www.wsj.com/articles/BL-JRTB-13781; Mina Pollman, “Japan Election Results: 
It’s the Economy, Abe,” The Diplomat, July 12, 2016, https://thediplomat.com/2016/07/japan-elec-
tion-results-its-the-economy-abe/; and “Naikaku Shijiritsu no Suii” 内閣支持率の推移 [Change 
in Cabinet Approval Rating], Asahi Shimbun Digital, accessed on November 20, 2020, https://www.
asahi.com/politics/yoron/.   
34  For a 2017 poll, see “Yoron Chōsa” 世論調査 [Public Opinion Poll], Hōdō Station (TV Asahi), 
October 2017, https://www.tv-asahi.co.jp/hst_archive/poll/201710/index.html; for a 2021 poll, see 
“Nisen-nijūichinen Shigatsu  Seiji Ishiki Getsurei Denwa Chōsa” 2021年4月政治意識月例電話調
査 [April 2021 Monthly Political Awareness Phone Survey], NHK, April 12, 2021, https://www.nhk.
or.jp/senkyo/shijiritsu/pdf/aggregate/2021/y202104.pdf. 
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Figure 1 illustrates the results across four major media outlets representing a wide spec-
trum of political views.35 The graph suggests that, although net support for constitutional 
revision fluctuates over time, all polls in early 2013 registered high support months after 
Abe’s return to power. Support begins to wane as the “Abe effect” wears off, with the Nikkei 
poll registering a sharp plummet after the Abe Cabinet reinterpreted the constitution to 
permit CSD in 2014. The negative trend is consistent across all four outlets, indicating 
constitutional revision does not sit well with any ideological group. Since 2014, net support 
has settled between plus five to ten percentage points. Only the left-leaning newspaper, 

35  Masaki Miki 政木みき, and Hiroshi Aramaki 荒牧央, “Kenpō wo Meguru Ishiki no Henka to 
Ima” 憲法をめぐる意識の変化といま [Changes in Views on the COJ to the Present], NHK, 
October 1, 2017, https://www.nhk.or.jp/bunken/research/yoron/pdf/20171001_9.pdf; Ayumi Tera-
oka, “Japanese Public Opinion on Constitutional Revision in 2016,” Council on Foreign Relations, 
August 1, 2016, https://www.cfr.org/blog/japanese-public-opinion-constitutional-revision-2016; 
THE SCIENTIFIC SOCIALISM (@fumiomatsuda), 2018, “Kenpō ‘Genjō Iji’ Yonjūhachi Paasento” 
憲法「現状維持」４８％ [Support for ‘Untouched’ COJ at 48%], Twitter, May 3, 2018, 11:09 a.m, 
https://twitter.com/fumiomatsuda/status/991862317879971840; “Abe Seikenka no Kaiken ‘Hantai’ 
Gojūhachi Paasento  Asahi Shimbun Yoron Chōsa” 安倍政権下の改憲「反対」５８％　朝日
世論調査 [58% Oppose Revising the COJ Under the Abe Cabinet  Asahi Shimbun Public Opinion 
Poll], Asahi Shimbun, May 1, 2018, https://www.asahi.com/articles/ASL4R4HT3L4RUZPS005.html; 
“Kaiken Fuyō Yonjūroku Paasento  Hitsuyō Yonjūsan Paasento Hobo Narabu  Asahi Shimbun Yoron 
Chōsa” 改憲不要46%　必要43%ほぼ並ぶ　朝日新聞世論調査 [46% Oppose Revising the COJ  
43% Support and Close the Gap  Asahi Shimbun Public Opinion Poll], Asahi Shimbun, May 3, 2020, 
https://www.asahi.com/articles/ASN4Z56Y3N4WUZPS004.html; “‘Kenpō Igai no Mondai Yūsen 
Shite Torikumubeki’ Nanajūhachi Paasento” 「憲法以外の問題 優先して取り組むべき」78％ 
[78% Say ‘Government Should Prioritize Issues Other Than the Constitution’], NHK, May 3, 2020, 
https://www.nhk.or.jp/politics/articles/statement/35651.html; “Kenpō Kaisei, Sanpi ga Kikkou” 
憲法改正、賛否が拮抗 [Roughly Equal Support and Opposition for Constitutional Revision], 
Nihon Keizai Shimbun, May 3, 2017, https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGKKASFS02H1S_S7A500C-
1MM8000; “Kenpō Kaisei wa ‘Kuni no Arikata’ to ‘Kenryoku wo Shibaru’ de Giron Subeki” 憲法改
正は「国のあり方」と「権力を縛る」で議論すべき [Constitutional Revision Debates Should 
Be About ‘What the Country Should Look Like’ and ‘Restraining Authority’], Nippon Broadcasting 
System, May 3, 2018, http://www.1242.com/?p=103603; “Kenpō to Seiji Ishiki no Yoron Chōsa – 
Shitsumon to Kaitō (Sangatsu~Shigatsu Jisshi)” 憲法と政治意識の世論調査－質問と回答〈３
～４月実施〉 [Public Opinion Poll on the Constitution and Political Awareness – Questions and 
Answers (Conducted March/April)], Asahi Shimbun, May 3, 2019, https://www.asahi.com/articles/
ASM4M4CDXM4MUZPS003.html; “Sūji de Miru Riaru Yoron  Yūsou Chōsa Nisen-jūkyū” 数字
で見るリアル世論　郵送調査２０１９ [Public Opinion by the Numbers  Mail Survey 2019], 
Nihon Keizai Shimbun, January 10, 2020, https://vdata.nikkei.com/newsgraphics/postal-mail-re-
search-2019/#/?current=section-0; “‘Nisen-jūkyūnen Shichigatsu  Seiji Ishiki Getsurei Chōsa’ 
Chōsa Kekka” 「2019年7月　政治意識月例調査」調査結果 [‘July 2019 Political Awareness 
Monthly Survey’ Survey Results], NHK, July 2019, https://www.nhk.or.jp/senkyo/shijiritsu/pdf/
aggregate/2019/y201907.pdf; “Nisen-nijūnen  Kinkyū Jitai Sengenka no Yoron Kansoku Repōto” 
2020年　緊急事態宣言下の世論観測レポート [2020 Public Opinion Observation During the 
State of Emergency], Nikkei Research Inc., June 5, 2020, https://www.nikkei-r.co.jp/files/user/pdf/
news/newsrelease7250_repo20200605.pdf; “Naikaku Shijiritsu Nisen-jūhachinen Shigatsu” 内
閣支持率2018年4月 [Cabinet Approval Rating April 2018], NHK, April 10, 2018, https://www.
nhk.or.jp/senkyo/shijiritsu/archive/2018_04.html; Marikko (@3qjutqyXHDzt0AK), 2020, “Ken-
pō Kaisei, Sansei Yonjūkyū Paasento…” 憲法改正、賛成４９％… [Support for Constitutional 
Revision at 49%], Twitter, May 3, 2020, 8:17 a.m, https://twitter.com/3qjutqyXHDzt0AK/sta-
tus/1256724466735837184.
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Asahi Shimbun, registers consistent negative support. 

This data supports the argument that, over the years, Abe unintentionally dampened 
the mood for constitutional revision. Despite having a strong mandate early in his 
second term, support steadily declined to below the pre-Abe (2008-2012) levels across 
the board. This indicates that Abe’s ideology and policies triggered the opposite effect 
among voters. And while one can argue that Abe’s push for CSD exhausted his political 
capital and prevented a successful attempt at revising the COJ, the later sections of this 
paper reveal that the underlying obstacle at the end of the day is the lack of consensus 
among lawmakers and their sensitivities to public sentiment. 

Abe’s Personal Role in Shaping the COJ Debate

Political debates tend to revolve around policy positions and groups that continue to 
exist over time. Cass Sunstein and Jack Balkin both find that, while ideas may persist 
because of their merits, they also endure because of who bears them and how successful 
that group is at staying relevant.36 The LDP’s policy position on revising the constitution 
has persisted over the post-war period and eventually passed on to Abe. This makes the 
former prime minister’s role in the discussion difficult to ignore. In 2006, before he first 
became prime minister, Abe showed his intent to revise the COJ, writing, “a strong state 
is not a potential threat to political liberty that must be restrained by constitutionalism 
and civil society. It is the ultimate guarantor of national independence in a dangerous 
world governed by the law of the jungle.”37 This realist worldview has shaped his vision 
of a strong Japan––a nation that can be proud of itself and reclaim its place in the world 
where survival is contingent on a competent state.38 

However, Abe’s politics are a mixture of contradicting characteristics that stem from 
conservative ideology and pragmatic realism. Abe was a nationalist who desired to see 
his country revived as a great power, and constitutional revision was just one of many 
nationalist aspirations.39 He justified an accelerated departure from postwar pacifism 
by sustaining economic reform.40 External threats, such as North Korea’s missile devel-
opment, were evoked to convince citizens that his hawkish policies were necessary, not 

36  Mark Chinen, “Article 9 of the Constitution of Japan and the Use of Procedural and Substantive 
Heuristics for Consensus,” Michigan Journal of International Law 27, no. 1 (2005): 77. https://repos-
itory.law.umich.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1182&context=mjil.  
37  Harris, The Iconoclast: Shinzo Abe and the New Japan, 50. 
38  Hughes, “Japan’s Remilitarization and Constitutional Revision,” 140. 
39  Even after stepping down, Abe continues to call for constitutional revision. Endo Shuhei 遠
藤修平, “Abe-shi ‘Jieitai wa Kenpō Ihan ni Shūshifu wo’ Nīgata de Kōen, Kaiken Uttae” 安倍氏
「自衛隊は憲法違反に終止符を」　新潟で講演、改憲訴え [Mr. Abe Urges Constitution-
al Revision During Lecture in Nīgata, ‘Put an End to Claims That the Self-Defense Forces Are 
Unconstitutional’], Mainichi Shimbun, March 27, 2021, https://mainichi.jp/articles/20210327/
k00/00m/010/225000c. 
40  Sebastian Maslow, “A Blueprint for a Strong Japan? Abe Shinzō and Japan’s Evolving Security 
System,” Asian Survey 55, no. 4 (July/August 2015): 765. 
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an extension of his ideological ambitions.41 On the other hand, the pragmatic side of 
Abe instead made long-overdue reforms to adapt to an increasingly “severe” security 
environment. In times of unpopularity, he curtailed any attempts to force through hawk-
ish policies, indicating to citizens he was no radical ideologue. This balancing act has 
contributed to the often-conflicting narrative surrounding his intentions. 

A study of Abe’s rhetoric throughout his second term demonstrates this balancing act. 
Last year, I along with other researchers from Northeastern University conducted a text 
analysis using Lexos Software to count the number of times specific words connoting 
“nationalism” or “patriotism” were used in Abe’s speeches to the Diet.42 The annual 
inaugural speech to the legislature is an overview of the prime minister’s agenda for the 
year and covers a range of topics from education, to the economy, and national security. 

Figure 2. Examining Abe’s Speeches for Nationalist Rhetoric (2013-2020)

41  Magcamit, “The Fault in Japan’s Stars,” 627.
42  See Appendix 1 for a list of words flagged as invoking nationalism or patriotism.
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Figure 2 is a graph of the most frequently spoken words during a sample of twelve Diet 
speeches between 2013 and 2020.43 Abe regularly uses “future,” “responsibility,” and 
“together” to persuade fellow lawmakers to support his policies. For example, at the 198th 
Diet session beginning in January 2019, Abe calls upon fellow Diet members to “fulfill 
this responsibility” to establish a new set of ideals through constitutional revision.44 His 
use of strong language indicates seriousness to pursue constitutional amendments, as 
well as an emotional appeal to citizens that this is a necessary reform for Japan’s future.  

Usage of words such as “constitution” or “self-defense” are less frequent but spike in 
certain speeches. The word “constitution” is mentioned in 2013, 2017, 2019, and 2020. 
These years coincide either with a period following an electoral victory, a major secu-
rity-threatening event, or an impending term limit. The speeches made in 2017 were 
special in many ways, as Abe mentions the COJ by name, and begins those speeches 
outlining security issues. The standard format for speeches is to start with the economy 
and mention security issues in the concluding sections. However, the speeches in 2017 
fail to follow that pattern, most likely due to the continued North Korean missile tests 
the previous year (for the 193rd session speech) and the firing of a missile over Japanese 
territory in September (before the 195th session speech).45 Overall, Abe carefully selected 
words that promote constitutional revision when electoral prospects were unharmed, 

43  Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, “Policy Speech by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to the 183rd 
Session of the Diet,”  January 28, 2013, https://japan.kantei.go.jp/96_abe/statement/201301/28sy-
osin_e.html; Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, “Policy Speech by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe 
to the 185th Session of the Diet,” October 15, 2013, https://japan.kantei.go.jp/96_abe/state-
ment/201310/15shoshin_e.html; Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, “Policy Speech by Prime Minister 
Shinzo Abe to the 186th Session of the Diet,” January 24, 2014, https://japan.kantei.go.jp/96_abe/
statement/201401/24siseihousin_e.html; Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, “Policy Speech by the 
Prime Minister to the 187th Session of the Diet,” September 29, 2014, https://japan.kantei.go.
jp/96_abe/statement/201409/policyspch.html; Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, “Policy Speech by 
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to the 189th Session of the Diet,” February 12, 2015, https://japan.kantei.
go.jp/97_abe/statement/201502/policy.html; Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, “Policy Speech by 
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to the 190th Session of the Diet,” January 22, 2016, https://japan.kantei.
go.jp/97_abe/statement/201601/1215627_10999.html; Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, “Policy 
Speech by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to the 193rd Session of the Diet,” January 20, 2017, https://
japan.kantei.go.jp/97_abe/statement/201701/1221105_11567.html; Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, 
“Policy Speech by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to the 195th Session of the Diet,” November 17, 2017, 
https://japan.kantei.go.jp/98_abe/statement/201711/_00006.html; Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, 
“Policy Speech by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to the 196th Session of the Diet,” January 22, 2018, 
https://japan.kantei.go.jp/98_abe/statement/201801/_00002.html; Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, 
“Policy Speech by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to the 198th Session of the Diet,” January 28, 2019, 
https://japan.kantei.go.jp/98_abe/statement/201801/_00003.html; Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, 
“Policy Speech by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to the 200th Session of the Diet,” October 4, 2019, 
https://japan.kantei.go.jp/98_abe/statement/201910/_00003.html; Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, 
“Policy Speech by the Prime Minister to the 201st Session of the Diet,” January 20, 2020, https://
japan.kantei.go.jp/98_abe/statement/202001/_00004.html. 
44  Prime Minister’s Office of Japan, “Policy Speech by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to the 198th 
Session of the Diet,” January 28, 2019, https://japan.kantei.go.jp/98_abe/statement/201801/_00003.
html. 
45  “North Korea Fires Second Ballistic Missile over Japan,” BBC, September 15, 2017, https://www.
bbc.com/news/world-asia-41275614. 
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external threats could justify such a move, or when he was facing a time limit himself. 

Consensus among Policymakers?

Another significant constraint on any leader attempting to undertake constitutional 
revision is the difficulty of probing what each lawmaker’s interests are. Fred Willhoite 
asserts that disagreement on the how and what of political issues are inherent parts 
of a constitutional democracy.46 This is especially true for controversial cases such as 
revising the COJ. Conservative leaders must find ways of reaching across the aisle while 
accommodating intra-party interests. As this section will reveal, although amending 
the COJ itself is largely uncontested among most political parties, it is the exact nature 
of the revisions that remain contested. Japan’s political party system and the LDP’s 
unique factionalism make it especially difficult to reach a consensus and sustain that 
for sweeping change.47 

The LDP is best described as a coalition of factions.48 Each faction is led by a powerful 
politician, most of them vying to become the leader of the party. They enter into tempo-
rary alliances with other factions to accumulate power and influence the direction of the 
party. Here, consensus is highly valued and allows every member to voice their opinion. 
The most commonly cited example is the preliminary review process (jizen shinsa) for 
any policy or legislation; it requires unanimous consent from every LDP Diet member 
to be passed up for a cabinet decision or a vote in the Diet.49 In the case of constitutional 
revision, unanimous consent has been a major roadblock, with most proposals receiving 
some criticism along the way. It is therefore wrong to consider the debate over revising 
the COJ as one between the LDP and opposition parties. 

46  Fred H. Willhoite Jr., “Political Order and Consensus: A Continuing Problem,” The Western 
Political Quarterly 16, no. 2 (June 1963): 303. 
47  Chinen, “Article 9 of the Constitution,” 79.
48  Nakakita, The Liberal Democratic Party, 15.
49  Nakakita, The Liberal Democratic Party, 93-96. 
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Table 1. Notable Proposals to Revise Article Nine of the COJ50 

Table 1 shows five drafts that vary on how to revise Article Nine. The 1999 proposal 
by Ichiro Ozawa was an attempt to rewrite the “imposed” constitution. Ozawa was a 
nationalist who sought to expand Japan’s rights to individual and collective self-defense. 
Unlike other conservatives, he believed Japan should send the SDF on international 
peacekeeping missions alongside UN forces. Critics argue that his proposal to add a 
third paragraph contradicting the first two only made things confusing. That same year, 
Yukio Hatoyama of the opposition Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) drafted a rebuttal 
to Ozawa’s draft. He agreed that the COJ should include a provision about the SDF, 
but disagreed on the inclusion of CSD to restrain Japan’s ability to use force. As the 
opposition party, the DPJ vehemently opposed the LDP’s overreliance on the United 
States. The contradiction here is that, although he desired to distance Japan from Wash-
ington, Hatoyama also rejected the extension of self-defense capabilities which would 
become necessary if that happened. A year later, the late-former prime minister Yasuhiro 
Nakasone, who took part in the initial debates in the 1950s and 1960s as a freshman 
lawmaker, published his proposal to amend the COJ. Nakasone argued that then-prime 
minister Shigeru Yoshida had given in to the dominant ideology of pacifism when the 
COJ was enacted. He sought to redress this by rewriting the second paragraph to accept 
self-defense and add a third permitting CSD. 

50  Ozawa Ichiro 小沢一郎, Nipponkoku Kenpō Kaisei Shian 日本国憲法改正試案 [Drafting 
Amendments to the Constitution of Japan] (Bungei Shunju, September 1999), 98; Hatoyama Yukio 
鳩山由紀夫, Jieitai wo Guntai to Mitomeyo 自衛隊を軍隊と認めよ [Accept the SDF as an Army] 
(Bungei Shunju, October 1999), 262-73; Nakasone Yasuhiro 中曽根康弘, Waga Kaiken-ron 我が
改憲論 [My Theory on Constitutional Revision] (Shokun, April 2000), 55-56; Nakakita, The Liberal 
Democratic Party, 286; and Liberal Democratic Party of Japan 自由民主党, “Nipponkoku Kenpō 
Kaisei Sōan” 日本国憲法改正草案 [Revised Draft Constitution of Japan], April 27, 2012, https://
jimin.jp-east-2.storage.api.nifcloud.com/pdf/news/policy/130250_1.pdf.  
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The last two major proposals were published in 2005 and 2012. The former was proposed 
by Junichiro Koizumi, a populist prime minister who promised to destroy the old LDP 
allergic to reform.51 His draft proposed rewriting the second paragraph to rename the 
SDF as the Self-Defense Army, in effect upgrading its status to a normal military. This 
is largely viewed as a compromise made by Koizumi following the dismal 2003 general 
election in which the LDP lost a significant portion of its Lower House seats. With the 
proposal, Koizumi sought to pacify the party elite who disliked his reformist agenda. 
The 2012 proposal was announced by then-president Sadakazu Tanigaki during the 
LDP’s opposition days.52  The radical proposal, fully endorsed by Abe as “LDP-like 
( Jimintō rashii)” a few months after he replaced Tanigaki, called for the removal of the 
second paragraph and inserting a statement that nothing could prevent the right to 
exercise self-defense.53 It also removed “self-defense” from the name SDF, renaming it 
the Defense Force and establishing a military tribunal for crimes committed by officers 
on the job.54 It was criticized for heightening the risk of conflict with neighboring states 
who could misinterpret this as a reversion to imperial Japan. Other proposed amendments 
were left intentionally vague to permit a wide scope of activities. Tanigaki, a relatively 
left-leaning LDP lawmaker, later said the draft made unrealistic demands just to raise 
awareness on the issue.55 Much to conservatives’ dismay, even Abe eventually shelved 
it, instead proposing in 2017 a four-point plan that watered down his most desired 
amendment to a mere naming of the SDF in the text of Article Nine.56 These exemplify 
that, while it is relatively easy to agree on principles, it is difficult to agree on specifics. 

51  “Koizumi has uphill battle for reform,” CNN, April 24, 2001, https://edition.cnn.com/2001/
WORLD/asiapcf/east/04/24/koizumi.react/. 
52  Liberal Democratic Party of Japan 自由民主党, “Tanigaki Sadakazu Sōsai ga ‘Kenpō Kaisei Sōan’ 
wo Happyō” 谷垣禎一総裁が「憲法改正草案」を発表 [President Sadakazu Tanigaki Announces 
‘Constitutional Amendment Draft’], April 27, 2012, https://www.jimin.jp/news/press/128867.html. 
53  Liberal Democratic Party of Japan 自由民主党, “Waga tō ‘Kaisei Sōan’ no Shintō wo  Kenpō 
Kaisei Suishin Honbu” わが党「改正草案」の浸透を　憲法改正推進本部 [Spreading the Word 
on Our Party’s ‘Revised Draft’  Headquarters for the Promotion of Revision of the Constitution], 
February 20, 2013, https://www.jimin.jp/news/policy/129745.html.   
54  Liberal Democratic Party of Japan 自由民主党, “Nihonkoku Kenpō Kaisei Sōan Q&A Zōho-ban” 
日本国憲法改正草案Q&A増補版 [Revised Version of Q&A on Amended Draft Constitution of Ja-
pan], October 2013, https://jimin.jp-east-2.storage.api.nifcloud.com/pdf/pamphlet/kenpou_qa.pdf.  
55  “Tanigaki-shi  Jimin Kaiken-an wa ‘Ejji Kikasete Mondai Teiki’” 谷垣氏　自民改憲案は「
エッジ利かせて問題提起」 [Mr. Tanigaki: The LDP Constitutional Amendment Draft ‘Raises 
Awareness with Sharp Rhetoric’], TV Asahi News, Feburary 26, 2016, https://news.tv-asahi.co.jp/
news_politics/articles/amp/000069127.html. 
56  LDP Headquarters for the Promotion of Revision of the Constitution 自由民主党憲法改正推進
本部, “Kenpō Kaisei ni Kansuru Ronten Torimatome” 憲法改正に関する論点取りまとめ [Sum-
mary of Debate Regarding Constitutional Amendment], December 20, 2017, https://jimin.jp-east-2.
storage.api.nifcloud.com/pdf/news/policy/136448_1.pdf; and Liberal Democratic Party of Japan 自
由民主党, “Nisen-jūnananen Seisaku Panfuretto” 2017年政策パンフレット [2017 Policy Pam-
phlet], October 3, 2017, https://jimin.jp-east-2.storage.api.nifcloud.com/pdf/pamphlet/20171003_
pamphlet.pdf.  
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Electoral Calculations 

Political theorists have developed three models to explain party behavior: the vote-seek-
ing, office-seeking, and policy-seeking models.57 The LDP is an interesting case where 
the rational pursuit of electoral votes requires it to focus on consolidating its political 
base. While Koizumi alienated the core rural base to win larger shares of independent, 
urban voters, Abe reverted back to courting the well-established rural vote.58 This switch 
was a result of what lawmaker Seiko Noda called a shift to the right to accommodate the 
views of groups that had supported the LDP during its opposition years.59 In particular, 
studies point to the 2012 COJ draft as signaling a further shift to the right and most 
likely proposed for symbolic reasons to reward these supporters.60 This section argues 
that such electoral calculations have played a significant role in constraining amendments 
to the COJ. Specifically, it will examine the role of individual interests within the ruling 
coalition between the LDP and its junior coalition partner Komeito, and a waning base, 
as “brakes” on revision. 

The “Constitution Factor” in Elections

Abe was remarkably sensitive to public opinion, compromising on key issues such as 
constitutional revision. He employed the common political “bait and switch tactic” of 
focusing on economic issues prior to an election and sidelining constitutional issues.61 
During the 2018 LDP presidential election, Abe’s rival candidate, Shigeru Ishiba, criti-
cized him for watering down the 2012 COJ draft.62 These shifts were less an ideological 
defeat than a realistic adjustment to the political environment. This balancing between 
ideology and pragmatism has contributed greatly to the confusion among the electorate 
as to where Abe’s true intentions lie. And, to the extent that he was adapting to this 
political environment, so were other politicians.

A survey conducted by Asahi Shimbun and Professor Masaki Taniguchi of the University 
of Tokyo asked 1,140 Lower House and 428 Upper House candidates a series of ques-
tions regarding election issues, including one about constitutional revision.63 It yielded 
several results. First, 97 percent of LDP respondents in the 2017 Lower House survey 
supported amendments to the COJ, while only 64 percent of Komeito respondents 

57  Kaare Storm, “A Behavioral Theory of Competitive Political Parties,” American Journal of Political 
Science 34, no. 2 (May 1990): 566-568. 
58  Ellis S. Krauss and Robert J. Pekkanen, “The Rise and Fall of Japan’s Liberal Democratic Party,” 
The Journal of Asian Studies 69, no. 1 (February 2010): 13; and Ken Victor Leonard Hijino, “Local 
Revitalization and Politics in the Abe Era,” Nippon.com, September 11, 2020, https://www.nippon.
com/en/in-depth/d00623/.
59  Nakakita, The Liberal Democratic Party, 283-286. 
60  McElwain and Winkler, “What’s Unique about the Japanese Constitution?,” 251. 
61  Hughes, “Japan’s Strategic Trajectory,” 125. 
62  Izumi Hiroshi 泉宏, “Abe Shushō vs Ishiba-shi ‘Kaiken’ to ‘Seiji Shuhō’ de Gekitotsu” 安倍首相vs
石破氏改憲と政治手法で激突 [PM Abe vs Ishiba – Clash Over Constitutional Revision and Polit-
ical Approach], Tōyō Keizai, September 13, 2018, https://toyokeizai.net/articles/-/237410?page=2. 
63  See Appendix 2 for full table of responses. 
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did. Reluctance from Komeito is best described by its deputy leader Kazuo Kitagawa, 
who in 2017 questioned the necessity to revise the COJ urgently.64 Second, out of the 
97 percent of LDP candidates who supported amendment of the COJ, only 42 percent 
named Article Nine as their top priority. This indicates that, despite Abe’s best efforts, 
less than half of the candidates sought the same objective. 

The second survey registered less support for constitutional revision, with only 64 percent 
and 13 percent support from the LDP and Komeito candidates, respectively.65 This can 
be explained by the dwindling enthusiasm for amendments among the electorate, and 
the Upper House being known as the “house of good sense,” free from political parti-
sanship. Out of those who supported constitutional revision, a majority listed several 
different priorities. Unsurprisingly, while 73 percent supported inclusion of the SDF in 
Article Nine, only 17 percent called for the inclusion of CSD. Finally, it is important 
to note that opposition to constitutional revision within the largest opposition party, 
the Constitutional Democratic Party (CDP), has grown over time. This signifies the 
CDP’s consolidated position as the main opposition since its establishment ahead of 
the 2017 election.66 

The same dataset shows that there was a diverse and dispersed coalition backing Abe’s 
prime objective. Abe’s Hosoda faction takes the largest share of the pie, followed by 
unaffiliated members (muhabatsu) and the Asō faction. However, there were some nota-
ble omissions, such as current Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga, Taro Kono, and Shinjiro 
Koizumi. It is also worth noting that two faction leaders—Fumio Kishida and Shigeru 
Ishiba—did not select the same first priority as Abe during the 2017 election. These 
results support the conclusion that factions have a diverse set of interests, and that Abe 
did not have full support within the party to push his version of constitutional revision. 

Further evidence is found in campaign brochures from past elections. These brochures 
provide insight into campaign pledges made by each party, usually listing policies in order 
of importance. Leading up to the 2019 election, Abe reportedly put strong emphasis 
on constitutional revision at forty of the forty-eight locations where he made stump 
speeches.67 This is in stark contrast to the party’s official brochure which mentions it 

64  Anna Fifield, “Abe May Have Hit a Snag in Plans to Revise Japan’s Pacifist Constitution: His Own 
Party,” Washington Post, December 14, 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/
abe-may-have-hit-a-snag-in-plans-to-revise-japans-pacifist-constitution-his-own-party/2017/12/13/
e3c651aa-df22-11e7-9eb6-e3c7ecfb4638_story.html. 
65  See Appendix 3 for full table of responses.
66  “Rikkenminshutō, Tō Setsuritsu wo Todokede  Riberaru-kei Ukezara” 立憲民主党、党設立を
届け出　リベラル系受け皿 [The Constitutional Democratic Party Reports the Establishment of 
the Party  Hopes to Draw in Liberals], Nihon Keizai Shimbun, October 3, 2017, https://www.nikkei.
com/article/DGXMZO21817110T01C17A0000000/. 
67  Matsuyama Naoki 松山尚幹, and Takahiro Ōkubo 大久保貴裕, “Kaikeneno Kodawari Nijimu 
Shushō Enzetsu  Giron no Zehi Tou” 改憲へのこだわりにじむ首相演説　議論の是非問う [PM 
Speech Emphasizes Constitutional Revision  Asks Whether Public Wants Debate], Asahi Shimbun, 
July 15, 2019, https://www.asahi.com/articles/ASM7D3H28M7DUTFK006.html.  
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as the last major policy initiative.68 In fact, LDP brochures frequently place this issue 
after other topics, such as economic growth and social welfare.69 The Japan Communist 
Party, in contrast, positioned it second out of nine main issues.70 It is revealing that, 
while Abe individually promoted revising the COJ, the party avoided making it the 
primary issue of the election. 

The Peculiarity of the LDP-Komeito Partnership

One of the most perplexing coalitions in contemporary politics is the LDP-Komeito 
coalition government (renritsu seiken). The two parties could not be more different. The 
LDP is a right-leaning conservative party with nationalist elements. Komeito, meanwhile, 
is a pacifist party founded by the Buddhist movement Sōka Gakkai (SG).71 Before the 
birth of the coalition in 1999, the LDP had run an anti-Komeito campaign to win 
the 1995 election.72 This goes to say that the marriage did not occur from ideological 
alignment, but rather from rational vote-seeking behavior. In fact, several scholars have 
described the relationship as a win-win situation—the LDP relies on SG, one of the 
largest and most reliable voting blocs in Japan, while Komeito gains political influence, 
despite being a small party holding less than thirty seats in the Diet.7374 In particular, 
SG garners around twenty thousand to twenty-five thousand votes per single-member 
district and can easily swing an election in favor of an LDP candidate.75

It is understandable that Komeito holds a sizable “veto power” on contested issues, 

68  Liberal Democratic Party of Japan 自由民主党, “Reiwa Gan-nen Sangiin Senkyo Kōyaku” 令和元
年参議院選挙公約 [Reiwa 1 House of Councilors Election Manifesto], July 21, 2019, https://jimin.
jp-east-2.storage.api.nifcloud.com/pdf/manifest/20190721_manifest.pdf. 
69  Liberal Democratic Party of Japan 自由民主党, “Kōyaku・Seisaku Panfuretto” 公約政策パンフ
レット [Manifesto/Policy Pamphlets], accessed November 29, 2020, https://www.jimin.jp/policy/
pamphlet/?fbclid=IwAR2huaCpbnwAtZPbI7TotoWb-vjUpXqL2EssiurL63_eOKbo4v__4A_Lfdo. 
70  Japan Communist Party 日本共産党, “Kibou to Anshin no Nippon wo  2019 Sangiin Senkyo 
Kōyaku” 希望と安心の日本を　2019年参議院選挙公約 [A Japan Full of Hope and Comfort  
2019 House of Councilors Election Manifesto], July 2019, https://www.jcp.or.jp/web_down-
load/2019/06/201907-sanin-kouyaku-zen.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0i6xlPWcgF6DSqhqmxWKERMjIH-
biLkGKhonGg5F345rPd11sfXmYBjZBM. 
71  Liff, “Japan’s Defense Policy,” 92. 
72  Adam P. Liff and Ko Maeda, “Electoral Incentives, Policy Compromise, and Coalition Durabil-
ity: Japan’s LDP–Komeito Government in a Mixed Electoral System,” Japanese Journal of Political 
Science 20, no. 1 (2019): 59. 
73  Michio Umeda, “The Liberal Democratic Party: Its Adaptability and Predominance in Japanese 
Politics for 60 Years,” Asian Journal of Comparative Politics 4, no. 1 (2018): 16. 
74  For Upper House seats, see “Nisen-jūkyuunen Saninsen: Jikō, Kaisen Nanajūichi Giseki Kakuto-
kushi Shōri  Kaiken Seiryoku wa Sanbun-no-ni Waru” 2019参院選：自公、改選71議席獲得し勝
利　改憲勢力は3分の2割る [2019 Upper House Election: Victory for LDP-Komeito with 71 Seats 
Won: Pro-Revision Forces Fall Short of 2/3], Nippon.com, July 22, 2019, https://www.nippon.com/
ja/japan-data/h00502/; for Lower House seats, see “Jikō Nado Kaiken Seiryoku Hachiwari  Zengise-
ki Kakutei” 自公など改憲勢力８割　全議席確定 [Pro-Revision Forces Obtain 80%: All Seats 
Confirmed], Chunichi Shimbun, October 24, 2017, https://static.chunichi.co.jp/chunichi/archives/
article/senkyo/shuin2017/zen/CK2017102502100011.html. 
75  Nakakita, The Liberal Democratic Party, 147. 
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notably constitutional revision. The party agrees with constitutional revision, but opposes 
revising Article Nine.76 To borrow Liff and Maeda’s words, Komeito is able to “punch 
significantly above its weight” to serve as a “brake” (hadome) on the more radical propos-
als advocated by its senior partner.77 For example, multiple scholars credit the junior 
party’s role in watering down the 2015 security legislation formally permitting CSD.78 
It is said that Komeito forced Abe to reword one of the conditions for CSD, to limit its 
use to when an armed attack occurs against Japan and “a country in a close relationship,” 
closing the door to the possibility of aiding any country around the world.79 Policy 
compromises indicate both the importance of Komeito and the balancing act between 
maintaining the coalition and pushing radical policies for the right-leaning LDP base. 

Still, with the LDP having won six consecutive elections under Abe, it seems irrational 
to compromise on policy. But a closer examination of the electoral landscape reveals 
that the LDP is not as dominant as widely perceived. In recent years, the party’s vote 
share in national elections has declined from approximately 30 percent in the 1980s 
and 1990s to 15-20 percent in the last few elections.80 Komeito is also losing votes, 
with the 2019 Upper House election registering its lowest proportion of votes since the 
coalition was formed.81 A plummeting base serves as the chief reason for the two parties 
to continue cooperating despite their ideological differences. In addition, the LDP has 
a stronghold in rural areas, while Komeito gets votes in urban areas. These bases do not 
compete, minimizing friction when selecting candidates, and resulting in no contested 
races since 2000.82 Between 2000 and 2017, Komeito has also reduced the number of 
electoral seats it competes for from eighteen to nine, largely following its declining vote 
tally.83 Finally, Komeito endorsements for LDP candidates have remained above 80 

76  Hughes, “Japan’s Remilitarization and Constitutional Revision,” 149; Smith, Japan Rearmed, 154.
77  Liff and Maeda, “Electoral incentives, policy compromise, and coalition durability,” 64. 
78  See, for example, Hughes, “Japan’s Strategic Trajectory and Collective Self-Defense,” 113; Liff, 
“Policy by Other Means,” 92; and Nakanishi, “Reorienting Japan?,” 413. 
79  Hughes, “Strategic Trajectory and Collective Self-Defense,” 113-114. 
80  Nakakita Koji 中北浩爾, “Jimintō Banjyaku Janai ga Yūi wa Kuzurenai Riyū” 自民党盤石じゃな
いが優位は崩れない理由 [Why the LDP Remains Dominant Despite Not Having a Solid Base], 
Tōyō Keizai, May 21, 2017, https://toyokeizai.net/articles/-/172234. 
81  For data between 2000 and 2017, refer to Igarashi Jin 五十嵐仁, “Nisen-jūnananen Shūinsen 
no Bunseki to Kongo no Tatakai” 2017年衆院選の分析と今後のたたかい [Analysis of the 2017 
Election and Future Strategic Outlook], Gekkan Zenrōren (National Confederation of Trade Unions 
Monthly), February 2018, https://www.zenroren.gr.jp/jp/koukoku/2018/data/252_01.pdf; for 2019 
election data, refer to “Komeito, Saninsen Hirei de Hyakumanhyō-gen  Giseki Zōmo Kikikan 
Takamaru” 公明党、参院選比例で１００万票減　議席増も危機感高まる [Komeito Loses 
One Million Votes Under Upper House Proportional System: Win Seats But Sense Crisis], Sankei 
Shimbun, July 28, 2019, https://www.sankei.com/politics/news/190728/plt1907280010-n1.html. 
82  For data between 2000 and 2014, refer to Nakakita, The Liberal Democratic Party, 151; for 2017 
data, refer to districts Komeito sent candidates to, at “Shūinsen 2017 Kaihyō Kekka” 衆院選2017
開票結果 [2017 Lower House Election Ballot Results], NHK, October 22, 2017, https://www.nhk.
or.jp/senkyo/database/shugiin/2017/index.html. 
83  For data between 2000 and 2014, refer to Nakakita, The Liberal Democratic Party, 151; for 2017 
data, refer to Komeito Party 公明党, “Shūinsen 2017 Tokusetsu Saito” 衆院選2017特設サイト 
[Special Website for 2017 Lower House Election], October 2017, https://www.komei.or.jp/cam-
paign/shuin2017/. 
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percent since 2005, reflecting the LDP’s dependence on organized votes (soshiki hyō) 
in exchange for policy compromises.84  

Conclusion

The Abe years saw a delicate balancing of ideological ambitions and pragmatic states-
manship. At times, Abe pandered to right-wing interest groups by advocating a radical 
proposal to rewrite the postwar constitution. At other times, he was more reserved and 
compromised on key issues, such as preserving the second paragraph of Article Nine. 
Abe’s persistent pursuit of constitutional revision, even at the expense of watering down 
the original draft, highlights how the issue came to define his political identity. There was 
no turning back, and this inconsistency rather frequently contributed to confusion over 
his real intentions, thereby further alienating public support. Abe’s failure is evidence of 
lasting domestic resistance to, and a lack of political consensus for, constitutional revision. 

As many constitutional scholars have warned, expanding the scope of the SDF’s capabil-
ities will require amendments to be legally consistent.85 Furthermore, Japan’s changing 
security environment may warrant such an expansion. Concerns include North Korea’s 
ever-salient nuclear weapons program, and China’s maritime assertiveness, as evidenced 
by its new coast guard law.86 Despite the Biden administration’s efforts to reassure allies, 
there is also some doubt over the durability of U.S. security commitments with the 
shifting power balance in the region.87 Future prime ministers will encounter the same 
issue: convincing domestic actors that revising the COJ, and therefore moving closer to 
a normal state, is a necessary and non-ideologically motivated change. 

There continues to be ample resistance to hawkish security policy and revising the COJ. 

84  For data between 2000 and 2014, refer to Nakakita, The Liberal Democratic Party, 151; for 2017, 
divide the total number of LDP candidates with the number of candidates endorsed by Komeito; 
and refer to Liberal Democratic Party of Japan 自由民主党, “Kōnin Kōhosha” 公認候補者 [Official 
Candidates], accessed October 26, 2020, https://www.jimin.jp/election/results/sen_shu48/candi-
date/index.html#pref_0; “Komei, Jimin Sanjūkyūnin wo Tsuika Suisen” 公明、自民39人を追加
推薦 [Komeito Backs 39 Additional LDP Candidates], Nihon Keizai Shimbun, October 6, 2017, 
https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXMZO21996070W7A001C1EA3000; and “Komei, Jimin Hitori 
wo Tsuika Suisen” 公明、自民1人を追加推薦 [Komeito Backs 1 Additional LDP Candidate], 
Nihon Keizai Shimbun, October 19, 2017, https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXMZO22459910Z-
11C17A0PP8000?s=6. 
85  “Shūdanteki Jieiken Kōshi, Zensankōnin ga ‘Iken’  Shūin Kenpō-shin” 集団的自衛権行使、全
参考人が「違憲」　衆院憲法審 [Commission on the Constitution, House of Representatives: 
All Experts Say Collective Self-Defense is Unconstitutional], Nihon Keizai Shimbun, June 4, 2015, 
https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGXLASFS04H3U_U5A600C1PP8000/. 
86  “Nichibei, Chūgoku Kaikeihō ni ‘Shinkokuna Kenen’” 日米、中国海警法に「深刻な懸念」 
[Japan-U.S., China’s Coast Guard Law a ‘Serious Concern’], Nihon Keizai Shimbun, March 17, 2021, 
https://www.nikkei.com/article/DGKKZO70045720X10C21A3MM8000/. 
87  “Bei Indo Taiheiyōgun Shireikan, ‘Chūgoku ni Yoru Genjō Henkō’ ni Kenen” 米インド太平洋軍
司令官、「中国による現状変更」に懸念 [U.S. Indo-Pacific Commander, ‘Chinese Actions to 
Change Status Quo’ a Concern], Nihon Keizai Shimbun, March 10, 2021, https://www.nikkei.com/
article/DGXZQOGN1005D0Q1A310C2000000/. 
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Last year, the LDP failed to materialize talks to acquire “enemy counter-strike capabil-
ities,” or the ability to strike at foreign bases before missiles are launched.88 This is the 
result of a lack of consensus within the coalition. On the constitution, Prime Minister 
Suga has opted to value deliberation with opposition parties in the Diet’s Commission 
on the Constitution (Kenpō Shinsakai). Unlike Abe, who for the most part neglected 
reaching across the aisle, Suga understands the need to give the impression that this 
is a unified act, not an independent push by pro-amendment parties. The party is also 
crafting a new draft, likely to seal off a return to the 2012 draft that hardliners such as 
Ishiba desire. Forming consensus will be an arduous task given the multitude of views 
and opposition to creating a new draft.89
 
That is not to say the COJ is unshakable. Just in the last few months, the LDP has 
successfully chipped away a few hurdles that stand in its way. At the party convention 
in March, Suga said he expects “some conclusion” on the revised National Referendum 
Law this Diet session, and reiterated his determination to achieve COJ revision, a key 
pillar of the LDP’s original platform.90 The Lower House Commission on the Consti-
tution passed the bill on May 6, a few days after the seventy-fourth anniversary of the 
COJ, making it highly probable the revised law will be passed by both Houses during 
this Diet session.91 The party has also implemented public relations campaigns targeted 
at women and younger generations through posters and comics.92 Much like the soft 
social control tactics utilized for citing “public bads” like nuclear power plants, these 
tools may take years to have effect, but can shape otherwise malleable opinions on the 
issue.93 This is especially true in Japan, where younger citizens lack interest in politics and 

88  “Japan’s defense plan won’t include strike capability acquisition,” Mainichi Shimbun, November 6, 
2020, https://mainichi.jp/english/articles/20201106/p2g/00m/0na/029000c. 
89  “Jimin ga Kaiken Gen-an Kisou Iinkai Tachiage e  Jūninen Irai, Tōnai no Teikō wa Nezuyoku” 自
民が改憲原案起草委員会立ち上げへ　12年以来、党内の抵抗は根強く [LDP To Establish 
a Drafting Committee  First Since 2012, Strong Opposition from Within Party], Tokyo Shimbun, 
October 9, 2020, https://www.tokyo-np.co.jp/article/60669.
90  Suga said the ruling coalition and opposition agreed to arrive to some conclusion (nanraka no 
ketsuron wo eru) on the National Referendum Law. He also said revising the COJ is a pillar of the 
party’s platform (waga tō no tōze). See, Suga Yoshihide 菅義偉, “Dai Hachijūhachikai Jimintō Taikai  
Suga Yoshihide Sōsai Enzetsu” 第88回自民党大会　菅義偉総裁演説 [88th Liberal Democratic 
Party Convention Speech by President Yoshihide Suga], Liberal Democratic Party of Japan, March 
21, 2021, https://www.jimin.jp/news/information/201354.html. 
91  “Kokumin Tōhyōhō Kaisei-an Shūin Kenpō Shinsakai de Kaketsu  Kon-kokkai de Seiritsu e” 国民
投票法改正案 衆院憲法審査会で可決 今国会で成立へ [Lower House Commission on the Con-
stitution Approves Amendments to the National Referendum Law  Likely to Pass Diet During This 
Session], NHK, May 6, 2021, https://www3.nhk.or.jp/news/html/20210506/k10013014891000.html. 
92  LDP Women’s Affairs Division 自由民主党女性局, “Shiawase no Katachi  Watashitachi no Ken-
pō” 幸せのカタチ　私たちの憲法 [Pursuing Happiness – Our Constitution], accessed December 
1, 2020, https://jimin.jp-east-2.storage.api.nifcloud.com/pdf/women/pamphlet/women_pam-
phlet2020.pdf; and LDP Youth Division 自由民主党青年局, “Kuni ni Todoke – Nippon ni wa 
Wakai Chikara ga Hitsuyōdesu” 国に届け–日本いは若い力が必要です [A Message to Citizens 
– Japan Needs the Power of the Youth], accessed December 1, 2020, https://jimin.jp-east-2.storage.
api.nifcloud.com/18voice/vol06/kuninitodoke_all.pdf. 
93  Daniel P. Aldrich, Site Fights: Divisive Facilities and Civil Society in Japan and the West (New 
York: Cornell University Press, 2010), 64-65. 
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end up supporting the LDP without much thought.94 The most recent public opinion 
polls also show net positive support for revision, stemming from the view that stronger 
emergency powers are necessary to deal with disasters like COVID-19 and respond to 
the increased threat from China.95 Accordingly, there will be a degree of uncertainty as 
to whether resistance will endure in the decades to come.

 

94  “Do the Young Lean Right? Mainichi Polls Show Strong Youth Support for Abe, LDP,” Mainichi 
Shimbun, October 9, 2017, https://mainichi.jp/english/articles/20171009/p2a/00m/0na/014000c. 
95  Support is not necessarily for amending Article Nine. When asked whether Article Nine should be 
amended, results are reversed, with “it should not be amended” higher than “it should be amend-
ed.” See, for example, “NHK Yoron Chōsa ‘Kenpō Kaisei Hitsuyō’ Sanjūsan Pāsento ‘Hitsuyō Nai’ 
Nijū Pāsento” NHK世論調査“憲法改正必要”33％“必要ない”20％ [NHK Poll ‘Consti-
tutional Amendment Necessary’ 33% ‘Not Necessary’ 20%], NHK, May 2, 2021, https://www3.
nhk.or.jp/news/html/20210502/k10013010101000.html; Aoki Jun 青木純, “Kenpō Kaisei ‘Sansei’ 
48%, ‘Hantai’ Sanjūichi Pāsento  Mainichi Shimbun Yoron Chōsa” 憲法改正　「賛成」48％、
「反対」31％　毎日新聞世論調査 [Constitutional Amendment ‘Support’ 48%, ‘Oppose’ 31%  
Mainichi Shimbun Poll], Mainichi Shimbun, May 3, 2021, https://mainichi.jp/articles/20210502/
k00/00m/010/141000c; and Isobe Yoshitaka 磯部佳孝, and Tatsuya Eguchi 江口達也, “Kaiken Hit-
suyō Yonjūgo Pāsento, Fuyō Yonjūyon Pāsento, Kyūjō Iji Rokujūichi Pāsento  Asahi Chōsa” 改憲必
要45%、不要44％、９条維持61％　朝日調査 [Constitutional Amendment Necessary 45%, Not 
Necessary 44%, Maintain Article Nine 61%  Asahi Chōsa], Asahi Shimbun, May 3, 2021, https://
www.asahi.com/articles/ASP52632JP47UZPS009.html.    
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Appendix

Appendix 1.
Words connoting nationalism/patriotism: national security, responsibility, security, our 
nation, nation, strong, strong Japan, together, strength, power, determination, defend, 
defense, defence, patriotism, rectify, crisis, pride, best, threat, threatening, future, devote, 
devotion, revive, reviving, revived, restore, restoring, restored, severe, severely, reinforce, 
reinforced, reinforcing, reinforcement, resolute, warning, warn, vigilant, vigilance, mission, 
safety, safely, confidence, lost, loss, serious, seriously, carve out, carve

Words connoting Constitutional revision: constitution, article9, article 9, article, article 
nine, articlenine, war, war power, selfdefense, self defense, collectiveselfdefense, collective 
selfdefense, collective self defense

Appendix 2.96 
See full tables at https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j15BHuL8JVok7PaKUJYxYc-
gA55qfJQY1/view

Appendix 3.97 
See full tables at https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j15BHuL8JVok7PaKUJYxYc-
gA55qfJQY1/view
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96  University of Tokyo Taniguchi Research Team 東大谷口研究室, and Asahi Shimbun, “Nisen-
jūnananen Shūinsen Kōhosha Chōsa” 2017年衆院選候補者調査 [2017 Survey of Lower House 
Candidates], September 23, 2017, http://www.masaki.j.u-tokyo.ac.jp/utas/utasp.html. 
97  University of Tokyo Taniguchi Research Team 東大谷口研究室, and Asahi Shimbun, “Nisen-
jūkyūnen Sangiin Giin・Saninsen Kōhosha Chōsa” 2019年参議院議員参院選候補者調査 [2019 
Survey of Upper House Representatives and Candidates], May 20, 2019, http://www.masaki.j.u-to-
kyo.ac.jp/utas/utasp.html. 
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West Papuan Nationalism and #Papuanlivesmatter
An Interview with Veronika Kusumaryati

Indigenous Papuans have sought independence from Indonesia for over five decades. 
Since 1969, racial discrimination, exploitation of natural resources, militarization, and 
the arrival of Indonesian settlers have fueled the ongoing fight for an independent West 
Papua. In the wake of the murder of George Floyd, Indigenous Papuans expressed 
identification and solidarity with anti-racist struggles in the United States through the 
creation of the Papuan Lives Matter Movement. The Journal sat down with Veron-
ika Kusumaryati, postdoctoral fellow in the Asian Studies Program at Georgetown 
University, to discuss the rise of Black consciousness among Indigenous Papuans and 
the entangled histories of colonialism, race, nationalism, and development in Indonesia. 
Dr. Kusumaryati also spoke about how her work in film intersects with her anthropo-
logical research.

Journal: How did you become interested in studying colonialism in Southeast Asia? 
What led you to focus your research on West Papuan nationalism?

Kusumaryati: I initially came to the United States to study the post-1998 (post-demo-
cratic reform) media landscape in Indonesia. I studied film and media as an undergrad-
uate in Indonesia. Later I went on to enroll as a Ph.D. student at Harvard University. 
In my first year as a Ph.D. student, I wrote a paper on the internet in West Papua and 
its role in opening up information in this remote and highly militarized area. My Ph.D. 
advisor, who worked on Indonesia, read the paper and asked me to look into the situation 
in West Papua. I returned with a report on what I saw and heard there, and with her 
encouragement, decided to focus on West Papua as my research site. As an Indonesian, 
I had never been to West Papua before this visit but had often heard about the military 
operations and “development” (or lack thereof ) there. Thus, visiting West Papua and 
confronting a situation that I had never seen in any other part of Indonesia was rather 
unsettling. It was not my original intention to study colonialism, but in places like 
Indonesia, the legacy of colonialism is still thoroughly felt. Southeast Asia, in particu-
lar, has a diverse and fascinating history of colonialism. We were colonized by various 
European powers (the Dutch in Indonesia, the British in Malaysia and Singapore, the 
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Spanish and Americans in the Philippines, the Portuguese in Timor-Leste, the French 
in Indochina, crypto-colonialism in Thailand, and then the Japanese across the whole 
region).1 We have a lot to learn from the history of these various systems, especially when 
the structure and ideologies from that period are still in place today. As for West Papua, 
I am interested in their claims of Indonesian colonialism. I used to take nationalism for 
granted, but after experiencing West Papua, I have a lot of questions about Indonesian 
nationalism and Papuans’ reasons for not taking part in it. 

Journal: What are the origins and goals of the #Papuanlivesmatter movement? Where 
does this strain of activism sit within the current system of political governance within 
West Papua? How does it relate to Indonesia’s colonial past?

Kusumaryati: Before the murder of George Floyd, Papuans had staged protests against 
Indonesian racism. In August 2019, for instance, a group of Papuan students in Surabaya 
was subjected to racist treatment. The incident began with a rumor that the Papuans 
had flushed an Indonesian flag down the drain. Another rumor said that they pulled 
the flag down and replaced it with the Morning Star flag of the Papuan independence 
movement. On the evening of August 16, the eve of the celebration of Indonesian inde-
pendence, members of the ormas (paramilitary groups) and Indonesian security forces 
surrounded and screamed at the Papuans and told them to go back to West Papua. They 
also called them “monkeys.” Incidents like these show that while Papuans are Indonesian 
citizens, they are treated differently by other Indonesians. Secondly, this incident also 
demonstrates that Papuans have been fighting against this discrimination and diminish-
ment. When George Floyd’s murder sparked global protests, Papuans saw themselves as 
Indonesia’s George Floyd. They started to use the hashtag #Papuanlivesmatter to point 
to their shared struggle. Similar to anti-racism protests in the United States, Papuan 
protests also called for an end to anti-Black racism by Indonesians. 

While they share similar goals with the Black Lives Matter movement, Papuans’ anti-rac-
ism movements are different in several respects. Firstly, West Papua’s protests are aimed 
at Indonesian racism, which is founded not only on the legacy of white supremacy and 
the colonial racial order, but also on Indonesian supremacy and the denial of Papuan 
Black identity. Secondly, their anti-racism protests go hand in hand with their struggle 
for self-determination. Papuans still consider Indonesia a colonial state and, therefore, 
consider Indonesian racism as a component of the Indonesian colonial system. This last 
point concerning Papuans’ anti-racism protests is especially difficult to digest for most 
Indonesians, as most remain committed to the idea that West Papua is a foundational 

1 Anthropologist Michael Herzfeld defines crypto-colonialism a situation where “countries claim to 
have avoided colonial domination but in reality are heavily dependent on, and indirectly but mate-
rially subject to, intrusive control by Western colonial powers” (2012, 214). He gives an example of 
Thailand which had never been under any colonial rule but was and continues to depend on more 
dominant powers. See Michael Herzfeld, “The Crypto-Colonial Dilemmas of Rattanakosin Island,” 
Journal of the Siam Society 100 (2012): 209-223 and Michael Herzfeld, “The Absent Presence: Dis-
courses of Crypto-Colonialism,” South Atlantic Quarterly 101 (2002): 899–926.
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component of the nation. 

It is important to note that West Papua was only incorporated into Indonesia in 1969—
twenty-four years after Indonesia’s independence. West Papua was transferred from the 
Dutch to Indonesia through the New York Agreement, a framework sponsored by the 
United States. The transfer was partly inspired by a racist idea that Papuans were not 
ready to govern themselves. This history continues to shape how Papuans see themselves 
within Indonesian society. Papuans have been fighting for their independence since 
1965, and as a result, Indonesia chooses to carry out intensive military operations in the 
area. Today, West Papua remains the most militarized area in the country, where daily 
human rights abuses are perpetrated by Indonesian security forces. On the other hand, 
the Papuan Liberation Army, the armed wing of the Free Papuan Movements, also kills 
a significant number of Indonesian civilians accused of being military spies. The Papuan 
Lives Matter movement calls for an end to the militarization and human rights abuses. 
It also calls for an end to the everyday racism that Indonesian settlers (and Indonesians 
in general) commit against the Papuans. 

Journal: Is the #Papuanlivesmatter movement part of a larger political conversation in 
Indonesia around race and indigeneity or is it a standalone movement?

Kusumaryati: This is uncertain. In Indonesia, race is not part of the popular political 
lexicon. I would say that Indonesia perceives itself as a race-blind society. The concep-
tion of race in Indonesia always points to the legacy of colonialism, where race was 
the organizing principle of colonial societies. When Indonesians talk about race, they 
focus on the Chinese Indonesians who, during Dutch colonialism, played the role of 
colonial mediators. During the authoritarian period of the New Order (1966-1998), 
the government used the designation of SARA (suku, ras, dan agama) to refer to ethnic, 
racial, and religious differences. Any discussion on SARA is perceived to be against the 
Indonesian nationalist slogan of “Unity in Diversity.” The Indonesian Criminal Code, 
especially Articles 156 and 156a, are also often used to punish expressions of SARA. 
The Papuans’ identification with Black identities and the Black Lives Matter Movement 
through Papuan Lives Matter thus poses a difficult problem for many Indonesians. 
Indonesians understand that racism exists, but it is either “there” (in the United States 
or Europe) or it is mainly understood in relation to Chinese Indonesians. In Indonesia, 
the West Papua “problem” is frequently understood as a problem of ethnicity or sepa-
ratism from Indonesia. Before Papuan Lives Matter, most Indonesians did not think 
racism was part of Indonesia’s problem in West Papua. Now, with the global influence 
of Black Lives Matter, young Indonesians have become more open to discussions of 
race and racism in West Papua. 

Papuans themselves assume multiple, intersectional identities. They are Black, but also 
indigenous and Christian. They also have their own tribal or ethnic identification. These 
multiple identities shape Papuans’ articulation as Black people. In their international 
campaign, Papuans use their multiple identities to navigate different institutional 
arrangements of global politics. Thus, they participate in global indigenous movements, 
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use church networks to attend forums at the United Nations Human Rights Council, 
and speak to the Black Lives Matter movement through the internet.  

Journal: How do other ethnic groups in Indonesia respond to West Papuan claims that 
Indonesia is a colonizer? How have indigenous Papuans reacted to infrastructure and 
other development projects initiated by the state?

Kusumaryati: Indonesia is comprised of more than seven hundred ethnic groups, and 
the nation’s founding principle of “Unity in Diversity” implies that we are one nation 
even though we are all very different. Thus, Papuans’ protests really touch upon this 
foundation. Indonesians understand that most Papuans live in poverty, even though they 
have many natural resources. They understand that development has not successfully 
improved the living standards of the Papuans, and that many Papuans have been killed 
by the Indonesian security forces. However, Indonesians tend to blame Papuans and 
non-Papuans alike for corruption and the lack of development, as well as for the failure 
of Indonesian nationalism in West Papua. 

For Papuans, on the other hand, development is a tricky word. Papuans feel that they 
are in need of development. They are eager to participate in various schemes of improve-
ment, but in their experience, development has always meant the plunder of their natural 
resources, the expropriation of their customary land, militarization, and the arrival of 
more Indonesians, who in turn, dominate their economy and monopolize any opportu-
nities available for them. So, it is incorrect to say that Papuans do not like development, 
because the development they have experienced has always brought them harm. Consider, 
for instance, the construction of the Trans-Papuan Highway in the Central Highlands. 
The Indonesian government planned to build 4,325 km of roads connecting the western 
part of West Papua to the eastern part, with the intention of easing West Papua’s isolation 
and accelerating development in the region. However, the government did not consult 
communities impacted by the construction. They also brought the Indonesian security 
forces to be involved in the project. While the government understood that Papuans have 
had traumatic experiences with the security forces, it still invited their participation. This 
is an unsound policy. Another example is the government’s policy of developing large-
scale palm oil plantations. Most Papuan communities are dependent on their forests 
for their livelihoods. Instead of developing a green economy based on Papuans’ intimate 
relationship with the forests, the government opted to welcome corporations to develop 
large-scale plantations that took over Papuan lands. This carbon-heavy development 
model is promoted because government officials want money, not because they sincerely 
want to aid the Papuans. The problem of public policy in West Papua is exacerbated by 
racism and the denigration of Papuan cultures. Papuan intellectual Benny Giay calls 
this a policy motivated by a hermeneutic of suspicion. 

Journal: How has the #Blacklivesmatter movement responded to #Papuanlivesmatter? 
Are these two movements in dialogue with each other?
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Kusumaryati: I have not heard of any response from the Black Lives Matter movement, 
but I think that both share and exchange solidarity as Black movements. 

Journal: How effective have West Papua’s social movements and nationalist groups been 
at utilizing new media?

Kusumaryati: It depends on to which social movements and nationalist groups one 
refers. In general, digital media has played an important role for West Papua’s social 
and political movements. Many NGOs use the internet to broadcast their human rights 
investigations. Political activists use the internet to propagate their calls for Papuan 
self-determination. Papuan youths have an affinity for digital media. Online platforms, 
such as Papuan Voices, Papuansphoto, and sastrapapua.org, have become important 
platforms for Papuans to show their work online through videos, photos, and writing for 
a broader audience. Papuans avidly use social media for various purposes, from dating 
and studying, to staging movements. The West Papuan Liberation Army also uses the 
internet to publish releases aimed at Papuan and international audiences. 

Yet, the most extraordinary aspect about the use of the internet in West Papua is how it 
becomes the battleground of an information war between the Indonesian government 
and Papuan movements. As I write in my forthcoming paper, “#Papuanlivesmatter: Youth 
Political Movements and Black Consciousness in West Papua,” during the anti-racism 
protest in August 2019, the Indonesian government shut down the internet for thir-
ty-three cities and regencies across West Papua. This internet blackout violated Indone-
sian law and has been protested by civil society organizations.2 The government argued 
that the blackout was meant to “prevent fake news from spreading.” They also argued 
that it conforms with the Electronic Information and Transactions (ITE) Law. Passed 
in 2008, the ITE law makes use of the SARA provision. The Indonesian government 
and security forces have also carried out an aggressive campaign against the Papuan 
independence movements through the circulation of false information (hoaxes) and the 
creation of hundreds of fake accounts. This operation aimed to sow confusion about the 
reality on the ground in West Papua and counter any discourse against the Indonesian 
government and security forces.3 Thus, we see how important the internet is for the 
government and the Papuans alike, and how the control over information needs to be 

2  The civil society group filed a lawsuit against the president and the Communications and Infor-
mation Ministry in January 2020. This group comprised of the Alliance of Independent Journalists 
(AJI) and the Southeast Asia Freedom of Expression Network (Safenet). The Indonesian press legal 
aid (LBH Pers), the Indonesian Legal Aid Foundation (YLBHI), KontraS, Elsam, and the Institute 
for Criminal Justice Reform (ICJR) provided lawyers.
3  See Benjamin Strick, “Investigating Information Operations in West Papua: A Digital Forensic 
Case Study of Cross-Platform Network Analysis,” Bellingcat, October 11, 2019, https://www.belling-
cat.com/news/rest-of-world/2019/10/11/investigating-information-operations-in-west-papua-a-dig-
ital-forensic-case-study-of-cross-platform-network-analysis/; Benjamin Strick, “West Papua: New 
Online Influence Operation Attempts to Sway Independence Debate,” Bellingcat, November 11, 
2020, https://www.bellingcat.com/news/2020/11/11/west-papua-new-online-influence-operation-at-
tempts-to-sway-independence-debate/.
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understood not only in relation to a conflict situation like in West Papua but also broadly, 
digital rights that affect citizens. 

Journal: What role do you think visual representation and communication has to play in 
anthropology or social science more broadly (e.g., in spreading awareness and resources 
about a particular social issue)? How does your work in film studies intersect with your 
anthropological work? 

Kusumaryati: I am involved in several media initiatives with my Papuan interlocutors 
and friends. I recently produced a film with Ernst Karel entitled Expedition Content, 
which focuses on Michael Rockefeller’s recordings in West Papua. The film has been 
screened at the Berlin International Film Festival, Cinéma du Reel in Paris, and Lincoln 
Center in New York. The film will have a theatrical release in North America this 
summer (2021). I think it is important for social scientists to understand how media 
works and use that understanding to develop more inclusive and innovative methods 
for research. Social scientists can use film and other media to broadcast our findings or 
discoveries. We can also use multimodal mediums as a way to engage with our subjects. 
I find that both academic and non-academic communities are more receptive to our 
research findings through non-textual formats, such as visual or aural media. My inter-
disciplinary background as an anthropologist and visual artist helps me to be a better 
scientist because the people involved in our research are also multidimensional beings.   

Journal: What impact does the study of colonial legacies have for Indonesian politics?

Kusumaryati: As a nation-in-the making, Indonesia still faces myriad problems concern-
ing the legacy of colonialism and the future of the country. We have a problem concerning 
majority-minority relations. Our democracy is not strong enough to deal with different 
forces that want to bring Indonesia back to authoritarianism. As we also see in the United 
States, democracy cannot be taken for granted. We have to defend it. Thus, a deeper 
understanding of conflicts (such the one in West Papua), racism, and the role of the 
military in democratic societies is desperately needed. As an educator and anthropologist, 
I seek to educate my students and fellow Indonesians about the enduring imprimatur of 
the past on contemporary society in West Papua and how notions of democracy, human 
rights, and justice are still far-removed from the daily lives of these people. 

Journal: Can you describe your ethnographic research methodology for your upcoming 
book on indigenous politics in West Papua? 

Kusumaryati: During my dissertation research, I used various methodologies to carry 
out research in West Papua. As an anthropologist, I am trained to conduct ethnographic 
research using participant observation. The term “fieldwork” for anthropologists usually 
means intensive observation of certain phenomena for a certain amount of time (at least 
one year) and participation in the activities that are being observed. This process also 
includes structured and semi-structured interviews with key informants with the purpose 
of gaining their perspective on the phenomenon being observed. Here, researchers can 
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use a traditional method of inscription, such as writing, to document their observations. 
They can also use a camera or a sound recorder. In West Papua, for example, I recorded 
numerous events, such as elections, using a digital camera. I produced photos, videos, 
and sound recordings. 

Secondly, I am also interested in history and how history shapes the contemporary 
situation in West Papua. To understand racial stratification in the region, for example, I 
undertook archival research in the Netherlands, Indonesia, and the United States. I made 
use of the government’s archives, missionary archives, and scientific archives to explain 
continuity and rupture in the identification of Papuans as Black people. The last method 
I used was digital ethnography. I documented how and why people use the internet. I 
followed a lot of social media accounts that were relevant to my research. I recorded 
trends, incidences, or platforms that were prominent or simply interesting. Combining 
these methods, I managed to gather a large dataset to support my dissertation. Though 
my book title continues to change, for now, my working title is Recursive Colonialism: 
History, Experience, and Political Consciousness in West Papua.

Journal: How has being connected with the Georgetown and Washington policy commu-
nities supported and enhanced your scholarship?

Kusumaryati: I am extremely fortunate to have the opportunity to work and interact 
with the Georgetown community. Georgetown’s connection with the broader Wash-
ington policy world is such a refreshing change from my previous role as a Ph.D. 
candidate. As I am currently affiliated with Georgetown’s School of Foreign Service and 
not the Department of Anthropology, I am challenged to better explain my research 
to a broader audience outside my field. The fellowship’s support has also allowed me to 
broaden my research scope, rewrite my book manuscript, publish additional articles, and 
more importantly, prompted me to think about my project after I wrote it as a student. 
Lastly, I welcome the opportunity to talk more about West Papua among U.S. policy-
makers because the fate of this one territory may very well depend on decision-makers 
in Washington, DC. 
 
Journal: As a recent Ph.D. graduate with a burgeoning career in academia, where do 
you see your future scholarship intersecting with the policymaking process?

Kusumaryati: I have always been interested in connecting my work with the broader 
public sphere, including policymakers. Though policymakers are perhaps less interested in 
the work of social scientists, I think engagement with the public sector and civil society 
is important. With our deep grassroots knowledge and data-driven approach, we social 
scientists have much to offer in the debates and decisions that affect people’s lives. In 
Indonesia, I often work with the church, which is an important development actor in 
West Papua, and various civil society organizations such as human rights groups. I work 
with them based on the mutual understanding that each of us uniquely contributes 
to the creation of a more just world. Last year, I happened to work with a consulting 
firm that advises the United States Agency for International Development (USAID). 
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I really enjoyed the experience and opportunity to exert some influence on policy. I 
plan to continue this engagement through my research and in other potential roles as 
a consultant or subject-matter expert. 

Veronika Kusumaryati is an Ethnicity, Religion, and Conflict Resolution Postdoctoral Fellow 
in the Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service at Georgetown University. Her scholarship 
engages with the theories and historiography of colonialism, decolonization, and postcoloniality. 
She has published her research in Landscape Architecture Frontiers, Indonesia, and the Asia-Pa-
cific Journal of Anthropology. With Ernst Karel, she also produced a film entitled "Expedition 
Content," which has been screened at the Berlin international Film Festival, Cinéma du Réel 
at Centre Pompidou, and Lincoln Center. She holds a Ph.D. in Anthropology with a secondary 
field in Film and Visual Studies from Harvard University.
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Ethnic Politics in Indonesia 
An Interview with Jessica Soedirgo

In 2005, the Ahmadiyah, a small minority Muslim sect in South and Southeast Asia, 
began experiencing increased religious persecution and discrimination in Indonesia. Why 
did an economically and politically marginal group, constituting less than one percent of 
the national population, suddenly become targets of violence and repression? The Journal 
invited Jessica Soedirgo, former postdoctoral fellow in the Asian Studies Program at 
Georgetown University, to discuss her research on this question, which is the subject of 
her book project, The Threat of Small Things: Patterns of Repression and Mobilization 
Against Micro-Sized Groups in Indonesia. Dr. Soedirgo also spoke about her meth-
odological approach to fieldwork, emphasizing the importance of “active reflexivity,” as 
well as the impact of the coronavirus pandemic on the direction of Indonesian politics.

Journal: How did you become interested in ethnic and religious conflict in Southeast 
Asia? What drew you to focus on micro-sized groups in Indonesia, the subject of your 
book project, The Threat of Small Things: Patterns of Repression and Mobilization 
against Micro-Sized Groups in Indonesia?

Soedirgo: There is a saying that “research is ‘me’-search,” and that definitely applies 
to my own experience. I grew up in Canada but am of Chinese-Indonesian heritage. 
One of my first moments of political consciousness was the transition to democracy in 
Indonesia, which was accompanied by different kinds of political violence. In the capital 
city of Jakarta, anti-Chinese violence erupted quite early on and this political moment 
was really something that I thought about a lot. 

This historical moment got me interested in political science and ethnic conflict. I orig-
inally wanted to study the secessionist violence in Aceh or Christian-Muslim sectarian 
violence in Indonesia’s eastern province of Maluku. By the time I got into my Ph.D. 
program, however, that conflict had thankfully de-escalated. What was going on at the 
time was lower-level violence that largely did not involve killing, but did involve arson 
and mob vandalism. I became interested in understanding why a group that I had never 
heard of—the Ahmadiyah—were suddenly victims of this kind of violence. 
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Journal: Your research explores how and why the Ahmadiyah sect is treated as a threat. 
Could you talk about the conclusions of your book project and some of the arguments 
that you found either surprising or particularly interesting?

Soedirgo: Let me answer this question in two steps. First, the Ahmadiyah is a hetero-
dox sect of Islam. The main aspect of difference between Ahmadis and orthodox Islam 
is that the Ahmadis believe that the founder of their sect, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, is a 
prophet. In contrast, orthodox Muslims believe that there can be no prophet after the 
Prophet Muhammad.  

In Indonesia, the sect suddenly became targets of violence in 2005. This struck me as 
strange, as the group represents less than one percent of the national population. As 
such, they did not pose a political threat, they were pacifist, and were not economically 
privileged in any way. And so, part of what the book project tries to answer is why would 
this group be seen as threatening?

I argue in my book project that the Ahmadiyah sect does not pose a material threat, 
but they pose what I call a visible constitutive threat. Essentially, the Ahmadiyah sect 
represents a challenge to who counts as Muslim, which is a foundational category in the 
Indonesian nation. It is this destabilization of categories that is what makes Ahmadis 
threatening to Muslims. 

In addition to trying to understand the nature of threat, the book project also tries to 
understand why violence against the Ahmadiyah began in 2005. The argument that I 
am trying to make is that this violence has to do with decentralization and the ways 
in which the shift of political power from the national level to the local level changed 
incentive structures and gave more opportunities to religious hard-liner groups to access 
political power and resources. It also made politicians more susceptible to local pressures, 
and many of these local communities have been concerned about the threat posed by 
the Ahmadiyah. 

Journal: What insights does your research provide for understanding the democratic 
process in Indonesia, the region, or democracy in general?

Soedirgo: I think my research speaks to this growing global shift from pluralism to 
illiberalism. We see that happening all over the world, and I think a key mechanism of 
that in the Indonesian context and beyond is anti-minority mobilization that enables 
conservative voices to gain political power. 

Understanding what makes these anti-minority calls to action powerful is thus important. 
And while material threats are important, I think we need to be able to think beyond the 
material components of threat. My work suggests that even these small minorities can 
be threatening simply because they challenge the understanding of who belongs to the 
group in a visible way. This suggests that perceptions of threat are shaped by elements 
such as representation in politics, media, the celebration of festivals and ceremonies, and 
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even the everyday ways that minorities mark public space through signage, institutions, 
and dress. My work asks us to pay attention to these nonmaterial factors.

Journal: Looking back at your research, how would you suggest that policymakers in 
Asia operationalize your findings to disincentivize political actors from utilizing this 
anti-minority rhetoric and activity as their platform?

Soedirgo: This is a really tough question, as I am still navigating the normative implica-
tions of my work. My findings suggest that the public visibility of minority groups shapes 
whether or not members of the majority group view them as a threat. For governments 
that do want to protect minorities––and I am very aware that many of them do not––I 
think this work can signal which minorities are more likely to be targeted and when. For 
example, there might be particular activities that will make minorities more visible, and 
so it would be worth it to invest much more in terms of safety and protection during 
those particular times. I also think my work reemphasizes findings from other scholars 
such as David Guss and John Gillis, who see public spaces as sites for contestation, 
and how normalizing certain symbols and practices can contribute to changing what it 
means to be a member of a particular category. 

I think a really good example in the Indonesian case is Chinese Indonesians. Like I 
mentioned, one of my entry points to being interested in politics was that Chinese Indo-
nesians were consistently targets of violence during the transition to democracy and in 
the Suharto era. There were many attempts to manage the visibility of this group during 
the Suharto era. For example, there was a ban on the celebration of Chinese festivals to 
ensure that the Chinese community was invisible because their identities were considered 
outside of the national project. That has changed because those boundaries of nationhood 
have shifted. The Chinese are now visible, and they do celebrate Chinese New Year, for 
example. I think we can think of public spaces as spaces for challenging narrow views 
of what it means to be American, for example, or what it means to be Indonesian. 
My work also talks about decentralization as incentivizing violence. So, again, I think this 
echoes work by scholars like Dawn Brancati who show that decentralization can have 
negative effects. Yes, decentralization can have a lot of positive effects. It can increase 
political accountability, but it can also magnify local concerns and tensions in ways that 
can bring harm to minority communities. 

So those are two things—the way that visibility shapes threat perception and political 
decentralization may increase intergroup tensions—might be helpful to policymakers.

Journal: In your recent article “Toward Active Reflexivity: Positionality and Practice 
in the Production of Knowledge,” which you co-authored with Aarie Glas, Assistant 
Professor at Northern Illinois University, you argue that researchers should include 
reflections on their positionality in their research process and in their published work. 
Could you briefly explain why active reflexivity matters in social science research, and 
how more social scientists can apply these ideas to their work?
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Soedirgo: We wrote this article at the suggestion of our mentor, the late Lee Ann Fuji, 
who wrote several important texts on reflexivity and research. We owe her a great debt. 
The assumption of the large scholarship on reflexivity is that our social location––our 
gender, our class, our age, etc.––influences the kinds of knowledge we produce. So, if our 
social location impacts the kinds of questions we ask, the data we are able to gather and 
how we interpret that data, we should pay attention to this dimension of social science 
research. I think that social science research is fundamentally a human enterprise, and 
so we should not pretend that the bodies that we inhabit do not have an effect on the 
research we produce.

Journal: How did you practice active reflexivity in the research process for your book 
project? 

Soedirgo: Maybe the better question is how I did not practice active reflexivity. Aarie 
and I wrote our article on active reflexivity because we tried to be reflexive but were 
not actively so. For my book, I was studying religious conflict, so obviously, I thought 
that my religion mattered. I am also Chinese Indonesian, which is important given the 
context and I am a woman. I thought these dimensions of my identity would matter, as 
most of the people that I would be interviewing would be Muslim, men, and pribumi 
(indigenous Indonesians). I had assumed that as long as I thought about religion, ethnic-
ity, and gender, I would be fine. But I think that was a very static assumption of what 
positionality looked like, because people are different, and they hold different priorities. 
It was a mistake to assume that religion and gender would be the only things that shaped 
the answers I received. 

Reflecting on my research, I realized that age and level of education were also influenc-
ing my research interactions. When you are in academia, you often forget that it can be 
somewhat intimidating to talk to someone who has more formal education than you do. 
Also, I am Chinese Indonesian, but I was raised in Canada not Indonesia, so that made 
a difference as well. Thus, my assumptions about positionality were the entry point for 
writing this co-authored article.

Journal: Your research highlights structural issues, such as economic inequality and weak 
governance, as factors leading to discrimination, extremism, and fundamentalism. How 
do you think your work fits into the broader conversation about social justice, racism, 
and inequality, especially within large, multiethnic democracies?

Soedirgo: My work does not touch on material aspects as much, but I suppose that my 
work fits into broader conversations of social justice, racism, and inequality by highlight-
ing the role of public visibility. It has been interesting to see how my work has parallels 
with the American experience, and the Canadian experience as well. I think we are 
starting to realize that symbolic politics is really important and the different ways that 
people claim space are fundamentally political. Caring about a flag or the name of a 
street may seem inconsequential on the face of it, but they are about groups and group 
hierarchy. My work helps further our understanding of why these things matter. By 
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furthering understanding of why these things matter, we can better address the effects 
of these concerns. 

Journal: You have also written extensively on extremism and fundamentalism in Indone-
sia and the 2019 Indonesian general election. How do you see the coronavirus pandemic 
impacting this split political discourse between Islamist and plurality parties in India, 
especially considering Jokowi’s reelection?

Soedirgo: First of all, there are a lot of other people—Sana Jaffrey, Greg Fealy, Marcus 
Mietzner, and Alex Arifianto to name a few—who have written more extensively about 
COVID-19 in Indonesia. I will say that in the case of Indonesia, COVID-19 will likely 
continue to exacerbate the polarization of the country, which has been growing over 
the last five, six years. Part of this polarization will likely come from the use of covid 
as a pretext for repressive activity. In fact, we have been seeing some really interesting 
developments around religious cleavages and growing polarization in Indonesia even in 
the last two to three weeks [in late November and early December]. Habib Rizieq, the 
leader of the Islamic Defenders Front, probably the largest Islamic hard-liner group in 
Indonesia, was in self-imposed exile, but returned to Indonesia [in early November.] 
Since he has been back, there have been a lot of protests in support of him. He has 
contravened a lot of COVID-19 restrictions by gathering. That is very interesting because 
Rizieq has been a very outspoken critic of Jokowi. 

Note: Habib Rizieq was arrested in December 2020 for violating Covid restrictions. 
Eventually, the Jokowi government banned the Islamic Defenders Front from operating due 
to the organization’s frequent violations of law and order. 

Journal: How has being connected with the Georgetown and Washington policy 
community supported and enhanced your scholarship? 

Soedirgo: I have been doing this postdoc remotely in a pandemic, but I am looking 
forward to coming in January. It is definitely different, and I am sad to not have those 
opportunities to meet people in the hall and to have spontaneous conversations about 
research. Still, I have still been so warmly welcomed into the Georgetown community. I 
think it has been really exciting to be able to talk to people about my work, and people 
have been very generous with their time. 

Beyond that, it has been great to be able to attend these virtual talks and be exposed to 
new, interesting, and exciting work, as that is what makes me want to write and work. 
Additionally, being part of the School of Foreign Service and listening to policymak-
ers come and give talks has really forced me to think more carefully about the policy 
implications of my work.

Journal: As a recent Ph.D. graduate with a career in academia, where do you see your 
future academic scholarship intersecting with the policymaking process, and what are 
some research directions you hope to pursue in your next position as an Assistant 
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Professor at the University of Amsterdam? 

Soedirgo: I have slowly come around to the idea of deeper engagement with policy 
communities. I was somewhat resistant to this because the more you learn about some-
thing, the more you realize you do not know that much about it. I continue to feel like 
I do not know much about religion and politics and violence in Indonesia, but in reality, 
if you spent years studying a country, and years looking at a political phenomenon, you 
probably do have something to say about it. The first step in writing policy is that you 
have to understand the roots of the problem that you are trying to solve, and often these 
problems are very complex so providing deep area knowledge is where my work will 
intersect with the policymaking process. This is what I believe academics can contribute 
to the policymaking process, the information that you have painstakingly connected is 
something that should be shared and should be a public good. 
In terms of what is next, the priority is definitely getting the book out! 

Jessica Soedirgo is a postdoctoral fellow at the Asian Studies Program at the Edmund A. Walsh 
School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University. She is affiliated with the Prince Alwaleed bin 
Talal Center for Muslim-Christian Understanding and the Berkley Center for Religion, Peace 
and World Affairs. She has published on the topics of ethnic and religious conflict—particularly 
in Indonesia—as well as qualitative research methods. In April 2021, she will begin as Assistant 
Professor in the Department of Political Science at the University of Amsterdam.
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